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Abstract

This dissertation explores financial decision-making and outcomes among young adults in the
United States in order to inform policies that promote saving and financial security. The study
presents a five-phase conceptual model of the financial decision-making process and describes the
influence of individual-level and environmental factors. Following the model, three empirical
studies are presented.
The first describes how financial portfolios have changed over the last five decades and finds that
wealth, inequalities and financial risk have risen among young households. The study uses
econometric techniques to estimate the effect on household wealth of changes in the socio-economic
and demographic composition of the population since the 1960s and finds that the depressing effects
of these trends are overwhelmed by market forces that inflated asset prices in recent years. The
second empirical study applies statistical and network analysis techniques to describe patterns in
financial portfolios, finding that young households accumulate financial accounts in a particular
order in accordance with emergence of financial needs over the life course. Differences in accountholding across socio-economic groups manifest as different stages in a common progression of
account acquisition, rather than divergent patterns in financial portfolio-building. The third
empirical study describes the process by which young adults save for the future, using data collected
from a series of semi-structured interviews. The findings validate the conceptual model of the
financial decision-making process and describe how practical, cognitive and psychological resources
affect choices at each phase.
Together, the findings of all three empirical studies suggest that despite large variations in outcome,
the process by which young adults build their financial portfolios is largely the same. Individuals
proceed through five phases of decision-making with respect to each financial need associated with
five successive stages. Variations in financial portfolios can largely be explained by differences in
progress along the same path, defined by the intersection of the five decision-making phases and the
five financial need stages, rather than differing processes. The implication of this key finding is that
numerous (i.e., twenty-five) junctures exist at which to influence financial decision-making in order
to promote saving for the future. On this basis, the dissertation proposes a model to identify the
range of policy options for various stakeholders to target the practical, cognitive and/or psychological
factors that influence decision-making at each step in the wealth-building process.
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Summary
Introduction
Since the mid-1980s the personal savings rate in the U.S. declined from nine percent to just over five
percent in 2009, after having dropped as low as 2.4 percent in 2007 (Bureau of Economic Analysis,
2012). Over the same period debt has risen both in nominal terms and in relation to income.
Together these widespread trends suggest that Americans may be less prepared for their financial
futures than they were several decades ago. This is particularly alarming considering that saving for
the future may have become more important, not less, given the rising cost of college tuition, doubts
about the sustainability of the Social Security system and the widespread phasing out of pensions.
Amid these changes, a new generation has entered adulthood. As the recent financial crisis
highlights, these individuals and their families are particularly vulnerable to financial insecurity. As
generations before, many of today’s young adults struggle to meet their financial obligations, which
now often include student loan payments, credit card bills, and saving for retirement. Whether or
not individuals are prepared to handle this increase in financial responsibility, they are required to do
so, and precisely at a time when both the number and complexity of financial decisions have risen.
Policies need to be developed and implemented to help young adults navigate these changes and
manage their present and future financial needs such that they have financial security today and
upon retirement. Designing such policies requires understanding the financial circumstances of
today’s young adults and the process by which they make financial decisions that result in the
outcomes observed. To that end, the objectives of this dissertation are to:
1. Describe young adults’ financial circumstances, particularly how much and in what form
they have accumulated savings for the future;
2. Describe how young adults have accumulated their savings; and
3. Identify the options for policy interventions aimed at encouraging young adults to save.
To achieve its comprehensive objectives, this dissertation utilizes a multi-disciplinary approach to
analyze financial decisions and outcomes at multiple levels, i.e., event, individual, household, and
cohort, and identify how contextual factors influence financial decision-making. This approach
provides a more complete assessment than is possible otherwise because it can identify the influence
of factors at each level and the interactions among them. Such detail is vital for designing policies
that encourage savings among young adults who are heterogeneous in their preferences, knowledge,
resources, needs, and behaviors, despite being members of the same generation.
Methods and data
This dissertation utilizes a range of methodological approaches to achieve the research aims. First, a
conceptual model of the financial decision-making process is developed, which is then used to
structure a review of the existing literature on savings and financial decision-making. Two empirical
studies apply a range of quantitative analytic techniques (i.e., statistical, econometric, principal
components, cluster, hierarchical, and cultural domain analysis) to identify patterns in financial
x

account-holding over time and across sub-groups using detailed household finance data from the
Survey of Consumer Finances. Additionally, a third study uses a combination of quantitative and
qualitative analytic techniques to examine data collected from a series of semi-structured interviews
regarding the process of saving money. The results of each empirical chapter are synthesized and
their policy implications are discussed. Finally, the dissertation proposes a framework for identifying
the policy options to increase savings among young adults.
Key findings
Financial security
In recent years the financial portfolios of young adults have become more risky. A greater share of
their assets carries investment risk and they hold more debt in real terms and relative to income. In a
related point, many young adults report that their spending habits pose the largest challenge to
saving money. More precisely, it is the price of “needs” and desire for “wants” that can inhibit
savings. How young adults manage the opportunities and incentives to save, invest, borrow, and
spend all impact their financial security.
Decision-making process
Young adults make decisions related to their financial needs in a process that has five phases. In the
first phase an individual recognizes her1 financial need (e.g., retirement savings, short term liquidity).
In the second phase, she identifies her vehicle (or account) options, considers their requirements and
makes a selection. The third phase involves implementing the vehicle choice, i.e., opening an
account (or equivalent). In Phase 4, an individual makes decisions about how much money to
transfer to the new vehicle and the method for doing so. In the fifth phase an individual makes an
assessment of her balance and the financial vehicle itself. At the end of the progression the
individual cycles between Phases 4 and 5 as she adjusts her allocation of resources periodically.
Progression from one phase to the next requires a particular decision or action be taken. An
individual’s flow through the phases is interrupted if a terminal decision is made or if no decision is
taken. If no such interruption occurs, the individual proceeds through all five phases. When a new
financial need arises, she repeats the process once again.
Account acquisition progression
Young adults tend to acquire accounts in a particular order according to the development of
financial needs. As they proceed through the life course, their financial needs evolve and additional
accounts are required to satisfy those needs. As new needs arise, new account types are added to the
existing portfolio of accounts in a progression resembling a Guttman scale, whereby increasingly
“advanced” accounts are acquired cumulatively. Initially (i.e., in Stage 1), the primary financial need
is cash management. In Stage 2, individuals address liquidity constraints by acquiring short-term
debt. In Stage 3, they begin to accumulate (liquid) savings. In Stages 4 and 5, individuals make
long-term investments and build wealth through financial investments. For the most part, young
adults add (rather than replace) accounts to existing financial portfolios as they progress through the
1

The feminine pronoun is used throughout the dissertation to represent individuals universally.
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stages of financial needs. As their portfolios grow, they reallocate resources across account types,
eventually increasing the balance of “advanced” assets and decreasing the balance of short-term
debts.
Portfolio-building process
The five phases of financial decision-making and the five stages of account acquisition intersect to
form the process by which young adults build their financial portfolios. As Figure S.1illustrates,
individuals proceed through the phases of decision-making with respect to their first financial need
(usually cash management), and then cycle through the process again for each successive need that
arises, corresponding to movements on the diagram from left to right, row-by-row. As additional
accounts are added to the portfolio, Phase 4 of the decision-making process becomes more
complicated. Individuals with multiple accounts must manage the flow of funds across time (i.e.,
between present and future consumption) and among various accounts (and financial needs),
making decisions about how to allocate resources increasingly complex. This diagram represents the
financial decision-making process at the individual level, but it also provides a way of interpreting
the variation in outcomes observed across individuals.
Figure S.1 - Portfolio-building process
Recognize
need

Financial need 1
(e.g., cash
management)

Financial need 2
(e.g., short-term
liquidity)

Financial need 3
(e.g., short-term
savings)

Financial need 4
(e.g., retirement
savings)

Financial need 5
(e.g., high-return
savings)

Identify
vehicle

Implement
selection

Manage flow
of funds

Assess
vehicle

Tradeoff Transfer

e.g.,
Checking

e.g.,
Credit card

e.g.,
Savings

e.g.,
401(k)

e.g.,
Stocks

Difference in progress, not path
Significant disparities in wealth and account ownership exist, much of which can be explained by
differences in the stage of account progression reached. That is, the path to building wealth is largely
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the same across individuals, although the level of progress varies. Some characteristics (e.g., having
lower income, being younger) are associated with being at an earlier stage of the progression, and
more advanced account acquisition simply comes with development in these traits over time.
However, notable disparities between whites and non-whites exist that are not fully explained by
differences in socio-economic characteristics and therefore do not disappear as age and income rise.
While the median account value among owners differs little across racial groups, pronounced
disparities in account ownership exist. This is due to differences in the pace of progress through the
account acquisition stages, rather than differential portfolio-building processes between whites and
non-whites.
Policy implications
The fact that most young adults make decisions, acquire accounts and build financial portfolios by a
similar series of steps has significant policy implications. The universality of the process suggests that
policies aimed at reducing systematic variations in outcomes (e.g., by race or gender) should target
the obstacles to advancement directly rather than the characteristics associated with slower progress.
This should be accomplished by targeting the precise phases of decision-making, not just the final
phase in which the outcome is observed.
The results of this research can be used to guide policymaking aimed at increasing savings among
young adults. In particular, the overview of the portfolio-building process, which illustrates the
intersection of the decision-making and account acquisition pathways, can be used as a tool to
identify the specific opportunities for policy intervention as they relate to a particular step in
addressing one’s financial needs. At each of these specific junctures (i.e., defined by phase and
financial need), there is a wide range of policy options for promoting savings. First, they may
address one or more of the phase-specific policy aims outlined in Table S.1.
Table S.1 - Policy aims
Decision-making phase
Phase 1: Recognize
savings need
Phase 2: Identify savings
vehicles
Phase 3: Implement
selection
Phase 4: Manage flow of
funds

Phase 5: Assess vehicle
and balance

Policy aims
1. Raise awareness of savings need and salience
2. Ensure range of appropriate savings vehicle choices that have
rules, requirements and features that promote saving
3. Raise awareness about savings vehicle options
4. Address (practical, cognitive or psychological) barriers to
implementation of savings vehicle selection
5. Promote greater contributions to savings by lowering practical,
cognitive and psychological costs
6. Discourage withdrawals that do not adhere to the intended
saving purpose
7. Make contributing easier
8. Ensure fair banking practices among savings vehicle providers
9. Promote realistic savings needs assessments
xiii

Policies with a given aim can be designed to precisely target the practical (e.g., time, effort,
financial), cognitive, and/or psychological factors that influence financial decision-making. In
addition, policies may be implemented by a variety of stakeholders in the government, financial
industry, or among employers. Each of these types of entities affects young adults’ savings by
shaping the environment in which individuals make financial decisions by creating opportunities
and incentives to save (or spend) money.
To induce more savings among young adults, all relevant stakeholders must pull as many policy
levers as they can and coordinate their efforts, to the extent possible. A “policy” to stimulate savings
may be comprised of multiple layers of interrelated policies created and implemented by multiple
entities. Some policies would necessitate coordination, while others would benefit from, but do not
require it. Ideally, a central body would carry out coordination of efforts across stakeholders. Such
an organization would lobby government entities, financial institutions and employers to pull
savings-promoting policy levers, promote collaboration among stakeholders, and monitor progress.
Ensuring policy effectiveness and monitoring progress towards the broad aim of increasing savings
among young adults would require that detailed data be collected. Existing datasets provide
information on savings among those who have saved, but not on the barriers young adults face in
accumulating savings. In particular, little is observed of the phases of the decision-making process.
Effectively moving individuals through the decision-making pipeline requires knowing where the
bottlenecks are so that policies to target them can be developed. Providing information necessary to
craft appropriate policies and monitor their effectiveness would require additional data collection
efforts.
Concluding remarks
Encouraging more young adults to save, or save more, for the future is necessary and will require
substantial efforts. Government entities, financial institutions and employers will need to create
policies promoting saving. These policies will need to be coordinated and monitored, and progress
towards the goal will need to be measured. Changes may need to be made to speed progress or adapt
to environmental conditions. Inducing savings among young adults will be challenging, but, the
findings of this dissertation illustrate the need for additional policy interventions in this area, and
suggest how policymakers might identify opportunities to expand on their existing efforts.
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1. Introduction
Over the past fifty years, many changes have occurred that affect the environment in which
individuals make financial decisions. College education, consumer credit, and stock market
investments have all become more widely accessible, to name a few notable developments. These
changes have increased both the number and complexity of the savings and investment choices
available to Americans. If harnessed effectively, opportunities to access credit and financial markets
may help more individuals and families achieve financial security and save for the future, but they
are not without risks. Whether or not individuals are prepared to weigh the potential risks and
returns of various savings and investment options, they are increasingly charged with making such
decisions. This is exemplified most notably by the widespread shift from traditional pension plans to
401(k) plans. Together, these trends imply that individual responsibility for financial decisions has
risen precisely when the number of choices has multiplied, making the process more challenging.
Some evidence indicates that the many changes in the financial environment have influenced both
savings and consumption behaviors. Since the mid-1980s the personal savings rate in the U.S.
declined from nine percent to just over five percent in 2009, after having dropped as low as 2.4
percent in 2007 (Bureau of Economic Analysis). Over the same period debt has risen in nominal
terms and in relation to income. Together these widespread trends suggest that Americans may be
less prepared for their financial futures than they were several decades ago, which has raised growing
concerns, especially in the wake of the recent financial crisis.
Amid these changes, a new generation has recently entered adulthood and with that, eventually,
comes the expectation of financial independence. Individuals born in the 1970s and 1980s, referred
to as Generations X and Y, are currently developing their approach to financial decision-making
(explicitly or not). Social norms and financial services are vastly different now than they were a
generation before, which limits the potential for intergenerational transmission of knowledge. Thus,
today’s young adults are developing their financial strategies in a changed environment with few role
models to guide them. Understanding how and why young adults at present make financial
decisions, and the results that ensue, is essential for developing policies to help them develop the
strategies and skills required to manage their present and future financial needs as individuals and as
household heads.
To that end, this dissertation aims to understand savings among young adults in the United States
and how the financial decision-making process is affected by various factors. In particular, the
objectives are to:
1. Describe young adults’ financial circumstances, particularly how much and in what form
they have accumulated savings for the future;
2. Describe how young adults have accumulated their savings; and
3. Identify the options for policy interventions aimed at encouraging young adults to save.
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Each of the chapters that follow addresses one or more of these broad objectives. Their particular
contributions are outlined as a set of specific aims which are identified at the beginning of each
chapter. Briefly, to achieve the research objectives, the subsequent chapters do the following:

Develop a conceptual model of the decision-making process (Chapter 2);

Synthesize the existing information related to objectives 1 and 2, above (Chapter 2);

Present the results of empirical analysis of trends in financial outcomes (Chapter 3),
account-holding patterns (Chapter 4), and the process of saving for the future (Chapter
5);

Synthesize the findings of Chapters 2 through 5 and describe their policy implications
(Chapter 6); and

Present a framework for identifying the policy options to encourage savings among
young adults (Chapter 7).
To fulfill its comprehensive objectives, this dissertation analyzes financial decisions and outcomes at
multiple levels (i.e., event, individual, household, and cohort), and identifies how contextual factors
at various levels influence financial decision-making. A multi-disciplinary approach is utilized to
ensure that an appropriate analytic technique is applied to each level of analysis and research aim.
Conducting analysis at multiple levels and using a range of analytic approaches provides a more
complete assessment than is possible otherwise because it can identify the influence of factors at each
level and the interactions among them.
In addition, as each of the chapters makes clear, there is enormous variation among the individuallevel factors that influence financial decisions. Individuals vary in their time preference, knowledge,
resources, needs, and behaviors, among other things. Differences across the characteristics that
determine savings decisions suggest that a wide variety of policy interventions would be needed to
effectively encourage many young adults to save, or save more, for the future. Therefore, this
research attempts to understand the role of many different drivers in order to inform policy in a
manner that is appropriate given the heterogeneity across individuals.
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2. Overview and background
I. Introduction
To increase savings among young adults, policymakers must first understand how savings is
accumulated, that is, the process by which financial decisions are made, the context in which this
occurs, and the influence of various factors at each contextual level. This chapter develops a
conceptual model of the decision-making process. The model and the context in which it is
embedded are then used to organize a review of the relevant theoretical and empirical literature on
the various determinants of savings. Although many studies examine specific aspects of savings and
financial decision-making, to my knowledge no such broad overview of the savings process exists.
This chapter aims to address this gap and provide a foundation for the empirical work that follows in
Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
II. Decision-making framework
The conceptual model of financial decision-making developed herein can guide the understanding of
the process an individual undergoes to establish savings. It outlines the underlying logic of each step
and how one relates to another, as well as what factors influence the process and how. Intended to
provide a broad overview of how the process works, the conceptual model should correspond with
the general understanding of the process. Interpreting it should not require any special knowledge of
the literature on savings. In addition, this model serves as a framework to organize the vast literature
on savings and in particular, to reconcile the differing explanations of savings behavior offered by
classical and behavioral economics.
The decision-making process has been broken into five phases, as is illustrated in Figure 2.1 below.
Each block represents a phase of the process in which an action or set of actions must be taken for
progress to the next phase to occur. Unless progress stalls at a particular phase, the individual
proceeds through the phases and cycles back to repeat all or portions of the process, depending on
her2 needs. Each of the phases is described below, as well as the action that is necessary to advance to
the next phase.
The decision-making process, as it relates to saving, begins with the recognition of the future self’s
needs or wants (Phase 1: Recognize). Acknowledging that one will have needs or wants in a future
time period - be it income in retirement or a large purchase next month - is a necessary prerequisite
to engaging in the subsequent steps that lead to the accumulation of funds.3 Thus most individuals
begin the process of saving money for the future by recognizing the need to do so. Those that fail to
recognize their future needs do not proceed to subsequent phases or accumulate savings.

2
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The feminine pronoun is used throughout the dissertation to represent individuals universally.
There are a few exceptions (e.g., automatic enrollment) which are discussed later.
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Figure 2.1 - Overview of the phases of financial decision-making
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

Recognize
need

Identify
vehicle

Implement
selection

Manage flow
of funds

Assess
vehicle

Tradeoff Transfer

Following the recognition of future needs, individuals proceed to Phase 2 (Identify), in which they
identify their savings vehicle options and make a selection. Implicitly or explicitly, this involves
compiling a list of the types of savings vehicles one could use to address their savings needs. The list
may be generated by gathering additional information or may be limited to the vehicle types with
which an individual is already familiar. The detailed list of alternatives an individual might consider
is lengthy, and depends on the intended purpose, but for the sake of illustration some of the most
familiar options include a traditional savings account, certificates of deposit (CDs), 401(k) plans and
investment accounts. To determine which is most suitable to her needs and preferences, an
individual may consider, among other things, convenience, accessibility, account requirements and
costs, level of (perceived) risk, and return on investment. Some individuals find the selection process
overwhelming. They may develop decision paralysis and fail to make a choice. For them, progress
stalls and they do not proceed to the next phase.
Those who do make a decision, move on to implement their choice of savings vehicle (Phase 3:
Implement), which involves following up on the selection and acquiring the chosen vehicle. A range
of practical, cognitive or psychological barriers may impede action at this phase (e.g., time
constraints, lack of information, procrastination). Individuals that overcome these hurdles become
owners of new savings vehicles and proceed to the next phase in which they make decisions about
allocating money to them.
To accumulate savings, funds must be diverted to the vehicle acquired in Phase 3. In Phase 4
(Manage), an individual manages the flow of funds to her savings vehicle. The first part of this phase
(Phase 4a: Tradeoff) requires striking a balance between present and future consumption (that is,
between spending and saving) such that a portion of income may be diverted to savings. The second
part (Phase 4b: Transfer) involves the actual movement of funds to the savings vehicle, which may
take place through a variety of methods (e.g., direct deposit, online transfer, branch deposit) that
each require differing levels of effort and commitment. This has important ramifications for savings,
as is discussed in the subsequent literature review.
In Phase 5 (Assess) an individual assesses her savings vehicle and its balance. The amount of
attention paid to one’s savings vehicles is influenced by the type of vehicle chosen as well as the
personal characteristics of the owner, as discussed in the literature review.
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After progressing through the five phases of decision-making, an individual will begin a perpetual
cycle between Phases 4 and 5 whereby adjustments to the flow of funds are continuously considered
in response to one’s assessment of the savings vehicle balance, relative to other needs and resources.
This can lead the individual to change the tradeoff made between present and future consumption
(i.e., deposit more or less money to the savings vehicle or withdraw funds from it). If the assessment
deems the savings vehicle unsatisfactory, this can lead to a new vehicle selection (i.e., a return to
Phase 2) or the recognition of a new savings need (i.e., beginning anew at Phase 1).
The responses to a given assessment may be either rational or behavioral (i.e., psychological), to use
economists’ parlance. A rational response is one that is consistent with stable and well-defined
preferences. In general, rational responses should move an individual’s savings strategy towards the
optimal one such that the utility of present and future selves is maximized given the relative
advantages of alternative approaches. This could, for example, revert the individual to Phase 4a
(Tradeoff) to rebalance consumption in favor of the future (and thus increase the contributions to
savings) if the assessment deemed the existing savings allocation inadequate.
By contrast, a behavioral (or psychological) response is one that deviates from the optimal strategy
for reasons related to the individual’s preferences, fears, or expectations. For example, assessing one’s
portfolio may elicit the temptation to withdraw from the account for purposes unrelated to the
savings objective, thus undermining progress toward a savings goal. On the other hand, evaluating
one’s balance may be encouraging and thus reinforce the motive to save. As these examples
illustrate, the possible psychological and behavioral responses vary widely. At the extreme, they can
either undermine or reinforce the motivations to save, depending on the individual and her
circumstances, as described in more detail later.
There are several notable exceptions to the model. First, in a few circumstances individuals enter the
process at Phase 4, having bypassed earlier phases. Examples of this include when individuals are
required to open a savings account with their checking account or when employees are automatically
enrolled in their employer’s 401(k) plan. These individuals need not have recognized their future
needs or overcome hurdles to identify or open their savings vehicles before becoming account
owners. The second type of exception to the model occurs among accounts in which individuals
hold financial investments (e.g., brokerage accounts, individual retirement accounts [IRAs], and
401(k) plans). These require accountholders to make an additional set of decisions about which
investments to make, which is akin to repeating Phases 2 through 5. Here again, individuals may get
stuck if they cannot make or follow through on a decision, although in this case the money is still
“saved” even if it is not invested.
As the above makes clear, an individual who has not yet begun to save may have done so for a variety
of reasons. In fact, she may be stalled in any one of the first four phases of the decision-making
process. Precisely where she has stalled has important policy implications.
The remainder of this chapter describes the context in which decisions are made in each phase,
factors that influence the way an individual engages with the process, and in turn, the outcome.
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III. Determinants of financial decision-making
As Figure 2.2 illustrates, an event (e.g., a financial
decision) occurs within a broad context comprised of

Figure 2.2 - 6-level context of financial
decisions

multiple levels. A decision made by an individual
takes place in the context of her knowledge, beliefs,
emotions and actions. The individual herself is
embedded in a household. If the household
includes others, their needs, resources, and input
inform the decision, too. In turn, the household is
Event
embedded within a family structure which
Individual
influences the knowledge, beliefs and actions – not
Household
to mention resources – of the individuals therein.
Family
The individual is similarly influenced by the social
Social network
network in which she is embedded and the cohort
Cohort
(or generation) to which she belongs. Finally, all
Financial environment
these levels of social organization exist within a
particular financial environment (comprised of the prevailing policies and economic conditions of
the time). The elements of the environment shape the opportunities and incentives that individuals
face with respect to their financial decisions. The two highest-level factors – cohort and financial
environment – indicate that financial decisions are also embedded within a particular time period,
which is another dimension of the context.
Factors at each of these levels influence financial decisions and it is important to parse out where
each factor fits in. Broadly, they can be categorized as occurring at the level of the individual or the
environment. The latter shapes the opportunities and incentives that individuals face in each of the
phases of decision-making while the former influences how an individual responds to those
conditions.
Determinants at the individual level are broken into two types of personal characteristics, i.e., those
that are immutable or mutable. The former includes such things as age, gender, and race. For the
purpose of discussion, an individual’s education, income, and family composition is considered
immutable, too, since decisions related to these characteristics are assumed to be more deterministic
of savings decisions rather than the other way around (although there is certainly an argument to be
made for the latter).4 These are discussed briefly in Section IV.A, below. Mutable, individual-level
determinants of savings include practical, cognitive and psychological factors that affect decisionmaking. A detailed review of the literature on the role of these factors is presented in Section IV.B.
The environmental determinants of savings decisions are also divided into two broad categories:
social factors (e.g., peer effects, social norms) and institutional factors (e.g., opportunities, incentives
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In economists’ parlance, this model of decision-making treats education, income and family composition as exogenous,
just like age, gender and race.
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and costs). How each of these types of determinants affects savings and the decision process itself are
also discussed, in Section V.
The following review of the literature is structured according to the broad categories outlined above.
Within each section, the discussion of relevant factors is organized according to the phases of the
decision-making process presented in Section II. Prior research on both the determinants of savings
and some of the efforts to mitigate them are summarized. Also, although the literature reviewed
primarily focuses on savings, some references are made to consumer debt insofar as it relates to
savings.
IV. Individual-level determinants of savings
A. Immutable characteristics affecting one’s financial potential for saving
To engage in the behaviors associated with saving one must have resources that either are or could be
allocated to savings. In terms of generating new savings, the two factors that determine what is
eligible to become savings include the inflow of resources (i.e., income) and the outflow of resources
(i.e., present consumption and debt repayment). The difference between income and expenditures
represents savings – whether positive or negative. A detailed discussion of how each of the
immutable characteristics affects savings is beyond the scope of this review, but a brief overview is
presented for the sake of completeness.
Income plays an enormously important role in determining the extent to which one is able to save
money for the future. Income itself is affected by many individual-level characteristics including
employment, education, experience (and its crude proxy, age), as well as gender and race, to name a
few. Disposable income is allocated to past, present or future consumption, in varying proportions.
Consumption needs – both in the present and future – are also affected by the same immutable
characteristics that affect income, as well as factors like geographic location, health, and family
composition. Of course the determination of one’s consumption needs is subjective, to a degree.
Individuals have universal needs – food, shelter, security – but how those needs are satisfied is a
matter of personal preference. Thus, consumption choices greatly affect the potential to save.
That said, many individuals cite resource constraints as a primary reason for their limited savings (see
Lusardi, Keller, et al., 2009; Yakoboski et al., 1998). This is especially true for young adults who
tend to have low incomes relative to their older counterparts and whose present expenditures may
include items such as student loans payments and providing for young children. Exploring how
young adults might increase income or decrease expenses is beyond the scope of this research. This
work focuses on the decisions young adults make about saving given the resource constraints they
face and how they make such decisions.
Finally, immutable personal characteristics also appear to influence how an individual approaches
financial decisions, such as how to invest money saved for the future. For example, one study
illustrated the systematic differences in risk preference and financial strategies between men and
women (Powell and Ansic, 1997). The impact of preferences on savings decisions is discussed
further in the Section B-3b.
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There is a body of research that suggests there are systematic differences in the opportunities
individuals have to save for the future, based upon their immutable personal characteristics.
Individuals with low income, which disproportionately includes many non-whites, may face very
different institutional environments (in terms of access and costs) than their higher-earning
counterparts (Sherraden and Barr, 2005). As discussed below, facing high costs of implementing
savings decisions often inhibits saving, over and above the effect of low income itself.
B. Mutable characteristics affecting one’s propensity to save
While variation in resources can explain much of the differences in savings levels, savings behaviors
vary even across individuals with comparable resources. Some of the variation can be attributed to
differences in characteristics of the individual that may be influenced or changed. Such mutable
characteristics include the practical costs one faces in making savings decisions, cognitive resource
considerations, and numerous psychological factors.
B-1. Practical resources
One of the most significant hurdles to saving is imposed by the costs involved. These range from the
obvious (i.e., the sacrifice of present consumption) to more subtle factors like the cost, in time and
effort, of researching the decisions to be made. At every phase of the saving process – from
recognizing future needs to assessing one’s savings balance – there are costs associated with the
actions required to initiate and accumulate savings.
B-1a. Monetary costs
Saving requires deferring the use of resources to a future period. Thus, the opportunity cost of
saving is the consumption one foregoes in the present to fund consumption in a future period. In
this way saving is similar to other investment goods, such as exercising to maintain physical fitness or
quitting smoking to avoid long-term risks. It requires a set of costs in the present to generate a
benefit in the future. This presents individuals with an intertemporal choice - a decision that
involves costs and benefits spread over different time periods. The difference in the perceived value
of a cost (or benefit) incurred today relative to some future date is determined by an individual’s
discount rate. Those who are very patient have a lower discount rate and thus face lower
opportunity costs to saving. They will tend to save more, all else equal. Individuals who are very
impatient (i.e., face higher discount rates) incur greater costs when saving because the foregone
consumption in the present is valued very highly relative to consumption in the future (see further
discussion in Section B-3b). If foregone consumption is the “cost” of savings, then the rate of return
on savings is the “benefit.” To determine how much to save and how to invest their savings,
individuals weigh the cost of giving up consumption today with the benefit of receiving a return on
their savings (among other factors). Since the discount rate varies across individuals, as does the
tolerance for the risk-return tradeoff, the optimal savings rate – from a utility perspective – varies
across individuals.
One way to counteract the cost of saving is to provide monetary incentives to save. Several field
experiments have evaluated the effectiveness of providing cash incentives for contributing to savings.
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For example, Mason et al. (2010) found modest increases in college savings from a large-scale
demonstration project that offered matching funds for contributions to Child Development
Accounts. Mills et. al. (2007) evaluated a similar program in which low-income adults were offered
matching funds to save for qualified uses (e.g., home purchase, education, retirement) in a controlled
field experiment of Individual Development Accounts. After four years, the program had increased
homeownership rates among those who previously rented, but did not have significant effects on
financial assets or net worth. These results highlight the fact that financial incentives can have
modest effects on young adults’ savings, but the monetary costs (and benefits) of saving are not the
only factors at play.
B-1b. Implementation time and effort
Planning for the future and executing that plan require time and effort. The amount of exertion
required to save money can be a powerful determinant of how successful individuals are at
completing the cycle (i.e., progressing through all five phases) and accumulating savings. In some
cases individuals recognize that the effort required to save is their primary barrier to doing so. In a
1998 study, many individuals surveyed reported that they do not engage in retirement planning
because it simply takes too much time (Yakoboski et al., 1998). In other cases researchers have
observed that lowering costs – in terms of time and effort – has had a significant (positive) effect on
savings behaviors. Sherraden and Boshara (2009) found that ease of access to a 401(k) plan increases
saving. The effect of legislation that allowed companies to change the default settings on 401(k)
plans from opt-out to opt-in, whereby an employee may be automatically enrolled in her employer’s
retirement plan unless she takes action to refuse participation, has illustrated the impact of
implementation costs (Phase 3) on savings behaviors (Venti, 2006).
The costs of saving, in terms of time and effort, also influence how well a savings scheme is
maintained once initiated. Savings strategies that require continuous maintenance efforts are
typically less successful than those that have been automated. The literature discusses how inertia
hinders or helps such savings strategies, respectively (Venti, 2006). Automatic savings plans, such as
direct deposit or scheduled contributions to a 401(k) account, use inertia in their favor. In such
cases, once the mechanism to transfer contributions to a savings account is established, maintaining
the stream of contributions requires very little additional effort. A savings plan that requires a new
effort for each contribution is at risk of the (present labor) costs outweighing the (future) benefits,
thus hindering savings. Automated savings plans avoid these costs but have their own risks. If the
contribution rate is too low it is often difficult to overcome the inertia of the initial decision. To
circumvent this, programs like the “Save More Tomorrow (SMarT)” scheme get employees to precommit to automatic increases in their 401(k) contributions with each salary raise. Such programs
have proven effective because they harness the inertia of prior decisions taken, minimize the effort
required, and delay the cost of incremental savings to a future date (Thaler and Benartzi, 2004).
B-2. Cognitive resources
Financial decision-making requires gathering, synthesizing and acting on complex information.
Using such information to make sound financial decisions, and by extension ensure positive financial
outcomes, requires gaining access to information, having the financial literacy skills needed to
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process the information, and exercising good judgment about how to utilize one’s skills and
information. The cognitive resources one brings to bear are critical determinants of the decisions
individuals make at each phase of the process.
In this discussion a subtle but important distinction is made between having information and
possessing financial literacy skills. In the latter, the emphasis is placed on one’s ability to accurately
complete generic finance-related logic or math problems, or to process specific information received.
Financial literacy is like the software that processes the data received, while “information” refers to
the data itself. Obviously they are most effective together because they lessen the cognitive burden,
but they pose different challenges during the decision-making process (and for policymaking) and
thus are discussed individually.
B-2a. Information
Access to information plays an important role in making decisions about savings on many levels, as
many studies have shown. At the macro level, Lusardi, Tufano, et al. (2009) concluded that
financial knowledge is linked to one’s ability to save, and Venti (2006) found that financial
education affects saving. Other studies have looked at the more precise mechanisms through which
information impacts the process by which one accumulates savings.
At the earliest phase of the decision-making process, access to information can influence the extent
to which one recognizes the need to save. Several studies have found that raising individuals’
awareness about the need to save has significant impacts on their subsequent behavior. For
example, formal information sessions have been shown to be effective. Clark and d'Ambrosio
(2009) found that an employer-based retirement savings education seminar changed participants’
expectations about their future retirement age and income, which in turn induced changes in their
retirement savings habits. Invoking the same principle, legislation was passed in 1989 that requires
the Social Security Administration to distribute annual statements to working Americans to provide
them with accurate information about the Social Security benefits they can expect to receive upon
retirement. The expectation is that if individuals are equipped with better information they will
make better choices in planning for their future.
Less formal mechanisms for raising awareness about the need to save for the future have also proven
effective. Several studies have shown that individuals’ own experience with saving has spillover
effects on the recognition of other future needs. Poterba et al. (2001) found that exposure to, and
experience with, saving for retirement encourages other forms of saving. Similarly, Lusardi (2000)
found that households with large pensions tend to have higher, not lower, balances in other savings
accounts suggesting that saving for retirement may encourage individuals to develop a taste for
savings more generally. It appears that individuals are not limited to learning about the need to save
from their own experience. That same study (Lusardi, 2000) found that relative to their first-born
peers, middle-aged adults who had older siblings were more likely to be informed about the need to
save for retirement having watched their siblings do so. Experience may also allow individuals to
transfer knowledge (e.g., about savings strategies, account features, tolerance for losses) from one
form of savings to another.
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After an individual has recognized the need to save, access to information is critical to one’s ability to
identify and assess savings vehicle options. Lusardi, Keller, et al. (2009) found that many individuals
report feeling as though they do not have enough information to assess their options within a 401(k)
plan, and that providing more information to them boosts enrollment significantly. In a similar
study, Clark and d'Ambrosio (2009) found that firms offering a financial education program have
higher participation and contribution rates in their 401(k) plans.
Information is also important at the assessment phase. One study found that only one-half of
401(k) participants had online access to their accounts (Mottola and Utkus, 2009). Investors who
rely on paper statements sent monthly or quarterly face higher costs to monitor their accounts, thus
inhibiting their responses. Note that in the case of financial investments, this may actually improve
investment performance because it discourages frequent changes to the way the money is invested
which can compromise returns, as described later. More generally, however, providing information
about financial decisions, from savings vehicle options to account statements, lowers the costs
individuals face in making savings decisions. Furthermore, one study found that individuals who
face lower planning costs will exert more planning efforts (Lusardi, 2000), thus compounding the
benefits of providing information.
B-2b. Financial literacy
Financial literacy is a valuable skill to have when making almost any financial decision, be it
developing a budget, applying for financing, or determining one’s retirement savings requirements.
Numeracy and basic financial skills make it possible to use the information one has accessed to select
among the alternative savings vehicles available (Phase 2). In fact, individuals make different choices
based on their level of financial literacy. For example, one study found that individuals with low
financial literacy were much less likely to invest in the stock market – that is, select a savings vehicle
that involved equities (Van Rooij et al., 2007).
There is also ample evidence that low financial literacy results in many investment mistakes. Studies
in this vein typically make inferences about financial literacy from post hoc assessments of actual
financial portfolios. One such study found that 57 percent of the portfolios reviewed needed
improvements even in the most basic areas – e.g., risk exposure and diversification (Mottola and
Utkus, 2009). Similarly, Odean (1999, in DellaVigna, 2009) found that some investors held
significant proportions of their portfolios in their employer’s stock but were unaware of the risks of
overexposure to a single stock. Others chose investments based on past performance, mistakenly
assuming it was an indication of future performance. Young adults are particularly susceptible to
these and other financial mistakes (Lusardi, Mitchell, et al., 2009). For example, Goetzmann and
Kumar (2004) found that young stockowners tend to under-diversify their portfolios. Agarwal et al.
(2008) found that young adults pay relatively higher interest rates and more borrowing fees than
their middle-aged counterparts. The authors posit that limited financial experience is to blame for
these “mistakes,” at least in part. The implication of these findings is that disparities in skills can
eventually lead to large disparities in outcomes, as the long-term performance of various investment
choices differs.
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Financial literacy may have a more subtle effect on savings decisions, too. By building financial
literacy skills one may become aware of the need to save and become more encouraged to do so (e.g.,
by learning about the power of compounding interest). Several studies have found evidence to this
effect. Among respondents in the RAND American Life Panel, individuals who had higher financial
literacy were more likely to engage in retirement planning than their less skillful counterparts
(Lusardi and Mitchell, 2007a). A survey of Health and Retirement Study respondents yielded
similar results, and also found that among individuals who planned for retirement, those with higher
financial literacy skills were more likely to define their efforts as successful (Lusardi and Mitchell,
2005).
Unfortunately financial literacy is very low in the United States. Financial literacy is especially low
among young adults, women, African-Americans, Latinos and individuals with low education
(Lusardi, 2008). A review of the evidence on financial literacy found that very few households
understood even the most basic economic concepts such as compounding interest (Lusardi and
Mitchell, 2007b). Another study of younger Americans found that less than seven percent of high
school students scored 75 percent or better on a basic financial literacy test (Mandell, 2009). Young
adults who score relatively better on such tests tend to be male, white and have highly educated
parents (Lusardi, Mitchell, et al., 2009). The prevalence of financial illiteracy is unlikely to change
without substantial policy intervention, for example, to increase the number of high school students
required to take a money management course, which is currently only six percent (Mandell, 2009).
One important caveat to consider in assessing the financial decisions of young adults is that life cycle
effects may simply swamp the potential impact of increased financial knowledge and skills. As a
result, providing financial education may not translate into higher savings among the young in the
short-term (Lusardi, Mitchell, et al., 2009). However, at least one study has shown that financial
literacy classes taken in high school boosted savings in middle-age (Bernheim, et al., 2001). Thus it
appears that efforts to improve financial knowledge, skills and experience can be effective, even if
they do not yield immediate results.
B-2c. Complexity and cognitive burden
The level of financial information and skills an individual possesses, relative to the cognitive
resources required to make a particular financial decision, affects the difficulty an individual may
experience in making such a decision. There is ample evidence that the complexity of savings
decisions and the cognitive burdens they impose are significant determinants of whether and how
individuals choose to save.
When individuals find financial decision-making to be mentally taxing they sometimes turn to
simplistic decision-making tools. In selecting an account (Phase 2), some individuals use mental
accounting tricks to simplify the process. One common strategy is to open dedicated accounts for
each savings goal. Economists note that this may be suboptimal because it introduces inefficiencies
and higher costs (Sunstein and Thaler, 2008). Similarly, to avoid the complexity of decision-making
in Phase 4, many individuals rely on rules of thumb (e.g., ten percent of income) or default rates to
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determine how much to save instead of calculating saving and consumption requirements (Venti,
2006).
For investment accounts, where additional decisions must be made about how to invest funds saved,
the mental costs are even higher. Again, there is evidence that individuals rely on simplistic decision
rules. For example, when faced with a set of investment options many investors allocate equal
amounts to each of the available options, i.e., they use the 1/n heuristic (see Benartzi and Thaler,
2001 and Huberman and Wei Jiang, 2006 in DellaVigna, 2009). Such “menu effects” can have
negative consequences for investors who select an investment allocation without regard to the level of
diversification or risk.
The mental costs of engaging in the process to accumulate savings may also result in the failure to
make a decision at all. DellaVigna (2009) found that when faced with numerous investment
options, many individuals felt overloaded and confused, leading them to avoid the selection process
altogether. Similarly, an experiment run by Agnew and Szykman (2005) demonstrated that when
presented with many investment choices in a 401(k) plan, individuals with relatively low financial
literacy skills were more likely to choose the default investment option (and feel unconfident about
their selection). Depending on when choice avoidance occurs in the savings process, the
consequences can range from poor return on investments (e.g., in the case of a 401(k) plan invested
in a money market fund rather than high yield investments) to the failure to save altogether (e.g.,
where the choice refers to the tradeoff between spending and saving). In either case, decision
paralysis can restrict the accumulation of assets among individuals who are otherwise willing and able
to save.
If an individual has overcome these hurdles and acquired a savings vehicle, it requires some level
maintenance, depending on the type of savings vehicle chosen. Certain savings vehicles (e.g., longterm bonds, CDs) require little attention until the date of maturity, while others (e.g., equity
investments) may need periodic attention to ensure optimal performance. The mental cost of paying
attention to or engaging with one’s portfolio can be a strong determinant of the savings vehicle
chosen as well as individuals’ assessment of their portfolios (Phase 5). For some, paying attention to
their account(s) reinforces the savings process. Those individuals optimally choose accounts or
savings systems that require active maintenance. For others, attending to their account(s) may elicit
the temptation to spend their savings, reduce contributions, or simply be overwhelming. DellaVigna
(2009) describes how paying too much attention to one’s portfolio may result in information
overload and a delayed response to decisions that need to be made.
Some avoid this issue altogether by simply ignoring their accounts. A recent study found that onethird of survey respondents could not even accurately report whether their retirement plan was a
defined benefit or defined contribution plan (Gustman et al., 2009). While inattention may
promote savings by hindering actions that would otherwise undermine savings (e.g., withdrawals,
poor investment decisions), it also deprives the individual of the positive externalities generated by
engaging with one’s account, i.e., increased awareness about saving and investing. This is one of the
major downsides of automatic enrollment in savings plans such as some 401(k) plans that require
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little or no engagement on the part of the saver. It may be the case that there is some optimal level
of attention to be paid to one’s savings vehicles – enough to respond appropriately to changing
circumstances, but not so much as to become overburdened. That level varies from person to
person, based on many of the factors discussed here.
B-3. Psychological factors
As behavioral economists have convincingly demonstrated, making decisions about saving is more
complex than simply performing a set of calculations. It is a process that is fundamentally
psychological as well as intellectual. Whether and how individuals save is influenced by their
emotions, preferences, self-control, motivations, expectations, and confidence, among other factors.
The ways in which each of these plays a role in accumulating savings is discussed in turn.
B-3a. Psychic and emotional costs
There can be significant psychic costs to making the decision to save money and determining how to
do so. The very first phase of the savings process – recognizing future consumption needs – may be
thwarted by the psychic cost of thinking about unpleasant future events. For example, some
individuals fail to plan for retirement because they are avoiding thinking about aging (Lusardi,
2000). Others may find it unbearable to think about the possibility of emergencies, such as a job
loss, illness, or death. In these cases the psychic cost of recognizing one’s future needs acts as a
barrier to saving. Failing to recognize future needs, unpleasant though it may be, can have very dire
consequences. In fact, one study found that “lack of planning is tantamount to lack of saving”
regardless of economic conditions (Lusardi and Beeler, 2007).
While deferring consumption tends to be viewed as imposing a (positive) cost, the cost may be
negative for some individual, i.e., generate a benefit. For some, deferring consumption yields the
pleasure of anticipation (Loewenstein, 1987). When this is the case, the opportunity cost of saving
is substantially reduced.
Individuals’ assessment of their assets (Phase 5) is typically inferred from the behaviors observed (e.g.,
account closure, contribution increase, equity sale). There appears to be little work on how
individuals think and feel about their assets, which may have less overt or immediate consequences
on behavior. Several exceptions, summarized by Page-Adams and Sherraden (1996), suggest that
asset holding has positive effects on personal well-being (e.g., life satisfaction, self-efficacy), in
addition to its more obvious impact on economic security. This is attributed in large part to the
“asset effects,” introduced in Sherraden (1991), whereby financial assets that provide security for the
future elicit the expectation of future well-being, thus fostering positive psychological and emotional
well-being in the present.
B-3b. Preferences
Consumption choices are driven by individuals’ needs and wants. What an individual desires to
consume is driven by her preferences, and this is also true of her choice of when to consume.
Preferences play a critical role in determining the tradeoff an individual makes between present and
future consumption (Phase 4). In general, individuals tend to exhibit a preference for consumption
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in the present relative to the future. Economists refer to this as applying a discount rate to future
consumption. The extent to which future consumption is discounted determines how strongly one
will value present consumption over future consumption. Many researchers have concluded that, on
average, consumers today display a much stronger present bias – that is, they discount future
consumption more heavily – than was true in the past (Dobrescu et al., 2008). Also, it appears that
discount rates vary, on average, by gender, with women having lower discount rates than men, which
in turn induces higher savings rates (Furnham, 1999).
Behavioral economists have also noted that discounting future consumption is complicated by
several factors. First, consumers appear to display time-inconsistent preferences, whereby the
preferences they forecast having in the future are not the same as those they actually have when that
future period arrives (see Loewenstein and Thaler, 1989; Venti, 2006). This is further complicated
by the fact that consumers appear to apply virtually the same discount rate to near and distant future
periods, referred to as hyperbolic discounting (see Laibson et al., 1996). It is as if individuals are so
present-focused that they make little distinction between tomorrow and next week or next year.
With respect to savings decisions (and other investment goods like health-promoting behaviors)
present bias can result in long (even infinite) delays in making savings decisions. When a consumer
strongly prefers consumption (including leisure) in the present, the costs of saving (e.g., reducing
consumption, making efforts to establish a savings account) appear to be higher today than they will
be in the future. Thus, the present-biased consumer may defer the costs of saving to a future date.
However, when the future date arrives, the costs again seem high because they are no longer subject
to the discount rate. Unless the consumer realizes this pattern, her preferences for today’s
consumption can lead to endless procrastination (O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2001 in DellaVigna,
2009).
One way to address time inconsistent preferences is to induce individuals to pre-commit to incurring
costs in the near future that will generate benefits further out. For example, in the SMartT plan,
participants agree to increase their 401(k) contributions by a set amount at a particular time in the
future. By postponing the cost of raising savings contributions, this pre-commitment device has
increased participation and stimulated more savings among those that use it (Thaler and Benartzi,
2004).
Preferences also play an important role in selecting the savings vehicle (Phase 2), especially with
respect to risk and return. It appears that, on average, women prefer less investment risk than men.
For example, Lusardi, Mitchell, et al. (2009) found that women tend to invest more conservatively
than men. Studies of adolescents reveal that this gender-based preference appears early in the life
course (Furnham, 1999). Preferences also tend to vary with age, wealth, and other characteristics,
but these differences are driven by a host of non-psychological factors, too.
B-3c. Self-control
Following through on one’s plan to save (as determined by one’s needs and preferences) requires selfcontrol, or discipline, to ensure that one’s actions are consistent with one’s intentions. It is very
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common for individuals to recognize the need to save for the future but have difficulty making the
necessary tradeoffs between present and future consumption even when they have the resources to do
so (see Lusardi, Keller, et al., 2009; Venti, 2006; and DellaVigna, 2009). Poor self-control can result
in procrastinating on the implementation of a savings decision (Venti, 2006) or overspending
(Yakoboski et al., 1998), which restricts the resources available to save. Moreover, when individuals
are naïve about their lack of self-control they may repeatedly make such “mistakes”, as determined
from the perspective of their future selves (O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2001 in DellaVigna, 2009).
The popularity of various commitment devices designed to overcome individuals’ lack of willpower
is a testament both to the prevalence of self-control problems, and the widespread acknowledgement
thereof. CDs and savings bonds have long been used to grow one’s assets through modest returns,
but perhaps more importantly by restricting one’s access to the money. “Christmas accounts,”
which do not allow withdrawals until the holiday season and earn little or no interest, have been
used in a similar fashion (Loewenstein and Thaler, 1989). In this case, participants pay to overcome
their self-control problem by foregoing the higher returns another (more accessible) type of account
would yield. Voluntarily increasing IRS tax withholdings is another strategy individuals use. A
more modern mechanism is the pre-paid debit card which does not permit over-drafting. For these
features which help to regulate spending, some consumers are willing to pay account fees and forego
earning interest in order to “protect” their money.
Strategies that address the limitations of self-control have proven very effective in increasing savings.
Automatic enrollment in 401(k) plans has significantly boosted participation rates among employees
in firms that have adopted it. Some studies have shown that simply requiring an active decision
regarding participation achieves comparable enrollment rates (Carroll et al., 2005 in DellaVigna,
2009). This suggests that the success of automatic enrollment can largely be attributed to its ability
to circumvent self-control problems, as opposed to enrolling unwilling participants.
B-3d. Motivations
Since saving is costly – in a variety of ways – the motivation to save appears to strongly influence
whether one actually does so. The motivation to save may come from the desire to insure against
uncertainty (referred to as the precautionary savings motive) or the need to prepare for an
anticipated event (e.g., retirement, children going to college). While the need for future
consumption is nearly universal, the motivation to save is not.
It appears that on a fundamental level, psychological motivations differ among savers and between
savers and borrowers. These differences appear as early as adolescence (Furnham, 1999), if not
earlier. Psychological differences at the individual level may help explain why retirement savings
behaviors differ among individuals of the same age. For some, saving for distant goals is too abstract
(Lusardi, Keller, et al., 2009) or too far away to provide effective motivation (Yakoboski et al.,
1998). In either case, the need is not sufficiently tangible to motivate savings among some
individuals. To overcome this, a recent experiment by Hershfield et al. (2011) illustrated that
making the future self more concrete, through age-progressed imaging, can motivate young adults to
want to save more for retirement.
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The salience of savings motivations also appears to be an important determinant of savings and the
proximal steps to saving, such as acquiring financial skills. For example, Mandell (2009) found that
among high school students, strong personal aspirations were positively associated with financial
literacy. For adolescents with goals of college degrees or professional careers, the relevance of
financial literacy, and what that skill might facilitate, was readily apparent. Another study found
that among young parents, the savings motives include children's education, insurance against
shocks, retirement, and purchase of a home or business (Lusardi, Cossa, et al., 2001). The fact that
parents were more likely than non-parents to report motives that were unrelated to children (e.g.,
retirement) suggests that recognizing future needs for one’s children may make other abstract future
needs more concrete. This is an example of a positive spillover effect from one savings need to
another.
B-3e. Subjective expectations
Savings decisions are also influenced by one’s expectations. The extent to which an individual
recognizes the need to save for future consumption depends in large part on her expectations about
future needs and resources (Venti, 2006). Accurate forecasting of future needs requires good
information. For example, some individuals report that uncertainty about the future discourages
them from determining future needs (Yakoboski, et al., 1998). The Social Security Administration
attempts to reduce this type of uncertainty by distributing future benefits statements each year.
However, there is ample evidence that many individuals remain unsure of what to expect from Social
Security (Dominitz, et al., 2002). Even when adequate information is available, forecasting future
needs may be impaired by overconfidence or projection bias (that is, ascribing one’s current state to
the future state) as DellaVigna (2009) describes with respect to non-savings related decisions.
Subjective expectations also shape how individuals assess their portfolios and respond. For
individuals who have planned and implemented a sound savings strategy, many are rewarded with
financial performance that encourages more planning and saving (Lusardi, 2000). Performance in
the financial market, in general, is enormously influential in setting expectations about future needs,
and in turn, determining present savings strategies. In addition, the reverse is true. Subjective
expectations of increases in positive stock market returns are positively correlated with holding stocks
(Dominitz and Manski, 2007).
B-3f. Confidence
Unequivocally, financial information and skills are important determinants of financial decisions,
but an individual’s perception of her own capabilities may be an even more powerful determinant of
her financial decisions and outcomes. In general, individuals tend to overestimate their financial
capabilities. Some studies have measured this directly. For example, Lusardi, Tufano, et al. (2009)
found that self-assessed performance exceeded actual performance on financial literacy tests, on
average. Other studies focus on the outcomes resulting from overconfidence. For example, Barber
and Odean (2001) and Odean (1999) show a direct link between overconfidence and overactive
trading that compromises investment performance. Although confidence varies across individuals,
on average males appear to be particularly susceptible to overconfidence with respect to financial
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decisions (Furnham, 1999). One way to combat overconfidence and its deleterious effects is to
consult professional advice, but this appears to occur only rarely (Mottola and Utkus, 2009).
In a related issue, many individuals exhibit self-attribution bias, whereby only information
confirming the decisions they have made or the positions they hold is subsequently absorbed, while
information that contradicts the stance they have taken is filtered out. Thus even if one has
adequate financial literacy skills and a reasonable capacity to assimilate new information about
financial matters, self-attribution bias may prevent a change of course in spite of evidence to suggest
one (Sunstein and Thaler, 2008).
C. Interactions between individual-level characteristics
Of course, mutable and immutable personal characteristics also interact with each other. For
example, exogenous personal factors have an enormous impact on how much financial knowledge,
experience and skill one is likely to have. In fact, one study of high school students found that
personal characteristics have a greater impact on financial literacy than even financial education itself
(Mandell, 2009). One’s financial capabilities in turn affect the decisions one makes and thus the
outcomes experienced. The interactions between mutable and immutable personal characteristics
explain, in large part, why disparities between groups can be so large. Small differences in the level
of financial literacy, confidence and risk tolerance (between men and women, for example) can
induce different decisions in each phase of the savings process which, when compounded, can result
in vastly different outcomes.
The findings in Lusardi (2000) illustrate how the individual-level determinants discussed above are
interconnected and can be mutually reinforcing. For example, the author found that individuals
with higher education face lower planning costs and therefore exert more effort. These are rewarded
with greater returns. Better financial performance creates a strong feedback mechanism which
encourages continued efforts to save. Thus, the process individuals undergo to make savings
decisions can be a virtuous or vicious cycle. For individuals accumulating savings, the process is
likely to be reinforcing. Individuals who find the hurdles insurmountable initially may find that
over time they only become more difficult to conquer.
In some cases, a combination of individual-level characteristics is required to save. As Johnson and
Sherraden (2007) point out, possessing the ability to save does not translate into savings if access to
financial service providers is not available. The authors’ theory of financial “capability” suggests that
individual and institutional factors have to be aligned for savings to be accumulated. To the extent
that some groups (e.g., low-income, low education, non-white) may possess systematically lower
abilities and opportunities to save, targeting only financial skills or access to financial services would
not be sufficient to increase savings among them.
V. Macro-level determinants
There are numerous factors in the environment that also influence individuals’ savings decisions.
Broadly they can be categorized as relating to the social environment or the institutional
environment. The literature of each type of factor is reviewed briefly in the following sections. As
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noted above, these factors may differ systematically across sub-groups, accounting for some of the
differences in savings outcomes observed.
A. Social determinants
As with many types of behaviors, individuals’ decisions regarding saving are heavily influenced by the
social norms that prevail around them. Over the last two decades the savings rate has declined
(Attanasio, 1998), largely reflecting decisions made in Phase 4. Among young adults, credit card
usage (Roberts and Jones, 2001), undergraduate debt (see Chapter 3 of this dissertation), and
bankruptcy (Lusardi, Mitchell, et al., 2009) have been trending upwards. At the same time, the
attitudes toward savings have shifted such that it appears to be a much lower priority (Roberts and
Jones, 2001). Some cite a widespread increase in intergenerational selfishness and presentorientation in which individuals are fixated on "instant gratification" (Dobrescu et al., 2008).
Although it is not entirely clear whether the change in behavioral norms provoked a change in
attitudes (perhaps to justify underlying decisions) or vice versa, it is obvious that the behavioral and
attitudinal norms have become mutually reinforcing.
Several studies have investigated the role of social norms within specific settings (Venti, 2006).
These “peer effects” studies have illustrated that individuals tend to make decisions about savings in
ways that resemble those of their peers. Duflo and Saez (2002) found evidence of peer effects in
retirement savings decisions among university employees. Another study found that firms offering
financial education programs have, on average, higher participation and contribution rates than
firms that do not, even among employees who did not participate in the programs offered. Through
peer effects the new norms established by the participants stimulated a change among nonparticipants (Clark and d'Ambrosio, 2009). Duflo and Saez (2003) found similar results from a
financial education experiment at a university. The impact of social norms is evident even in
relatively disperse social groups. For example, Hong et al. (2004) found that households that are
more socially active are more likely to invest in the stock market and that the effect is magnified
within states where stock market participation is relatively high.
Notwithstanding the fact that the social norms explanation of the decline in savings is somewhat
tautological – people are saving less because savings rates have declined – acknowledging the
influence social norms may have had on savings behavior is important. It appears that if a critical
mass of individuals, at least within a small setting, can be encouraged to overcome some of the
behavioral factors that inhibit savings, the benefits may spillover to others in their proximity.
B. Institutional determinants
Changes in public and private sector policies over the last several decades highlight the significance
of developments in the institutional environments that shape savings decisions. Specifically,
institutional factors determine the opportunities, incentives, and costs that individuals face when
considering how much to save and where to accumulate the funds.
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B-1. Opportunities
Numerous institutional factors influence the choices individuals make by shaping the opportunities
they face, as defined by their options and access. For example, whether or not an individual saves is
determined in part by the available alternatives. Widespread access to credit has increased liquidity,
reducing the need to accumulate savings to purchase large items or insure against minor shocks.
This has undoubtedly contributed to the decline in the savings rate.
Once an individual has decided to save, institutional factors also influence the type of savings
vehicles available (Phase 2). In some cases, government policy creates new account types, e.g.,
529(b) plans for educational saving and IRAs for retirement, thus broadening the set of alternatives
from which to choose. The inclusion of new account types in portfolios is evidence that individuals
do in fact respond to policy changes by reevaluating the alternatives before making selections
(Poterba et al., 2001).
Developments among financial services also impact the options individuals face when making
investment decisions regarding the savings they have accrued. For example, since their invention,
life-cycle funds have become very popular investment vehicles for retirement accounts (Viceira,
2009).
Even small institutional factors, such as the presentation of options, can affect subsequent decisions.
Details as minor as how information on retirement savings and investment is presented – the “choice
architecture” – has been shown to impact the choices individuals make. For example, in a survey of
university employees Benartzi and Thaler (2002) found that the format in which retirement
portfolios were presented influenced which portfolio received the highest respondents’ rating.
Another major shift in non-governmental policy is the widespread adoption of defined contribution
(DC) plans, in lieu of defined benefit (DB) plans, among firms of all sizes. This change affects both
the need to save and opportunities for doing so (Phases 1, 2 and 4). Because DC plans require more
engagement than traditional pension plans, the way workers interact with their retirement savings
has changed dramatically. The fact that benefit accrual among DC plans is front-loaded (since early
contributions have the longest time to grow) means that there are strong incentives to begin saving
for retirement early in one’s working years. In addition, the fact the DC plans require engagement
and are more transparent than DB plans means that they provide a feedback mechanism between
individual’s savings behavior and their financial outcomes in ways that DB do not (Poterba et al.,
2001). As Chapter 3 illustrates, there have been advantages and disadvantages to such changes.
B-2. Incentives
Among the direct incentives to save, perhaps the return on investment is the most obvious.
Accounts vary in the amount and variability of the returns they offer, from monthly interest accruals
in traditional saving accounts to market returns on equity investments. The selection of a savings
vehicle (Phase 2) can be highly responsive to relative changes in the rates of return across investment
classes (e.g., bond and equity markets). On a related point, individuals’ portfolio assessment may be
heavily influenced by market performance. Typically, when the market is generating high returns
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consumers invest a greater share of their savings in equities (see Chapter 3). Although market
returns are not directly controlled by public policy, they are heavily influenced by government rules
and regulations.
In particular, the tax code constitutes a significant aspect of the institutional environment that
shapes the incentives individuals face. The tax treatment of income, realized gains, and distributions
determines the opportunity costs of consuming versus saving and of saving in one vehicle relative to
another (Phase 4). As Poterba et al. (2001) illustrated, savings decisions are very responsive to
changes in tax policy, including, for example, changes in the IRA contribution limits. Tax incentives
affect the attractiveness of some savings vehicles relative to others. Financial regulations may also
impact individuals’ decisions by affecting financial intermediaries’ fee structures and compliance
requirements (Jackson, 2009).
B-3. Costs of implementation
The cost of implementing savings decisions is another type of institutional factor that affects saving.
For example, several studies have convincingly argued that the default settings of accounts have an
enormous impact on the savings decisions individuals make, for reasons discussed above (see Carroll
et al., 2005; Madrian and Shea, 2001; Choi et al., 2009, among others). The Pension Protection
Act (PPA) passed in 2006 encourages firms to adopt defaults that have been shown to increase
retirement savings among workers. Firms that changed their policies in response to this legislation
altered the institutional environment in which workers save such that the cost of implementing
savings decisions fell.
It appears, however, that lowering the cost of implementation in such ways has downsides. For
example, the typical default investment choice (i.e., money market mutual funds) for automatically
enrolled plan participants is too conservative, relative to what engaged and active participants would
optimally choose (Viceira, 2009).
Over the long-run, education policy also affects the costs individuals face in making savings
decisions. As mentioned earlier, very few high school curriculums include a required course on
financial education. If it were to become more widespread, the cognitive costs individuals face when
making financial decisions could decrease.
VI. Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the decision-making process that individuals undergo to establish and
maintain savings. The personal characteristics that determine how an individual engages with the
process were outlined, along with the role that environmental factors play in creating the
opportunities and incentives individuals face. These dynamics form the context in which savings
decisions are made. They are the underlying (internal and external) driving forces of the outcomes
observed in data collected on savings outcomes. As such, they provide the background for the
empirical analysis presented in the next three chapters.
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3. Trends in financial outcomes among young adults in the U.S.
I. Introduction
Young adults today are developing their approach to financial decision-making (knowingly or not)
amid social norms and financial services that are vastly different now than they were a generation
before. Spending one’s financially formative years learning how to save and invest for the future in
an era when savings rates have slumped and borrowing has soared may have dramatic consequences.
In fact, as this research shows, young adults have been swept up in the trends towards higher debt
and riskier investments. Like their counterparts in their prime working years (adults ages 36-55),
rising wealth among young household heads masks the fact that many are more highly leveraged
now than in previous decades. In addition, their short credit history, relative inexperience, and low
income make them especially vulnerable when adopting such aggressive financial strategies. To
develop effective policies to encourage young adults to prepare for their financial future policymakers
must first understand their circumstances and how they arrived at the financial outcomes observed.
This chapter focuses on the former and provides the broad context for Chapters 4 and 5 which
address the latter.
This chapter has two main aims. The first (Aim #1) is to understand the financial circumstances of
young adults relative to earlier cohorts at the same age, and their contemporaries across socioeconomic and demographic characteristics. This is accomplished by identifying norms and variance
in financial outcomes over time and across characteristics. The second (Aim #2) is to determine
which characteristics are most closely associated with greater savings. This is achieved by identifying
the static and dynamic sources of variation in wealth by measuring differences across groups, and
associations between wealth and its determinants over time.
To that end, this chapter examines trends in key financial indicators among young households in the
U.S. using data from the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF). The results show that rising wealth
overall belies more problematic trends such as increased financial risk and widening disparities. It
appears that time and targeted policies have not eroded differences between groups. Disparities,
particularly by race, are robust over time and are larger than changes over time. Somewhat
paradoxically, however, results of decomposition analysis suggest that only very little of the aggregate
trend in wealth can be explained by changes in the socio-economic and demographic composition of
young households. The trend was driven instead by changes in the relationships between those
characteristics and wealth. The value of these findings for policymakers is in providing an indication
of young adults’ financial preparation for their future, highlighting the factors that drive the patterns
in the outcomes observed, and identifying areas future policy should target.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief background and motivation for the
study. Section III explains the methods. Section IV illustrates trends in financial indicators over
time. Section V presents the trends in financial indicators by socio-economic and demographic
characteristics over time. Section VI presents the results of multivariate analysis of wealth and its
determinants over time, including a decomposition of the explained and unexplained portions of the
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difference in wealth across decades. Section VII presents the discussion of key findings. Section VIII
concludes.
II. Background and motivation
Financial outcomes at the micro and macro levels are influenced by a multitude of factors, as
discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 3.1 illustrates how the various types of factors relate to one another.
An individual’s finances, or that of her household, are affected by the characteristics of the individual
herself (e.g., education level, financial literacy, risk preference) and vice versa. In addition, factors in
one’s environment shape the opportunities and incentives she faces, which in turn affect financial
outcomes both directly (e.g., through tax policy, financial market performance, social norms) and
indirectly, through their influence on characteristics of the individual (especially through social
norms and expectations).
Figure 3.1 - Relationship between financial outcomes and their determinants
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There is ample literature on the effect of each singular factor on financial outcomes, as the literature
review in the previous chapter demonstrates. There is much less work, however, that considers the
micro and macro trends simultaneously. To address this gap, this chapter builds on previous
empirical work establishing the causal relationship between wealth and its determinants to examine
the historical changes in wealth and several key individual and institutional factors that influence
wealth, as well as the relationships between those factors and the outcomes observed.
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This study takes a comprehensive view of the financial well-being of young American households
and how it has changed over time. Given the multitude of demographic, social and institutional
factors that influence financial decisions and the resulting outcomes, and the extent to which they
have changed over time, it is valuable to gain a better understanding of the relative importance of
each factor and how its role may have changed over time. In addition, evaluating the trends can
provide a sense of how changes in the economic, social, and institutional environments – which are
unobservable on an individual level – may have impacted both wealth and its determinants.
III. Methods
Data
The data come from the Survey of Consumer Finances, a secondary dataset containing detailed
information on the personal finances of a nationally representative sample of the U.S. population.
The survey asks household heads questions about their household finances, including, but not
limited to, questions on the types of financial accounts they hold and the value of each, the value of
physical assets such as their vehicle or home, and the types and amount of debt they hold. Standard
demographic information is also collected on the household’s head and other members.
The SCF sample is comprised of a repeated cross-sectional survey. The first survey was conducted in
1962. In 1983 a similar survey was conducted.5 Since 1989 the survey has been repeated every three
years and the survey instrument has remained relatively consistent. The most recent year for which
complete data is currently available is 2007. Data from all of these waves are used in this analysis.
Data preparation
Thorough data cleaning was undertaken to ensure comparability between early and later waves that
used notably different survey instruments. (See Appendix A. Technical Appendix for Chapter 3 for
details on constructing comparable variables across waves). To account for changes in the reported
values due to inflation, all monetary values have been adjusted using the CPI-U from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis to reflect 2007 dollars throughout.
This chapter focuses on household heads ages 18-35, making occasional comparisons with prime-age
adults (ages 36-55) as appropriate. Thirty-five was selected as the cut-off age to remain consistent
with previous analyses of SCF data and with other studies comparing age groups. It is important to
note that the analysis contained herein is representative of households whose heads are in this age
range, but not necessarily of individuals ages 18-35 generally.
Analytic Approach
Several empirical strategies are used throughout this chapter. First, simple univariate analyses across
time are conducted to illustrate how various financial indicators have changed, both in prevalence
and in value. Next, sub-group analyses explore the relationship between income and wealth, and
various socio-economic and demographic characteristics. Again, the patterns are explored over time.
Finally, a multivariate approach is taken to determine how the associations between wealth and
5

A follow-up survey was conducted in 1986, but it is not comparable to the other waves.
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several of its determinants may have changed from 1962 to 2007. Both OLS regression and
Neumark decomposition are utilized to estimate the extent to which changes in population
characteristics can explain differences in wealth. More details about the empirical approach used for
the regression and decomposition analyses are given in Section VI.
IV. Trends in financial outcomes
As this section will show, the financial circumstances of households headed by individuals ages 18-35
have changed notably since 1962, but the aggregate trends can be misleading. As a group, their
inflation-adjusted household income has remained flat, while income inequality across young
households has increased. Growth in net worth, especially among the wealthy, has been tempered
by increased asset risk and greater leverage. Furthermore, there is evidence that the primary drivers
of the trend towards higher wealth have been the purchases of increasingly expensive houses and
vehicles, as well as inflated home and stock prices. As the results of the regression and
decomposition analyses show, shifts in the socio-economic and demographic traits of young
households cannot explain changes in wealth across decades, despite significant differences between
the groups defined by those characteristics.
Income
After adjusting for inflation it appears that the real median income6 among American households
headed by individuals ages 35 and under has remained flat since 1962, at around $38,000. From
1998 onwards, it fluctuated as much as 10 percent from wave to wave.7 By contrast, median income
rose among households headed by prime-age adults (ages 36-55), from $48,000 to $63,000 over the
same 45-year period. The result is a widening gap in the median income of young and prime-age
adults.8
The relatively stable aggregate trend in median income among young households masks changes in
the distribution of income, which widened in real terms and, among married households, even in
relative terms, as shown in Figure 3.2. Of note is the fact that the income of each of these groups
kept up with inflation, but household income among high-earning married households experienced
large increases. These results are not surprising given that previous research has attributed income
polarization over the last few decades to shifts in employment toward low and high end jobs, as well
as increases in the returns to college education (e.g., Goldin and Katz, 2007a; Autor et al., 2008;
Goldin and Katz, 2007b; Heckman et al., 2008).9
6

Income here is defined as the total household income before taxes and other deductions received in the prior year by
members of the primary economic unit, which includes individuals within the household who are financially
dependent upon the household.
7
All values cited in this paper are at the household level. They have not been adjusted for household size or composition.
The median size of households headed by individuals ages 18-35 dropped in the early part of the time period of
interest, but has remained relatively stable in the decades since. Specifically, the size of the primary economic unit,
that is, the number of individuals residing in and financially dependent upon the household was as follows: four in
1962; three in 1983, 1986 and 1989; two in 1992, 1995, 1998, 2001, and 2004; and three in 2007.
8
The exact values are presented in Figure A.2 and Table A.1 in the Appendix.
9
See the discussion on sub-group analysis in Section B for a more detailed discussion of the latter.
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Figure 3.2 - Income distribution10
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Wealth
Household wealth is measured by a household’s assets and debts. In this analysis assets are divided
into two categories: physical assets11 and financial assets.12 The distinction is significant because
financial assets are considered more fungible than physical assets, although there are certainly
exceptions. Household debts13 are subtracted from the sum of financial and physical assets to yield
net worth (i.e., wealth).
In contrast to income, the median value of assets and debts held by young households has risen
substantially, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Since 1962 inflation-adjusted median asset value has nearly
doubled, but this has been partially offset by even faster rising debts. As a result, median net worth,
while higher than it was in 1962, has lagged in recent years behind levels of the previous two
decades. In fact, since 1998 the median debt exceeded the median net worth. On the whole, young
households are more highly leveraged than they were in previous decades.14

10

The SCF did not collect data between 1962 and 1983. A short follow-up survey was conducted in 1986 but it was
not comparable to the other surveys. For these reasons there are gaps in all of the graphs presented.
11
Physical assets are tangible items that have value. These include vehicles, real estate, businesses and other valuables.
12
Financial assets include funds held in a wide range of accounts including checking and savings accounts (referred to as
transaction accounts, which along with cash, comprise liquid assets), savings bonds, corporate and government bonds,
CDs, mutual funds, directly-held stocks (excluding those held in a retirement fund, for example), and semi-liquid
retirement accounts (e.g., 401(k) plan, IRA, Keogh). See Part B of Appendix A. Technical Appendix for Chapter 3 for
a more detailed breakdown of the classification of account types. Note that retirement accounts covered in this
analysis do not include defined benefit (pension) plans.
13
These include property or real estate debt, credit lines, credit cards, educational loans, installment debt, and other
miscellaneous debts.
14
The ratios of assets, debts, and net worth to income were also explored. However, since median income among young
households was relatively flat over the period, the ratios follow the same trends as the real values.
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Figure 3.3 - Assets, debts and net worth
Median Assets, Debts and Net Worth
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The distribution of wealth has grown increasingly skewed among young households. As Figure 3.4
illustrates, wealth is substantially higher among married households relative to their single
counterparts (even after accounting for an additional adult in married households). In fact, the 25th
percentile of wealth among unmarried households was $0 from 1989 to 2007. Among married
households, net worth at the 25th and 50th percentiles has stagnated compared to that of the 75th.
The disparities have remained relatively stable among unmarried households. (See Table A.1 in the
Appendix for the specific values.)
Figure 3.4 - Distribution of net worth
Net worth distribution Unmarried household heads
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Given the relationship between wealth and income it is not surprising to see that households in
higher income quartiles had consistently higher median net worth over the decades. However,
Figure 3.5 shows a widening of the distribution of wealth between households in the highest income
quartile and their lower-earning counterparts. By 2007, young households in the fourth quartile of
income had more than thirty times the wealth of those in the first. Over the last 45 years the wealth
gap also grew among prime-age adults, too, although somewhat less dramatically.
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Figure 3.5 - Net worth by income level
Median net worth by income quartile
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Assets
Since 1962, the prevalence and median values15 of both physical and financial assets have changed
over time. However, on average, the relative values of these assets have remained fairly constant at,
respectively, 70 and 30 percent of total assets across all waves of the SCF. In the next sections the
composition of physical and financial assets are explored in more detail.
Physical assets
Among young households the most commonly held physical asset was a vehicle. On average across
all waves, 83 percent of households reported owning a vehicle. Real estate, including one’s primary
residence, was the second most commonly held physical asset, reported by 36 percent of young
households in 1962 and approximately 44 percent of households in all subsequent waves. The
fraction of households who owned a stake in a business has gradually declined from 11 percent in
1962 to seven percent in 2007.
By contrast, the median value of physical assets among households who owned them has changed
more dramatically. For example, the median value of vehicles owned by young households has more
than doubled from less than $6,000 in 1962 to more than $12,000 in the years since 1995, even
after adjusting for inflation.
A similar trend is found with inflation-adjusted real estate values, as show in Figure 3.6. From 1962
to 2001 the median value of real estate owned by young households (typically the household’s
primary residence) rose 25 percent. In the subsequent two waves, it rose an additional 58 percent.
15

All median values reported reflect the median among households with non-zero values (i.e., owners of given assets or
debts). Those with zero values are excluded to highlight the change irrespective of changes in prevalence, which are
illustrated separately.
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This appears to be a market-wide trend, as the median property value among prime-age adults rose
even more dramatically over the same period. The Case-Shiller index of national home prices in the
United States, since 1987, confirms that the years in which median home values peaked among
young households corresponds to the peak in the housing market.
Figure 3.6 - Home ownership
Median real estate value and equity among property owners Case-Shiller Home Price Index
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The median value of equity among property owners has risen more modestly, though it has
remained consistently higher than it was in 1962 in all subsequent years. Today’s young property
owners are much more highly leveraged than they were in previous decades. Considering the trends
in home values, debt (presented in the next section) and equity simultaneously, it appears that the
increase in median home value among young homeowners was driven by the purchase of more
expensive homes with greater financing, rather than by rising equity.
Financial assets
Among young households, financial assets compromised around 30 percent of total assets across all
waves. The same was true of households headed by prime-age adults over the period. While most
young households have at least one type of financial asset, there is notable variation in the
composition of households’ financial portfolios.
Figure 3.7 shows the trend in the value of key financial assets owned by all young households over
the 45-year period, reflecting changes in both ownership rates and valuation among young
households. The most notable trend is the increase in the relative share of higher-risk assets (in
various shades of red and orange).16 A similar shift is evident among prime-age adults (aged 36-55).

16

Retirement accounts are categorized here as relatively high risk assets. Since retirement accounts typically hold a range
of financial investments with varying degrees of risk, the proportion of young households’ assets that are classified as
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Figure 3.7 - Cohort financial portfolio
Total value of selected financial assets held by young households,
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To understand what drove these trends, the prevalence rates and median values of particular types of
financial assets are explored individually. The graphs in Figure 3.8 illustrate the proportion of
households that own each type of financial asset. Liquid assets (e.g., savings and checking accounts)
were the most commonly held type of financial asset, owned by 85 percent of young households in
recent decades.17 Over the same period the proportion of young households that owned various
types of investment accounts (e.g., stocks, mutual funds and defined contribution retirement
accounts) rose markedly. Relatively low-return assets such as savings bonds and CDs declined in
popularity since the late 1980s as households swapped low risk/return assets for relatively high
risk/return assets. Together these trends indicate that more households hold risky financial assets
relative to the past.

“risky” represents an upper bound. However, the upward trend in risk is probably understated given the increase in
stock holding within DC plans, as discussed later.
17
Fifteen percent is still a large fraction of households to be “unbanked”. Research in this area suggests that minorities,
illegal immigrants and the poor likely comprise the vast majority of this financially excluded group(See Hsu, 2009).
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Figure 3.8 - Prevalence of selected financial assets
a
b
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One of the other notable trends that can be identified in Figure 3.8 is the steady increase in the
proportion of young households that owned a defined contribution retirement account, e.g., IRA,
401(k).18 This reflects the gradual adoption of IRAs and 401(k) plans since the legislation creating
them was enacted in 1974 and 1978, respectively. The increase in DC plan prevalence coincides
with the phasing out of DB plans (i.e., traditional pension plans). Although the SCF does not
collect detailed information on DB plans, other surveys do. Figure 3.9 illustrates the trends in DB
and DC plan ownership among employees of all ages at medium and large private firms, from a
survey by the Employee Benefits Research Institute. Although DC plans have become more
common, they have not yet fully compensated for the decline in DB plans. The result is that fewer
young workers today have retirement savings accounts than in previous decades, despite the general
upward trend in DC plan ownership.
Figure 3.9 - Prevalence of DB vs. DC plans
Percentage of Employees Participating in Retirement Plans at Medium and Large
Private Establishments, 1980-2008
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18

Not all IRAs are, strictly speaking, DC plans because many do not receive employer contributions. However, for
simplicity, all types of IRAs and 401(k)-like plans are referred to as DC plans throughout this chapter.
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According to SCF data, in addition to becoming more common, DC plans have become more
valuable both in real terms and relative to other financial assets owned by young households, as
shown in Figure 3.10. In recent years DC plans have accounted for more than half of total financial
assets among young households that have them.
Figure 3.10 - Retirement accounts
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Young households have also shifted the way they invest money held in their DC plans. For example,
the fraction of young households in the SCF whose 401(k) plans were comprised mostly of equities
rose from 20 percent to 56 percent between 1992 and 2001. Among IRA owners, that figure rose
from 40 percent to 71 percent (Copeland, 2004). Young household heads are now more likely than
other age groups to hold most of their retirement assets in equities. Surveys of 401(k) plan data
corroborate this finding, showing that in recent years accountholders in their 20s and 30s held the
largest percentage of their retirement plans in equities relative to other age groups, on average (see
The Vanguard Group, 2011; Holden et al., 2010).
While policy changes that phased out DB plans and created DC plans appear to have been primary
drivers of trends in DC plan ownership and valuation, the trends in stock ownership and valuation
appear to be driven by market conditions. For example, Figure 3.11 shows that the peaks in
ownership and valuation of directly-held equities, that is, stocks owned outside of retirement
accounts, coincide with peaks in the S&P 500 Index, a broad market indicator (shown in Figure
3.12).
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Figure 3.11 - Stock ownership

Figure 3.12 - Historical trend of S&P 500 Index
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From the parallel trends apparent in the graphs above, accounting for a one-year reporting lag in the
SCF, it appears that market swings such as the technology boom circa 2000 had the effect of both
inflating asset values and attracting new participants, while the subsequent decline in the market
reduced both equity values and the fraction of young households who held stocks. Taken together
these trends contribute, albeit only a small amount, to the fluctuations in total assets described
earlier. Moreover, these patterns suggest that young household heads are highly responsive to
changes in the opportunities and incentives they face. This has significant policy implications,
which are discussed in Section VII.
Debts
In the nine waves of SCF data, between 80 and 84 percent of all households headed by someone
under 36 had some form of debt. However, over the decades the prevalence and median value of
specific types of debt shifted. Figure 3.13 illustrates that the total value of four key types of debts
held by young households have all increased since 1962. Property debt, primarily mortgages, rose
the most in absolute terms, while student loans more than quadrupled since 1989. 19 In 2007, total
credit card debt was 1.6 times its 1989 value, while installment debt remained roughly the same.

19

The reference year used for these figures is 1989, since student loans were not disaggregated from installment debt in
the first wave of the SCF.
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Figure 3.13 - Cohort debt portfolio
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To understand what drove these trends, the prevalence rates and median value of particular forms of
debt are explored individually. Figure 3.14 shows the ownership rates from each wave of the SCF.
The most common type of debt, held by more than half of young households in most waves, was
installment debt (e.g., vehicle loan). Since 1989, the fraction of households reporting student loans
nearly doubled, from 17 percent to 33 percent. This trend parallels the increase in the proportion of
young household heads who report having a college degree, discussed in Section V. Somewhat
surprisingly, the prevalence of credit card debt has not changed much since 1962.
Figure 3.14 - Prevalence of debt holding

Figure 3.15 - Median value of debt held
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As noted above, the inflation-adjusted median value of all four types of debt increased among debt
holders since 1962. Figure 3.15 shows the trend while precise values are presented in Table A.5 in
the Appendix. Long-term debt (i.e., property and student loans) increased the most dramatically.
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From 1962 to 2007 real estate debt more than doubled among households that had it, from $64,000
in 1962 to $139,000 in 2007. Similarly, the median value of student loans nearly tripled since
1989, reaching $14,000 in 2007 among households that had it. As a point of comparison, this
represents more than one-fifth of the median annual income of college graduates in that year.
Short-term debt increased, too, though somewhat more slowly. Increases in median credit card debt
have been modest (in both absolute and relative terms). By contrast, the median value of installment
debt (e.g., vehicle loans), has more than doubled. The corresponding rise in vehicle value suggests
that young households are financing the purchase of more expensive cars than was true 45 years ago.
A similar trend is evident among household heads ages 36-55.
V. Demographic trends and sub-group analysis
A. Socio-economic and demographic characteristics
The population of the United States has undergone significant socio-economic and demographic
changes in the last half-century. It follows, therefore, that the composition of each cohort of young
household heads has changed as well. Since financial outcomes tend to vary across individual
characteristics it is important to explore the trends in demographic and financial outcomes, as well as
the intersection of the two.
Figure 3.16 shows the trends in four key characteristics. Large shifts in marriage and fertility
decisions are apparent. Despite a stable average age (28 years) among young household heads, the
fraction who were married or had children declined by one-quarter since 1962. Even among
married households the likelihood of having children dropped from 88 percent in 1962, to 68
percent in the 2000s. Furthermore, the average number of children among young households that
had them dropped, from 2.5 in 1962 to less than 2.0 in 1989 and onwards. The same was true for
household heads ages 36-55. These findings are consistent with the general trend of delaying both
marriage and childbirth.
During the same time period, the fraction of non-white (e.g., African-American, Asian, Latino)
household heads increased substantially, especially among young households. Minorities accounted
for just 12 percent of young household heads in 1962 and 40 percent in 2007, compared to nine
percent and 27 percent of older household heads (ages 36-55), in the respective years.
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Figure 3.16 - Household head demographics
Demographic characteristics of household heads, age 18-35
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There have also been significant changes in the educational attainment of household heads since the
SCF began. In 1962, the mean years of schooling among household heads under 36 was 11.7.
Since 1983 it has averaged more than 13 years. Figure 3.17 illustrates the trend in educational
attainment by showing the breakdown by degree in each year. Most notable in this graph is the 26point decline in the proportion of households headed by individuals with less than a high school
degree and the 18-point increase in households headed by college graduates.
Figure 3.17 - Educational attainment
Proportion of household heads, by educational attainment
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B. Variations in financial outcomes across socio-economic and demographic characteristics
Having explored the socio-economic and demographic changes that occurred during the period of
study, next, two key financial outcomes (i.e., income and net worth) are compared across sub-groups
over time.
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Comparisons by age and marital status have predictable results (i.e., income and wealth are higher
among household heads in their early 30s and among those who are married). These disparities have
been relatively stable over time. (Detailed results are found in Figure A.1 and Figure A.3 in the
Appendix.)
Differences by education level are also notable, as Figure 3.18 illustrates. A large income differential
has persisted across all waves, driven both by gains among college graduates and losses among the less
educated. 20 This pattern peaked in 2001, at the height of the technology boom. This echoes the
findings of prior research on adults of all ages. Some studies found evidence of an increase in the
college wage premium since the early 1980s (see Goldin and Katz, 2007(a &b); Autor et al., 2008).
Others document an increase in the returns to schooling despite the rising cost of education,
including tuition that rose faster than inflation in recent decades (see Heckman et al., 2008). The
large income gaps in the SCF data certainly illustrate how that could be possible.
Figure 3.18 - Median income and net worth by educational attainment
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The disparity in median wealth by educational attainment is even more dramatic than that of
income (see Figure 3.18b). In 2007, for example, median wealth among young households with a
college degree was six times that of their less educated counterparts. Wealth among college graduates
has also been more volatile from wave to wave (in real terms), peaking in 2001 along with the stock
market, while wealth among those with a high school degree or less remained relatively flat. This
difference in trends is due in part to patterns in the composition of financial portfolios which vary by
educational level, with relatively more college attendees investing in high risk/return assets. The
most notable difference is in the fraction of households that hold DC retirement plans. In all waves
since 1983, college graduates were nearly twice as likely to hold DC retirement accounts as
household heads with only a high school degree. A similar pattern is apparent with ownership of

20

College graduates were also 1-2 years older than their less educated counterparts, on average, which reinforces the
educational wage premium.
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directly-held stocks. It, too, varied with education. In 2007, 25 percent of college graduates owned
directly-held stocks while only four percent of high school graduates did.
There has been a large and persistent racial gap in median income between households headed by
whites and non-whites, displayed in Figure 3.19a. In 1989 the median income for whites was nearly
twice that of households headed by non-whites. The gap has been closing in years since, largely due
to increases in income among non-whites.
Figure 3.19 - Median income and net worth by race
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Several factors may have contributed to the racial disparity in income. Some can be traced to racial
differences in employment rates. The percentage of young household heads who were working at
the time of the interview differed substantially between whites and non-whites. Only in 2007 had
the gap in working status narrowed to four percentage points, down from a high of 18 percentage
points in 1992. However, even conditional on employment, an income gap is apparent. The
disparity in educational attainment (which is one to two years at the median, depending on the year)
also contributes to income inequality.
Another possible explanation for the income gap could be the lower rate of marriage among nonwhite heads. The proportion of white household heads that were married at the time of the survey
was 83 percent in 1962 and 64 percent in 2007, while those same figures for non-white heads were
only 52 percent and 56 percent, respectively. However, the income gap between whites and nonwhites is still apparent even across groups with the same marital status.
The disparity in income by race gets compounded over time, resulting in an even more dramatic
wealth gap (see Figure 3.19a). Median net worth among households headed by young non-whites
was one-fifth to one-third that of whites over the last few decades.21 Much of the racial gap in
wealth can be traced to disparities in ownership of retirement accounts and real estate. Although the
21

Caution should be taken in evaluating the results by race in 1962 as the sample size of non-whites in that year was very
small (N=48).
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likelihood of having a DC retirement account was virtually the same in 1962, when such accounts
were relatively rare (i.e., 14 percent for white and 12 percent for non-white household heads),
ownership rose more quickly among young white households, resulting in a large disparity in the
mid-1990s (see Figure 3.20a). Although the gap in ownership rates has narrowed somewhat in
recent years, it remains statistically significant.
Figure 3.20 - Racial disparities in asset ownership
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A similar large, statistically significant and persistent racial gap in the rates of homeownership is also
apparent. It has narrowed somewhat in recent years, but remained as high as 18 percentage points in
2007, as Figure 3.20b shows. The disparity in home ownership is an enormous contributor to the
wealth gap by race given that the typical young homeowner’s real estate equity represents more than
half of its net worth. As the regression results presented in a later section will show, this disparity
cannot be explained by income differences alone. It appears that differences in asset ownership rates
play a significant role. These findings lend support to the institutional theory of saving which
suggests that systematic differences in access, information, and incentives, among other factors, may
limit the opportunities non-whites have to save and accumulate wealth (see Sherraden and Barr,
2005).
It is clear from the series of graphs above that there are distinct patterns in income and net worth
when making comparisons across a variety of socio-economic and demographic characteristics.
Since many of those characteristics are in turn associated with each other, as noted in some of the
discussion above, a multivariate approach is required to isolate the influence of each factor, holding
constant the others. To that end, a variety of regression analysis techniques were used to provide
clues as to how the substantial changes in the characteristics of young households may have
influenced the trends in the outcomes observed, as well as how the influence of individual
characteristics may itself have changed over time. The results of this work are presented in the next
section.
VI. Regression analysis
Regression analysis allows the researcher to isolate the particular impact of each determinant of
wealth, holding the others constant. In this context the ability to assess the effect of multiple factors
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simultaneously is critical because, as the charts above show, changes occurred in multiple areas at
once. Regression analysis of the pooled data (i.e., using all nine waves of SCF data) facilitates
comparisons of coefficients across years to determine the relative influence of each factor and how it
may have changed over time. 22 The results of three types of regression analysis are presented here.
Section A presents the results of micro-level analysis using a standard OLS regression model of
household level data. Section B presents the results of macro-level analysis that compares the relative
effects on wealth of changes in the determinants of wealth and the relationships between wealth and
its determinants. Section C extends this analysis by using decomposition techniques to estimate the
relative explanatory power of differences in the magnitudes and the effects of various determinants of
wealth to account for differences in wealth across decades.
A. Micro-level analysis
The regression model used is an OLS model of the log of net worth (for positive values of net worth)
on six socio-economic and demographic characteristics. The log transformation of net worth was
selected because it reduces the skewness of the data and has nice linear properties. Positive net worth
is modeled separately from zero or negative net worth because it is believed that the predictors of
each type of outcome (i.e., positive, negative or zero) are very different. Modeling zero and negative
net worth is reserved for future research.
The covariates in the model include three indicator variables that were shown to be associated with
differences in net worth. They are: “working” – which equals one if a household head is currently
working; “nonwhite” – which equals one if a household head is African-American, Asian, or nonwhite Latino; and “married” – which equals one if a household head is currently married or living
with a long-term partner.
The three continuous variables included in the model are age (in years), education (in years)23 and
the log of income. The log transformation of income was used because it increased the amount of
variance explained by the model, largely because the income data is also highly skewed. Finally, year
fixed effects were included to control for unobserved changes from wave to wave, including
macroeconomic conditions, financial market performance, changes in tax policy, etc. The regression
model is stated here:
Equation 3.1 - OLS regression model
9

LogNetWorth    i 1   i working i   i nonwhitei   i marriedi   i agei   i educationi   i log incomei  FEyeari 1   i
i 1

22

The author acknowledges that modeling wealth precisely is extremely complex. This is by no means a thorough
treatment of predicting wealth, not least because of the limitations of the data. However, the purpose of this section is
to draw comparisons over time to see how both observed and unobserved factors may have contributed to the
aggregate trends in wealth, and for that this model appears to be adequate.
23
A continuous, rather than categorical, variable was used for schooling because the loss of interpretability in creating
year-specific interaction terms for each education category was not adequately compensated by an improvement in the
explanatory power of the model.
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To facilitate interpretation and hypothesis testing of the coefficients, nine year-specific covariates
were created for each variable in the model. In addition, the model includes a constant, which is the
year fixed-effect of the base year, 1962. All other year fixed effects are in reference to the base year.
Several additional steps were taken to clean the data for the regression analysis, including
Winsorizing the right tail of net worth to eliminate undue influence of outliers and excluding
multiple imputations. (See Part I of Appendix A. Technical Appendix for Chapter 3 for details.)
The author acknowledges that many factors contribute to net worth that have not been included in
the current model. As illustrated in the data tables in earlier sections, net worth and its components
(especially financial and physical assets), have been relatively volatile across waves, while changes in
the socio-economic and demographic characteristics that appear to be associated with wealth have
changed more gradually. Wealth is determined by endowments, ongoing contributions to savings,
and returns to investment, none of which can be observed explicitly in the data. However, the
enormous changes in wealth due to asset valuation have been addressed, albeit crudely, by including
year fixed effects in the regression model. This should control for some of the variance due to
changes in the housing and financial markets.
Since the focus of this analysis is on the potential changes in the relationships between wealth and its
determinants over time, the model includes year-specific covariates. The marginal effects of each are
compiled in Table 3.1 and selected results are discussed below. The full regression results are
presented in Section VI. Regression results of Appendix A.
Table 3.1 - Marginal effects at the median
NonWorking
white
Married
1962
156%
-49%**
21%
1983
69%**
-34%***
30%**
1989
-2%
-24%
69%
1992
23%
-33%***
41%
1995
68%
-20%**
27%
1998
28%
-34%*** 76%***
2001
30%
-31%***
29%
2004
-6%
-31%***
34%
2007
7%
-35%***
42%

Age
12%***
7%***
8%***
4%**
6%***
4%**
7%***
4%**
7%***

Education
13%***
8%***
11%**
12%***
13%***
20%***
12%***
15%***
10%***

Income
(log $)
0.9%***
0.9%***
0.8%***
0.8%***
0.7%***
0.6%***
0.8%***
0.9%***
1.1%***

Median
net worth
$19,600
$27,200
$26,400
$29,900
$33,200
$29,700
$33,400
$29,300
$26,500

Note: Values are adjusted for inflation and stated in 2007 US dollars. *** p-value <0.01, **p-value <0.05.

Few results were surprising. All factors effected net worth in the anticipated direction. Somewhat
unexpectedly, however, the effect of most factors did not appear to change over time in any
consistent or meaningful way, according to the Wald tests performed on each pair of year-specific
coefficients, which are presented in Table A.9 of Appendix A. This suggests that according to the
analysis, the effects of race and education, for example, became neither weaker nor stronger over the
time period examined, despite substantial trend among these characteristics themselves.
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Effects of race
The most salient finding of the regression analysis is the persistent effect of race on net worth. The
marginal effect of being non-white, at the median, is approximately -30 percent for most years
between 1962 and 2007 and is statistically significant in all but one year. Even holding constant
income, education, age, marital and working status, among households with positive net worth and
heads ages 18-35, non-white households had roughly one-third less wealth than their white
counterparts. However, the effect of race disappears in almost every year once a control for
homeownership is added to the regression model (see Table A.9 of Appendix A). This suggests that
race affects wealth largely through disparities in homeownership between whites and non-whites.
Effects of education
Not surprisingly, the effect of education is positive and statistically significant in every year. At the
median, the marginal effect of an additional year of schooling ranges from 8 percent in 1983 to 20
percent in 1998. Since 1998 the marginal effect of schooling on wealth has declined, which is
perhaps related to the increasing debt burden from student loans among those who attended college,
which would temporarily depress net worth in early adulthood. This does not necessarily imply,
however, that the long-term effect of education on wealth is declining.
Effects of working
After controlling for income, the effect of working on net worth was insignificant in all but one year.
Effects of marital status
Being married had a large positive effect on net worth in all years, but was statistically significant in
only two of them.
Effects of age
Unsurprisingly, age had a positive and statistically significant effect on net worth. The marginal
effect of one additional year of age, at the median, averaged six percent in all years since 1983, down
from 12 percent in 1962.
Effects of income
Least surprising of all, since young adults are in the capital accumulation phase of the life cycle, was
the finding that income had a positive and statistically significant effect on net worth in all years.
The regression results show that an additional one percent of income is associated with a 0.6 percent
to 1.1 percent increase in net worth, at the median, depending on the year. Given the median
income and net worth in each year, this means that each additional dollar of income was correlated
with $0.50 additional wealth, at the median.
Model variations
In the course of developing the appropriate model for predicting log net worth and explaining the
marriage and racial gaps in wealth, several observations were made. Adding indicators for
homeownership and for having a DC plan (e.g., 401k, IRA) increased the amount of variance that is
explained by the regression model from 35 percent to 46 percent. This may be due to the fact that
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indicators for ownership of these types of assets explain a large portion of the variation in outcome
that results from volatility in the housing and financial markets.
The inclusion of these variables in the model also had interesting effects on the coefficients of other
variables. Including an indicator for homeownership (which is significant at the 0.001 level) renders
many of the formerly significant year-specific coefficients on race and marriage insignificant. The
inclusion of an indicator for having a DC plan (e.g., 401k, IRA) further reduced the significance of
the race and marriage variables. (See Table A.9 in Appendix A for more detailed results.)
Together these findings imply that differential rates of homeownership and retirement accountholding explain much of the racial and marriage gaps in net worth, holding other factors constant.
Further development of the model is merited, but it is clear from these initial results that ownership
of specific wealth accumulation vehicles plays an important role in determining the outcomes
observed.
B. Macro level analysis
Over the years examined, both the covariates and their relationships to the outcome have changed, as
the regression results (see Table A.7) and the graphs of net worth by socio-economic and
demographic characteristics illustrate (see Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19, Figure A.1 and Figure A.3). In
addition, at the aggregate level, households’ net worth has changed. With changes in all
components, i.e., the covariates, the coefficients and the outcome, teasing out which component
drives the macro-level trend observed requires additional analytic techniques. In this section, results
are presented of an investigation to determine whether changes in the outcome were driven by
changes in the determinants of wealth, or by changes in the relationships between wealth and its
determinants. Table 3.2 highlights these differences.
Table 3.2 - Selected regression coefficients and mean value of covariates, 1962 and 2007
Regression coefficients
Mean of covariates
Difference
1962
2007
1962
2007
(2007 - 1962)
n/a
n/aWealthᶧ
$61,609
$147,294
$85,685
0.89***
1.06***
Incomeᶧ
$46,121
$59,764
$13,644
Education
0.12***
0.09***
12.2 years
13.3 years
1.1 years
Age
0.11***
0.06***
29.2 years
28.8 years
-0.4 years
Married
0.19
0.35***
85%
65%
-20%
Non-white
-0.67
-0.42***
8%
38%
29%
Working
0.94
0.07
99%
91%
-8%
Note: Monetary values are adjusted for inflation and stated in 2007 US dollars.
*** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05
ᶧ The regression equation models the effect of the log of income (and other covariates) on the log of wealth, but the mean
dollar values of wealth and income are presented in the table for ease of interpretability.
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As a first step, the regression results were used to predict wealth. The coefficients from the regression
were combined with the values of the covariates according to the linear model stated in Equation
3.1. Creating year-specific covariates enabled calculations of predicted wealth for various
combinations of one year’s coefficients and another year’s covariates. For example, the composition
of the 1962 cohort (i.e., the X values from 1962) and the coefficients from 2007 can be used to
determine whether the 1962 cohort or the 2007 cohort would be wealthier, given the 2007
coefficients. This quantifies the changes in wealth that are due to changes in the population
characteristics between years. Conversely, when holding the composition of the population
constant, the changes in wealth that are due to changes in the relationships between the covariates
and wealth can be estimated.
Table 3.3 below depicts precisely these two things. Specifically, it presents the difference in mean
predicted wealth relative to 1962 generated by swapping the 1962 and 2007 population
characteristics and regression coefficients. The reference category (cell A) is the predicted wealth of
the 1962 cohort in 1962 relative to itself, i.e., given 1962 coefficients and covariates. Comparing
across the rows illustrates the effect of swapping year-specific coefficients, while comparing down the
columns demonstrates the effect of swapping the years’ population characteristics. For example,
comparing Cell A to Cell B shows the effect on mean predicted wealth of applying the 1962 or 2007
coefficients to the 1962 population, respectively.
The mean predicted wealth increases by moving to the right across the rows, and less so by moving
up the columns. This indicates that the set of coefficients from 2007 (that is, the relationships
between wealth and its determinants) more strongly predict wealth than those of 1962, while the
population composition of that year dampens the effect. Thus the lion’s share of the difference in
mean predicted wealth between 1962 and 2007 stems less from differences in the average
characteristics of the cohorts (e.g., marital status, education, race) than it does from changes in the
relationships between those characteristics and net worth. These results confirm what was found in
earlier sections – that is, that wealth increased despite an increase in the population characteristics
associated with lower wealth (e.g., unmarried, non-white, flat income). The large year fixed effects
in the OLS regression results in Table A.7 also corroborate this finding.

Covariates (X)

Table 3.3 - Difference in mean predicted net worth, 1962 vs. 2007
Coefficients (β)
1962
A

2007
B

1962

$0
C

$13,523
D

2007

-$2,081

$12,169

Note: Values are adjusted for inflation and stated in 2007 US dollars.
1962 X’B is the baseline.
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The analysis was repeated to compare the effect of changes in the covariates and coefficients from
each decade and each year to determine whether the findings were robust to the choice of time
period. Both reveal similar results as those found in the comparison of 1962 and 2007, i.e., the
greatest predictors of wealth were the coefficients in later years, and, to a lesser extent, the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics in 1962. Detailed results are found in Table A.16 and
Table A.17 of the Appendix.
C. Decomposition
To further explore the relative effects of covariates and coefficients, both of which varied across years
in the regression results above, a decomposition method was utilized. Decomposition techniques
examine the difference in the mean of an outcome variable between two groups by decomposing it
into two components: the fraction that is due to the group differences in the magnitudes of the
determinants themselves (the so-called “explained portion”) and the fraction that is due to group
differences in the magnitude of the effects of the determinants (the “unexplained portion”). The
latter appears as different coefficients between groups (in this case defined by years).
There is a variety of decomposition techniques that build on the original Blinder-Oaxaca
decomposition (see Blinder, 1973; Oaxaca, 1973). For this analysis, the Neumark decomposition
(Neumark, 1988) was utilized because it does not require the specification of a reference group (in
this case, year) and therefore avoids any bias resulting from that specification. This is done by
comparing the sub-group coefficients to the coefficient yielded from pooling the sub-group data,
which allows further decomposition of the contribution of the coefficients. In particular, Neumark
decomposition quantifies the portion of the difference in outcome that is due to the relative strength
of each coefficient in the group with the higher outcome value and the portion that is due to the
relative weakness of the coefficients in the group with the lesser outcome value. In this case the subgroups are defined by year (i.e., 1962 and 2007) and the outcome of interest is the wealth gap
between the two years.
The Neumark decomposition sheds more light on the results found in the simple comparison of
mean predicted outcomes discussed above. Figure 3.21 illustrates the relative contributions of the
differences in mean covariates and differences in coefficients. (See Table A.18 in the Appendix for
more detailed results.) There are three key things to note among these results. First, only a small
fraction (11 percent) of the difference in wealth is explained by differences in mean values of the
covariates, despite their notable size, as identified above in Table 3.2. Most of the explained portion
of the wealth gap derives from increases in education and income between 1962 and 2007, on the
one hand, and decreases in the percentage of white and married individuals on the other.
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Figure 3.21 - Decomposition results
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Second, the explained portion of the raw differential in outcome is dwarfed by the unexplained
portion. Eighty-nine percent of the predicted wealth gap remains “unexplained,” and therefore is
attributed to changes in the coefficients, that is, the relationships between the covariates and wealth.
The higher value of the “total” effect of the coefficients, relative to the covariates, in Figure 3.21
illustrates this. Note that a negative value in this graph (e.g., for age, education) does not indicate
that the covariate had a negative coefficient in the regression, but that the difference between the
1962 and 2007 coefficients contributed positively or negative to the gap observed.
Third, most of “unexplained” difference in wealth derives from the smaller coefficients in 1962
rather than larger ones in 2007. That is, the weaker positive associations between wealth and its
determinants in 1962 explain more of the wealth gap than the strong positive associations in 2007.
This is especially true for income. This was partially offset by stronger (positive) associations
between wealth and both age and working status in 1962. The effects of income and education on
wealth in 2007 actually predicted a smaller gap in wealth between the years than is observed.
Interestingly, differences in the relationships between wealth and both marital status and race in
1962 and 2007 contribute very little to the change in outcomes observed. Finally, the relatively
large contribution of the constant terms indicates that much of the difference in net worth between
1962 and 2007 remains unexplained by the covariates in the model.
The Neumark decomposition was repeated to compare the effect of changes in the covariates and
coefficients from each decade, pooling the data from various survey years, to determine whether the
findings were robust to the choice of time period. Those results show a slightly different picture, but
the main findings are the same.
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Across all the decomposition results by decade, the unexplained fraction of the difference in the
mean predicted outcome exceeds the fraction that could be explained by changes in the mean
covariates. Furthermore, the changes over time in the relationships between wealth and the
determinants examined were offset by the constants in each period’s regression equation, suggesting
that much of the puzzle remains unexplained by these models. Most likely the largest “unexplained”
cause of rising wealth between 1962 and 2007 relates to market conditions, which are only crudely
captured in the model by the time periods compared. Further research is required to determine
what proportion of the greater wealth observed in later years was due to changes in asset valuation
versus allocation of resources to various assets.
VII. Discussion
Income among young households has remained flat while wealth has fluctuated.
Income among young households has kept pace with inflation, on average, although the distribution
has widened. Young households today have accumulated more assets and debts relative to decades
ago. But while debt has risen steadily, asset values have fluctuated with the housing and stock
markets. On net, there is no clear trend in the net worth of young households. The notable trends
lie in the ownership of riskier assets and greater debts.
Young households maintain higher levels of financial risk.
Young households today hold more of their wealth in relatively high risk-return assets than their
counterparts did several decades ago. Investment in equities has increased both in directly-held
accounts and in retirement accounts. In addition, purchasing a home has become riskier for many
young households. In recent years, loose credit and sub-prime mortgages have enabled young adults
to purchase more expensive homes than their predecessors, despite having comparable incomes. The
subsequent collapse of home values compounded the financial risk young homeowners assumed by
making such home purchases. Thus for many, the greater access to credit created a lot of inflated
wealth which appears in the 2007 SCF, but not much financial security. This puts young
households at substantial risk in economic downturns such as the current recession. Mechanisms
need to be developed to provide better counseling on managing the household’s asset portfolio, and
facilitate more outreach and awareness-raising at potential points of intervention. This is especially
critical for young households who do not have the safety net of pensions and generous Social
Security benefits to look forward to, as did previous generations.
On the consumer debt side, the trends are mixed. On the one hand, concern about increases in
credit card debt appears to be a red herring. In fact, credit card debt has not risen substantially
among young households in the last few decades. Installment debt, principally vehicle loans, has
risen. However, some amount of consumer debt to purchase durable (or even consumption) goods
is expected among young households who are still in the first years of the capital accumulation phase
of the life cycle. Increased access to credit has reduced liquidity constraints such that young
households are better able to smooth consumption in the early years. This can be a good thing in
the short term. However, this trend may have negative consequences for households who later have
difficulty saving for their future while paying for the credit extended to them.
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Much more substantial increases (in real and relative terms) have come from taking on more longterm debt, namely larger mortgages and, to a lesser extent, greater student loans. These are among
the better types of debt that households can have. However, it is not clear that taking on these
additional burdens is actually improving financial outcomes among young households – especially
considering skyrocketing college tuition and unstable home prices. Young adults need to be
counseled on the quality of debt they are assuming and the underlying value of the good or service
purchased with credit (including a college education). Policies that promote truth in lending –
including the final purchase cost after interest and the risks of borrowing – would be advisable.
Policymakers also need to address the fact that there is an inherent conflict of interest when
mortgage brokers act as de facto financial advisors to their prospective clients.
Racial inequities persist.
Neither the gaps in employment, education nor marriage fully explains the difference in median
income between households headed by whites and non-whites under 36. In the absence of further
details about respondents’ occupation or region of residence, for example, it is impossible to fully
attribute the income gap to readily observable differences in white and non-white household heads.
However, the analysis herein does not refute the argument that discrimination may be a significant
factor.
The roots of the persistent wealth gap seem more evident. The income gap is to blame, certainly,
but it also appears that differential access to and/or utilization of wealth accumulation methods (e.g.,
homeownership, financial investments) may drive much of the racial disparities. Systematic
differences in the institutional environment need to be further explored. In addition, existing antidiscrimination laws need to be evaluated, enforced and bolstered, if necessary, to make access to
credit and financial markets more equitable. Other causes of differential utilization rates should also
be explored in future research.
Savings strategies differ across sub-groups.
The cross-sectional analysis revealed notable differences between the wealth-holding patterns of
young households by marital status, education level, age, race, etc. For example, young household
heads that are married are far more likely to own a retirement account than their unmarried
counterparts. In addition, more educated heads tend to invest in higher risk/return assets. Thus, it
appears that young households self-select into the strategy that works for (or is available to) them
based on their (financial and mental) resources. Policies that encourage saving and investing for the
future should have the flexibility to allow households to select the specific vehicle they feel is
appropriate. One such example is the preferential tax treatment of IRAs, which is extended to all the
funds allocated to such accounts without imposing restrictions on the type of investments made
therein. This type of vehicle encourages savings among individuals with varying risk preferences and
capabilities alike.
Young households are responsive to opportunities presented by market conditions.
Young households appear to be responsive to the opportunities that arise. This is evidenced by the
purchase of larger homes when credit became looser and the increased prevalence of stock holding
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during market booms. This suggests that policies providing additional opportunities and incentives
to save or reduce debt, for example, would garner the desired response, at least from some
households. Making such incentives time-sensitive might be even more effective. Evidence from
experiments in behavioral economics laboratories and recent policy changes supports this claim. The
Cash for Clunkers program (both vehicles and appliances) as well as the tax credit for first-time
home buyers, which were both time-limited policies, received huge responses, in large part because
the incentives they offered had expiration dates. New policies aimed at stimulating savings or
reducing debt would be wise to adopt similar design principles.
Many young households are getting an early start on saving for retirement.
The trends in financial asset ownership among young households mirror those of households headed
by prime-age adults: over the years, prevalence rates have risen and fallen with the market. Overall,
young households were half as likely to own each type of financial asset as their prime-age
counterparts. Retirement accounts are the exception. The ownership rate among young households
was two-thirds that of households headed by prime-age adults. Furthermore, despite a 20-year age
difference between young and prime-age adults, on average, the difference in the share of financial
assets held in retirement accounts differs by only 10 percentage points. It appears that even in the
absence of access to traditional pension programs, young households today are beginning to save for
retirement early.
Many young households adopt relatively aggressive investment strategies when saving for retirement.
Surveys of 401(k) plan data indicate that account holders in their 20s and 30s, on average, hold the
largest percentage of their retirement plans in equities, relative to other age groups. This means that
younger workers maintain relatively high levels of investment risk. Although this may be a sound
investment strategy for a group with a long investment horizon (i.e., many years until retirement), it
does indicate the need to ensure that young households have the skills necessary to manage high riskreturn portfolios.
VIII. Conclusions
The descriptive statistics reveal that young households in 2007 earned approximately the same
amount as their counterparts in earlier years, but had accumulated significantly greater assets and
debts. The median net worth among young households in recent years was two to three times
higher than it was decades ago. However, much of this wealth is comprised of physical assets,
especially houses, which are offset by large debts. Considering the recent turn of events in the
housing market and the fact that wealth rose despite a decline in the demographic characteristics
associated with greater wealth (e.g., married, white), caution ought to be exercised in interpreting the
results. It may simply be the case that recent cohorts live in a time of inflated asset prices and lax
credit. If so, higher median wealth would not necessarily reflect more prudent savings and
investment decisions. The next wave of SCF data (collected in 2010) will shed some light on how
the recent housing bubble may have inflated housing prices or facilitated untenable purchases. In
addition, further research is needed on the precise composition of household assets to determine
what fraction of the total reflects real value, and what may be inflated.
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By contrast, a positive development in recent decades is the increasing proportion of young
households who have retirement accounts, and the higher levels of wealth accumulated in them.
Optimism on this front should be tempered, however, given the fact that DC plans, as replacements
for DB plans, are arguably less secure and more costly for households. Together this means that
while young households today may have been made worse off by changes in the retirement savings
opportunities available to them, they are adopting alternatives to compensate.
Turning to the analysis of the determinants of wealth, the cross-sectional analysis showed that large
differences in wealth by socio-economic and demographic characteristics have persisted over time.
By contrast, the regression results revealed that despite changes in the composition of the population
that would have predicted lower wealth among young households (greater education
notwithstanding), wealth actually rose somewhat. This finding highlights the fact that the wealth
observed among households is the result of both the financial decisions made by individuals and the
market valuation of the assets in which they hold their wealth.
This chapter set out to determine the extent to which young households are preparing for their
financial future, relative to their counterparts in previous decades, in order to provide broad context
for the studies presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The answer, it seems, is not so straightforward.
Much of what looks positive on the surface is less rosy when explored further. Income that kept up
with inflation also grew more inequitable. Rising asset values were tempered by volatility and
steadily rising debt. On the other hand, many young households have started saving for retirement
early. Broad conclusions are further hampered by the fact that determining the true value of the
individual elements that comprise net worth is difficult. Asset values fluctuate. There are also
qualitative differences in the types of debt that are not captured by a household’s balance sheet.
Useful extensions of the work would explore these qualitative differences and more precisely control
for volatility in asset value in order to build confidence around the results presented here. However,
despite the limitations of the data and its analysis, the key findings are unambiguous and their policy
implications are clear. Policies are needed to address inequities, promote saving for the future and
provide young households with the skills to manage their ever increasing financial responsibilities.
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4. Analyzing the patterns in financial account-holding among young
Americans: A network analysis approach
I. Introduction
In the previous chapter the variation in account ownership rates were explored, over time and across
demographic characteristics. The trends are informative, but ownership of each account was
examined in isolation, when in reality most individuals (even by early adulthood) own more than
one type of financial account. In this chapter, multiple account types are considered simultaneously
with the aim of:
1. Identifying the key types of financial portfolios; and
2. Understanding the process of account acquisition.
Aim #1 is achieved by identifying patterns in account ownership within portfolios across households.
Aim #2 is accomplished by comparing patterns in portfolio composition between groups with fixed
characteristics and across groups representing various life stages.
The results of this study indicate that young adults tend to acquire accounts in a particular order
according to a distinct (and shared) progression reflecting the development of financial needs over
the life course. As new needs arise, new account types are added to the existing portfolio of accounts
in a progression resembling a Guttman scale, whereby increasingly “advanced” accounts are acquired
cumulatively. Therefore, much of the variation in financial portfolios can be attributed to
households’ advancement along the progression of account acquisition, rather than divergent
patterns in financial portfolio-building. This is readily apparent across groups of young households
defined by characteristics such as age, income, and education. These findings have significant policy
implications, suggesting that policies to promote saving among young adults ought to encourage
advancement along the account progression by targeting individuals at specific stages of the
portfolio-building process.
II. Background
The existing research on financial portfolios draws on the seminal works on portfolio choice by
Samuelson (1969) and Merton (1971). The former examined the question of portfolio choice over
the life cycle, which the latter built upon in examining the role of labor income. According to these
models, young households are (paradoxically) predicted to own more risky financial assets due to
their long investment horizon and to own fewer due to their resource constraints.
More recent studies accept as given the patterns in portfolio composition over the life cycle and
attempt to explain the mechanisms or causes behind the patterns observed. For example, King and
Leape (1997) found that ownership of information-intensive assets increases with age, which the
authors attribute to the arrival of information over time. Many of the explanatory studies focus
specifically on stockholding rather than portfolio composition, per se. Among those that analyze
patterns among young households, Cocco (2005) found that homeownership limited the resources
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young households had available to invest in equities. Similarly, Cocco et al., (2005) found that
catastrophic labor income risk crowds out equity investment among young households.
Numerous descriptive studies on financial portfolios have also been conducted. They illustrate
(implicitly) how portfolio composition has changed in response to shifts in the economic and
financial environment. For example, Bertaut and Starr-McCluer (2002) analyzed the frequency of
account ownership in household portfolios, highlighting the differences by age. Ameriks and Zeldes
(2005) explored portfolio allocation, specifically, the share of assets held in equities by age.
Even among the descriptive studies there appears to be a gap in the literature. Most of the existing
research focuses on ownership of each asset (or debt) independent of the others, and occasionally in
relation to one other asset or debt. There is little work on concurrent ownership of multiple
accounts and how they comprise financial portfolios among young adults, and even less on the
process by which young adults develop their portfolios. One exception is Xiao and Anderson (1997)
which explores portfolio development, although the focus is adults of all ages. The current study
utilizes a novel approach to address this gap in the literature to deepen our understanding of
financial portfolios among young adults, identify patterns in portfolio composition and examine the
process by which young adults build their financial portfolios and ultimately prepare for the future.
III. Methods
Data
The data for this study come from the Survey of Consumer Finances, a secondary dataset containing
detailed information on the household finances of a nationally representative sample of the U.S.
population. The SCF is a cross-sectional survey conducted every three years. This study utilizes data
from 2007, the most recent year for which complete data is currently available.
The survey asks household heads detailed questions about their household finances, including, but
not limited to, questions on the types of financial assets and debts they hold and the value of each.
Standard demographic information is also collected.
This study focuses on household heads ages 18-35, making comparisons with prime-age adults (ages
36-55) where appropriate. Thirty-five was selected as the cut-off age to remain consistent with
previous analyses of SCF data and with other studies comparing age groups, including the other
studies in this dissertation. The resulting subset of data extracted from the survey contains 767
respondents. Summary statistics of their socio-economic and demographic characteristics are
presented in Table 4.1, below.
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Table 4.1 - Characteristics of the sample
SCF sample
(ages 18-35)
767

Sample size (N)
Age
Mean
(S.D.)
% 18-23 y.o.
% 24-29 y.o.
% 30-35 y.o.
Female (%)
Married (%)
Non-white (%)
Has children (%)
Education (%)
Less than H.S.
High school (or equivalent)
Some college
College or greater
Total household income
Mean
(S.D.)
th
25 percentile
50th percentile
75th percentile
Total household wealth
Mean
(S.D.)
25th percentile
50th percentile
75th percentile

28.7
(0.16)
15.4
37.2
47.5
23.9
60.1
39.0
55.9
12.1
31.0
22.0
34.8
$87,517
($381,719)
$22,211
$40,191
$70,863
$321,174
($1,731,295)
$1080
$12,940
$88,300

Data preparation
The analysis was restricted to financial accounts that were owned by more than 10 percent of the
total sample. Non-residential real estate was also excluded because it was measured in a noncomparable way (i.e., the survey asked about equity rather than asset value and debts separately).
After these exclusions, 7 types of financial assets and 4 types of debts remain, and they are the focus
of this chapter.
Table 4.2 presents the ownership rates of each of the 11 accounts analyzed, as well as the mean and
median values, among the individuals who owned them. Summary statistics for the complete list of
accounts in the SCF are presented in Table B.1 in the Appendix.
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Table 4.2 - Summary statistics on 11 key accounts
Prevalence

Mean

Among owners
(Std Dev)

76.0%
49.7%
34.6%
17.1%
14.9%
14.6%
12.3%

$4,291
$7,765
$30,815
$30,243
$39,239
$67,733
$1,976

$3,161
$22,761
$77,658
$64,096
$138,701
$371,729
$4,236

$1,500
$1,526
$10,000
$11,500
$3,900
$5,000
$700

47.1%
42.3%
36.9%
32.2%

$5,130
$14,183
$197,226
$23,513

$8,106
$12,771
$224,320
$29,103

$1,975
$12,000
$144,000
$14,000

Median

Financial assets
Checking
Savings
401(k)
IRA
Stocks
Money market
Savings bonds

Debts
Credit card
Car loan
Residential mortgage
Student debt

Most of the analysis throughout the chapter focuses on patterns of account ownership. A series of
dichotomous variables were created to record whether or not a respondent had a particular type of
financial asset or debt. In this analysis, ownership is defined as having a non-zero balance in a given
account. While owning an account and having a non-zero balance are not precisely the same, for
some of the 11 financial assets and debts having a zero balance is an impossibility. This is true for
car loans, student debt, mortgages, stocks and savings bonds. By contrast, a household may own a
checking or savings account, credit card, 401(k), IRA or money market account but have a zero
balance. To ensure comparability across accounts the analysis focused only on whether or not a
household had a balance in a particular account. Among the sample analyzed having an account and
having a non-zero balance are nearly perfectly correlated, so for the most part owners (regardless of
balance) have been compared to non-owners.24 The notable exception is for credit cards. Fortyseven percent of individuals had a non-zero balance on their credit card when surveyed while an
additional 16 percent had a card but no balance. In the analysis that follows throughout this chapter,
the stricter definition of ownership is used for all assets and debts (i.e., a non-zero balance).
Ownership indicators were compiled in a dichotomous matrix and exported to a network analysis
software called UciNet, while another set of matrices was created to store the data containing the
attributes of the people (i.e., household heads) and the accounts to be analyzed.
Analytic approach
Multiple types of analytic techniques were utilized to identify the key types of financial portfolios
and the process of account acquisition. To achieve the former, multivariate analysis techniques were

24

There are an additional 1% and 2.5% of individuals who own 401(k) and checking accounts, respectively, but have no
money in them. All owners of IRAs and money market accounts have a positive balance. In the case of savings
accounts, ownership and positive balance are perfectly correlated because of the way the survey data was coded.
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used to simultaneously examine the associations among multiple accounts and the individuals who
own them using UciNet and NetDraw, the visual analytics software within UciNet. Techniques
employed include multidimensional scaling, principal components analysis, cluster analysis, and
other visual analytics (namely, spring embedding graph theoretic layouts). A description of each
technique is presented with the results it generated.
The results of each technique are represented visually. Doing so allows us to “see” the patterns of
account co-occurrence in respondents’ portfolios and identify apparent typologies. However, the
techniques used are merely exploratory. Where appropriate, aspects of the typologies identified have
been investigated further and subjected to statistical tests using STATA in order to validate the
patterns observed.
To understand the process of building financial portfolios (Aim #2), cross-sectional variation among
respondents has been exploited. The ideal test requires panel data, which would allow observations
of changes over time. However, this is not available. In its absence, variations in the characteristics
across individuals that develop over time (i.e., age, income, wealth, education, marital status and
parenthood) are used to approximate the effect of time. Patterns in financial portfolio composition
are compared across groups of individuals at different stages of life and the differences shed light on
how individuals build financial portfolios over time. Additional comparisons are made between
portfolios of groups defined by fixed demographic characteristics (i.e., race and gender) to determine
whether there are notable differences in the process of financial portfolio-building across groups.
This study employs a novel range of techniques to analyze financial portfolio composition. On a
more limited scale, at least one prior study employed cluster analysis to explore patterns in account
ownership and usage of alternative financial services (see Lusardi, Tufano, et al., 2009). The current
study utilizes cluster analysis as well as several other techniques to develop an understanding of the
process by which financial portfolios are developed.
IV. Results
A. Financial portfolio composition
A1. Identifying financial portfolio “types”
As a first step in identifying the key types of financial portfolios (Aim #1), the 2-mode, people-byaccounts ownership matrix was plotted in NetDraw. Using a spring-embedding algorithm, the
diagram in Figure 4.1 connects people (represented by blue circles) to the types of accounts their
household owns (with assets represented by green squares and debts by red ones), where the size of
each account node illustrates its relative prevalence of among households in the sample. The
algorithm used models the ties between people and accounts as a system of springs that repel nodes
from each other when they are located too close together and attract one another when located too
far apart. It is designed to balance the repulsion and attraction of nodes across the entire system.
The output is a two-dimensional representation of the relationships among all the nodes
simultaneously. To interpret the graph the relative positions of the account nodes are compared.
Those that have similar sets of owners locate near each other, while those that do not are pushed
apart.
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From this diagram a rough pattern begins to emerge suggesting an account progression, rather than a
set of clusters that define non-overlapping portfolio “types.” More sophisticated techniques are
required to reveal more nuanced relationships within the data. To that end, the next set of analysis
examines the relationships among the accounts themselves.
Again, aiming to understand patterns in financial portfolios (Aim #1), the co-occurrence of accounts
was analyzed. To do this the similarities between accounts were quantified by calculating the Jaccard
coefficient25 between columns of the person-by-account ownership matrix. The coefficients were
then compiled in an account-by-account similarity matrix. Using the NetDraw software embedded
in UciNet, graphs of the similarity matrix were created using the spring embedding algorithm. Since
the algorithm requires dichotomous data, a cutoff must be established to determine whether or not
to connect nodes. Figure B.1 in the Appendix displays a set of 12 graphs that have successively
lower cutoff values. Here in Figure 4.2, just two are displayed to highlight the key patterns that
emerged.
As the first graph (a) shows, the most similar accounts (with Jaccard coefficients above 51 percent),
based on co-occurrence in households’ portfolio of accounts, were checking and savings accounts,
and checking accounts and credit cards.26 When the cutoff was lowered to 38 percent, (see Figure
4.2b) five more ties between accounts emerged, connecting checking accounts and car loans,
mortgages and 401(k) plans, and credit cards to both savings accounts and car loans. Two things are
critical to note here: each account’s first tie is to checking accounts, and as the cutoff value for
account similarities is lowered, more “sophisticated” (and less common) accounts are connected to
the existing grouping. This supports the notion that the pattern of account ownership has a
distinctly progressive quality and that various “types” of financial portfolios may actually be subsets
of one another.
Figure 4.2 - Spring embedding graphs of account-by-account similarities matrix
b. Jaccard coefficient >38%
a. Jaccard coefficient >51%

25

The Jaccard coefficient, which is calculated by dividing the intersection of two sample sets by the size of the union of
the sample sets, is an appropriate measure of similarities for sparse data because it counts only positive matches
between each pair of accounts. That is, ownership of the same two accounts is counted as a similarity, but nonownership is not.
26
Account with Jaccard coefficients less than the cutoff appear as isolates in the upper left corner of the graph.
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grouping are located the farthest from each other, with liquid and long-term assets falling between
them. This indicates that the difference between these groups (i.e., consumer debt and investment
assets) is the largest among all pairs of clusters, suggesting that the households that hold consumer
debt and those that own investment assets have the greatest differences in their financial portfolios of
any other grouping of households. The fact that checking, savings, mortgage and 401(k) accounts
form the core of the graph suggests that these accounts are not especially informative in
distinguishing portfolios.
A progressive pattern of account-holding is somewhat evident here, too. Moving down and to the
right, the account ordering is similar to that in Figure 4.1 above: checking/savings, mortgage/401(k),
and finally investment assets. The key difference in the MDS graph is that consumer debt lies on
the other side of the liquid assets, forming a kind of debt-to-asset continuum, rather than falling
between liquid assets and long-term investments. This is due to the weak association between
consumer debt and investment assets, which repels those accounts from one another. The fact that
liquid assets lie between these two clusters implies that there is a lot of overlap between ownership of
liquid assets and consumer debt and liquid assets and investment assets, but not between consumer
debt and investment assets. The similarity between investment assets and liquid assets appears
weaker here than the similarity between consumer debt and liquid assets. This is because the Jaccard
coefficient reflects both the overlap and the prevalence of each pair of accounts in calculating their
similarities. Thus a relatively uncommon account, like an IRA, cannot have as high a correlation
with checking accounts as can a more common account (e.g., credit card) even if the fraction of IRA
owners that also owns a checking account is very high. For the purpose of examining a progressive
pattern, this is a limitation of this particular analytic technique. Additional techniques, presented
later, are used to address this issue.
Finally, to measure the goodness-of-fit of the MDS graph the stress is calculated. The stress on
Figure 4.3 is 0.079, well below the 0.130 expected for 11 random items (see Sturrock and Rocha,
2000). Therefore, it can be said with reasonable confidence that the patterns observed in the 2dimensional graph fairly represent the multidimensional relationships among the similarities plotted.
Principal Components Analysis
Next, principal components analysis was used to confirm the finding that the account ownership
patterns were well represented in 2-D and to identify the underlying factors. Again using UciNet,
the factor loadings were calculated. The first and second factors account for 32 percent and 11
percent of the variance, respectively. Using NetDraw, a scatterplot of the factor loadings’
coordinates was generated (see Figure 4.4). The first dimension, plotted from left to right appears to
represent the same “progression” of accounts that emerged in the earlier graphs. The principal
components analysis shows roughly four distinct phases moving from right to left, beginning with 1)
a checking account, and then progressing to: 2) a savings account and/or credit card/car loan, 3)
mortgage, 401(k) and/or student loans, and finally 4) investment assets (e.g., IRA, stocks, and/or
money market accounts, and to a lesser extent savings bonds). The second dimension (from top to
bottom) is more difficult to interpret. A case could be made that it represents accumulation of
wealth (positive or negative) over the life cycle model (where mortgage represents homeownership).
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Figure 4..5 - Hierarch
hical clusterring dendroggram
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Table 4.3
3 - Conditioonal probabiility of account ownershhip among aall responde nts

Checking

Savings

Money market

Savings bonds

Stocks

IRA

401(k)

Credit card

Car loan

Student loans

Mortgage

Checking
Savings
Money markket
Savings bondds
Stocks
IRA
401(k)
Credit card
Car loan
Student loanns
Mortgage

Unconditional
probability

a
ownershipp
Conditioning account

76%
50%
15%
12%
15%
17%
35%
47%
42%
32%
37%

1.00
0.57
0.13
0.15
0.18
0.21
0.40
0.55
0.48
0.36
0.43

0.86
1.00
0.15
0.18
0.19
0.21
0.46
0.57
0.47
0.37
0.44

0.65
0.51
1.00
0.14
0.28
0.38
0.57
0.47
0.35
0.31
0.59

00.95
0
0.71
0
0.17
1
1.00
0
0.29
0
0.29
0
0.56
0
0.58
0
0.58
0
0.45
0
0.63

0.90
0.63
0.27
0.25
1.00
0.45
0.59
0.49
0.40
0.45
0.58

0.92
0.60
0.32
0.21
0.39
1.00
0.52
0.52
0.49
0.41
0.63

0.899
0.666
0.244
0.200
0.255
0.266
1.000
0.566
0.533
0.399
0.566

0.88
0.60
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.19
0.41
1.00
0.52
0.40
0.44

00.87
0
0.56
0
0.12
0
0.17
0
0.14
0
0.20
0
0.44
0
0.59
1.00
0
0.38
0
0.48

0.84
0.57
0.14
0.17
0.21
0.22
0.42
0.59
0.50
1.00
0.36

0.89
0.59
0.23
0.21
0.23
0.29
0.52
0.57
0.55
0.31
1.00

Note: Shadeed cells denote caases where the con
nditional probability of ownershipp exceeds the uncconditional probbability of ownersship.
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These results also suggest that the assets and debts analyzed represent a range of diverse options, each
serving a different function. They do not appear to be alternatives to one another (which would
result in conditional probabilities that fall below the unconditional probability of ownership). In
essence, the account types are complementary. The most notable exception is the relationship
between money market accounts (MMA) and both checking accounts and car loans. Ownership of
an MMA reduced the likelihood of having a checking account or car loan to 10 percentage points
below the unconditional probability. The former is most likely due to the fact that MMAs can be
used as replacements for traditional checking accounts. The latter may be driven by the fact that
owners of MMAs, who are wealthier than the sample on average, face fewer liquidity constraints and
therefore appear to be less likely to finance car purchases with loans.
The findings also show that even ownership of consumer debt and investment assets are correlated.
This suggests that while the earlier analysis (i.e., MDS and PCA) showed a weak relationship
between these two types of accounts, the correlation was in fact weakly positive, rather than negative.
Additional tests were run to determine whether the patterns observed in the conditional probability
of ownership were driven by simply having any type of account. Individuals from the sample who
owned none of the financial assets or debts in the list above (N=47) were dropped, and the analysis
was re-run. Results remained virtually unchanged (see Table B.2 in the Appendix for details). The
only notable difference is that the patterns related to money market accounts intensified. This
suggests that the likelihood of owning any of the 11 assets and debts analyzed here is not
independent. While this is not sufficient evidence to confirm the claim that the accounts form a
progression, it does lend some support to this argument since elements of a Guttman scale are, by
definition, dependent.
A2. Conceptual model of account-holding patterns
Taken together, the above analyses suggest that financial accounts, represented by the 11 assets and
debts included herein, form a Guttman scale whereby individuals acquire increasingly sophisticated
accounts while maintaining more basic accounts. That is, account acquisition appears to be
cumulative. Figure 4.6 (below) illustrates the progression in a simplified fashion.
Figure 4.6 - Progression of financial accounts
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The progression reflects both the relative prevalence of the assets and debts within the sample (i.e.,
the more “advanced” accounts are less common) and predictions about the ordering of account
acquisition that could be derived from the life cycle model. Interpreting the results above, the
process appears to unfold as follows.27 Households start with no accounts. When they begin earning
an income their first need is for an account in which to store their money and from which to pay
their bills (i.e., a checking account). Facing liquidity constraints in early adulthood, young adults
finance their education, consumption and car purchases with uncollateralized debt. Slightly later
they start to set aside money in a savings account for short terms needs either as a supplement or
alternative to borrowing. As they begin to start their careers and command a higher wage, they
accumulate money in a savings account for future needs (like a down payment on a house).
Eventually they open a 401(k) and take on a mortgage to purchase their first home. Those that
accumulate enough savings and experience with investing later open an IRA and/or money market
account or, purchase stocks or savings bonds.
As this highly reductive model makes clear, the cumulative nature of the accounts suggests that more
advanced accounts are complements to, not substitutes for, the earlier account types. For example,
owning stocks does not supplant the need for a savings account. It appears that each account type
has a distinct role, and perhaps as needs (skills and resources) increase and broaden, so does the
individual’s financial portfolio. However, the extent to which one account is truly a prerequisite for
another varies widely. For example, while qualification for a mortgage contains no formal
requirement for a credit card or savings account, in practical terms individuals must have established
a credit history and store funds for a down payment and closing costs where a lender could verify
them. Thus, it is easy to see why these might be precursors to a mortgage, at least in practice.
The progression suggests that the key types of financial portfolios are subsets of each other,
representing movement along the same path rather than pursuit of divergent paths. Advanced
financial portfolios include accounts in the latter stages of the progression, as well as the same set of
basic accounts that comprise less advanced portfolios. Therefore, each stage of the financial
progression can be defined by ownership of its most advanced account (i.e., the “defining account”),
which addresses a particular financial need. Because of the cumulative nature of portfolio-building,
portfolios at each financial stage also have a key account (or set of accounts) that precedes it (i.e., the
“precursor accounts”). The definitions of these stages, as they appear from the analysis above, are
outlined in Table 4.4.

27

The narrative describing the portfolio-building process is highly interpretive. It is merely an illustrative example how
the patterns identified in the analysis might come about.
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Table 4.4 - Definition of stages in financial progression
Stage: Financial need
Defining account(s)
Stage 0: Unbanked
None of the 11 assets and debts
Stage 1: Cash management
Checking account
Stage 2: Short-term liquidity
Credit card, car loan or student loan
Stage 3: Liquid saving
Savings account
Stage 4: Long-term investment
Mortgage or 401(k)

Precursor account(s)
n/a
none
Checking account
Checking account
Checking account and
Savings account
IRA, stocks, money market account, Checking account,
savings bonds
Savings account, and
Mortgage or 401(k)

Stage 5: Wealth
building/financial investment

Figure 4.7 illustrates the breakdown of the sample by financial stage according to the definitions
above. More than half of the households headed by young adults in the SCF sample had a
mortgage, 401(k) or “higher” stage account (i.e., were in Stage 4 or 5). This is consistent with the
fact that the SCF tends to oversample wealthy households. Still, nearly eight percent of the sample
had none of the 11 assets or debts examined. As the chart shows, there is substantial variation in the
stage reached by young households in the SCF sample. This enables comparisons across groups
defined by financial stage, as well as analysis to confirm the stage definitions themselves.
Figure 4.7 - Prevalence of financial stage
Stage 0
8%

Stage 1
4%

Stage 2
12%

Stage 5
39%

Stage 3
12%
Stage 4
25%

A3. Examining financial portfolio “types”
A3i. Examining precursor accounts in the progression model
The SCF data presents only a snapshot of households’ portfolios at a given time. The actual timing
of account acquisition is not observed, nor whether an account was opened and later closed. The
patterns of account acquisition can only be established by using the variation in characteristics of the
household head to approximate progression through time. In the following section a range of
analytic techniques is employed to test whether the conceptual model of a cumulative progression is
appropriate, given the limitations of the data.
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Additional analysis was conducted to confirm that the progression model is a reasonable
representation of the patterns across financial portfolios. If the sample adhered to the model
perfectly, the appropriate precursor accounts would be owned by 100 percent of households at each
stage. Of course this is an unreasonable standard upon which to judge the progression given the
wide variation in human behavior. Instead, the ownership rate of each precursor account (or set of
precursors) among households at a given stage is compared to the remaining sample. Statistical tests
of the difference in group means were conducted to determine whether they were statistically
significant.
Among households in Stage 2 and 3 (i.e., those who had credit card debt, a car loan or student debt,
or a savings account, respectively), ownership of a checking account is 8 to 12 percentage points
higher than it is among the sample as a whole, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. In fact, ownership of a
checking account is 12 to 24 percentage points more likely among owners relative to non-owners of
each Stage 2 and Stage 3 account type and the differences are all statistically significant at the 99%
confidence level.28
Figure 4.8 - Precursor to Stages 2 and 3
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According to the progression model, financial portfolios that include a 401(k) or a mortgage (i.e.,
Stage 4) should also include a checking account and a savings account. Forty-three percent of the
entire sample had both of these precursor accounts. However, that figure was 61 percent among
households that had a 401(k) plan and 54 percent among those with a mortgage (shown in solid
blue), again lending support to the progression model. As Figure 4.9 shows, most of the remaining
households had either a checking account or (to a lesser extent) a savings account, but not both
(shown in semi-transparent blue). To further validate the difference in conditional mean, the
studentized t-test was run. Among households whose financial portfolios did not include either a

28

See Table B.3 in Appendix A for the specific t-test results for Stages 2 and 3.
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401(k) or a mortgage, only 30 percent had a checking and savings account, compared to 55 percent
of those that did. The difference is statistically significant at the 99% level.29
Figure 4.9 - Precursors to Stage 4 accounts
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For households with IRAs, stocks, savings bonds or money market accounts (i.e., Stage 5), the
progression model predicts that their financial portfolios should also include a checking account and
savings account and either a 401(k) or mortgage. As a reference point, 29 percent of the entire
sample meets those criteria. As Figure 4.10 shows, the progression is validated by more than 40
percent of households that own an IRA or stocks (the various conforming combinations are shown
in solid colors). By comparison, only 26 percent of households without an IRA and 26 percent of
households without stocks have a checking account and savings account and either a 401(k) or
mortgage. Again, the differences are statistically significant at the 99% level. 30
Having a 401(k), in particular, is strongly associated with having in one’s financial portfolio either
an IRA or stocks. Ownership of a checking, savings, and 401(k) account is 32 percent among
households that own an IRA compared to 19 percent of those who do not, and 35 percent versus 19
percent among owners and non-owners of stocks. Looking just at 401(k) ownership by itself, the
rate is 52 percent and 31 percent among IRA owners and non-owners, respectively. Similarly, nearly
twice as many stockholders have a 401(k) account than their counterparts without stocks, at a rate of
59 percent and 31 percent, respectively. All of the differences reported above are statistically
significant at the 99% level.31

29

See Table B.4 in Appendix A for the specific t-test results for Stage 4.
See Table B.5 in Appendix A for the specific t-test results for Stage 5.
31
See Table B.5 in Appendix A for the specific t-test results for Stage 5.
30
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Figure 4.10 - Precursors to Stage 5 accounts
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Another 40 percent or so of Stage 5 portfolios have all but one of the preceding accounts (shown in
semi-transparent blue). The most common missing account is a savings account. This could be
because households in Stage 5 utilize their stocks, savings bonds or money market accounts as
substitutes for traditional savings accounts. In fact, among IRA owners, those without savings
accounts are 8 and 22 percentage points more likely to own stocks and money market accounts,
respectively, than those with savings accounts.32
The ownership patterns among savings bond owners conform the best to the progression outlined
above, with 55 percent of them having all so-called precursor accounts. By contrast, the pattern
among money market account owners performs the worst. They, too, have a high proportion that
do not own a savings account, but they also have a relatively large share that do not own checking
accounts. Together with the results of the PCA and MDS analysis, this suggests that money market
accounts are quite different from the other individual investment accounts because they appear to be
substitutes for, rather than complements to, other account, particularly checking accounts.
A3ii. Examining subsequent accounts in the progression model
To test adherence to the progression model, the probability of having a “precursor” account (or set
of accounts), given ownership of a more advanced asset or debt, was examined and presented above.
This section approaches the question from the opposite perspective. That is, it examines the
probability of owning a more advanced account, given the inclusion of a so-called precursor account
in a household’s financial portfolio. The shift in emphasis relates to the fact that policy
recommendations must be prescriptive, not retrospective. For that reason, policymakers looking to
32

This finding should be interpreted with caution as the sample sizes are rather small at this stage. Of the 132 IRA
owners, 79 have savings accounts and 53 do not. When these sub-groups are split further by ownership of stocks and
money market accounts, the group size drops as low as 18 observations.
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develop ways to encourage savings among young households would be most interested in how
having a precursor account may improve the odds of advancing to the next stage in the financial
progression.
This section focuses on a subset of the 11 assets and debts examined in this chapter. Not all
accounts are equally important in this progression. Some are prerequisites to others (e.g., using a
credit card establishes credit history necessary to qualify for a mortgage). Other accounts are merely
stepping stones. For example, having a savings account may help an individual develop saving
habits, strategies and values that she later applies to a 401(k) account, but the former need not have
preceded the latter for any practical reason. As this example suggests, some accounts appear to play a
pivotal role even if they are not prerequisites, per se. Therefore, additional analysis was conducted
on a subset of accounts that seemed to play an especially important role as precursors in the
progression toward building a more advanced financial portfolio. These include savings accounts,
401(k) plans and installment debt (i.e., credit card, car loan and student debt).
Looking first at savings accounts, it is evident that ownership raises the odds of having each of the
four “higher level” accounts listed in Table 4.5, by as much as 22 percentage points. Although this
does not prove causality, or even the order of acquisition, it does mean that savings accounts are
highly correlated with more advanced accounts. They may in fact act as gateways to “higher level”
accounts. This is not surprising given that a savings account can be used to save for a down payment
on a house or an IRA contribution. On the behavioral side, savings accounts may play an important
role in developing one’s savings habits and strategies since they are typically the first account in
which people save money (see Chapter 5 for a more a detailed discussion on this topic).
Table 4.5 - Account ownership rates among savings account owners and non-owners
Has mortgage
Has 401(k)
Has IRA
Has stocks
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Has savings account
43.7
46.1
20.7
18.8
Does not have savings account
30.1
23.3
13.8
10.9
Difference
13.6***
22.7***
6.9**
7.9***
Note: *** p-value <0.01, **p-value <0.05

Having a 401(k) also raises the odds of having “higher level” accounts in one’s portfolio.33
Individuals who own a 401(k) are twice as likely to have an IRA and more than two and a half times
as likely to own directly-held stocks as their counterparts without a 401(k) plan, as is shown in Table
4.6. Some of the association between 401(k) and IRA ownership is likely driven by the fact that
401(k) plans can be converted to rollover IRAs upon leaving an employer. Another part of this
pattern, however, can reasonably be attributed to the experience of owning a 401(k) plan, as is
certainly the case with stock ownership. This is consistent with prior research that shows that having
a retirement account appears to offer spillover benefits in the form of increased awareness of and
33

Here the analysis focuses only on IRAs and directly-held stocks because they fit the progression better than money
market accounts and savings bonds.
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experience with savings-related issues (see, for example, Poterba et al., 2001). Of course these results
do not prove timing, causality or the direction of the relationship. It could be the case that owning
an IRA or stocks encouraged these households to open a 401(k) account. Although only panel data
could verify for certain the ordering of account acquisition, the results of the multivariate analysis,
above, strongly suggest that 401(k) ownership typically precedes IRA ownership.
Table 4.6 - Account ownership rates among 401(k) owners and non-owners
Has IRA
Has stocks
(%)
(%)
Has 401(k)
25.9
25.2
Does not have 401(k)
12.6
9.4
Difference
13.4***
15.8***
Note: *** p-value <0.01

Finally, the role of installment debt (i.e., credit card, car loan and student debt) as a precursor to
other accounts is examined. As shown in Table 4.7, having credit card debt or a car loan raises the
likelihood of having a mortgage by 14 and 20 percentage points, respectively. This finding confirms
the importance of a credit history to qualify for a mortgage, but also suggests that subsequently
paying off short-term debt may be difficult once a mortgage has been obtained. Although having
student loans lowers the odds of having a mortgage, which may in part reflect an age effect, the
difference is not statistically significant.
Table 4.7 - Account ownership among installment debt holders and non-holders
Has mortgage
Has savings account
(%)
(%)
Credit card
Has credit card debt
44.5
59.9
Does not have credit card debt
30.1
40.7
Difference
14.4***
19.2***
Car loan
Has car loan
48.5
55.9
Does not have car loan
28.4
45.4
Difference
20.0***
10.5***
Student loan
Has student debt
35.9
57.3
Does not have student debt
37.4
46.2
Difference
-1.5
11.0***
Note: *** p-value <0.01

In the progression model, consumer debt and savings accounts both have checking account
ownership as their precursor, but the model is not explicit about their relationship to each other in
one’s financial portfolio. To explore this at least superficially, the probability of owning a savings
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account, conditional on having installment debt, was calculated. Perhaps counter-intuitively, having
credit card debt, a car loan or student loans raised the probability of having a savings account.
However, among households with savings accounts, those that have no credit card debt, car loans or
student debt have, on average, higher savings accounts balances compared to those that have such
debt. The difference is statistically significant only for credit card debt and (marginally) for car
loans, but it does suggest that debt may impede savings to an extent.
The analyses above confirm that the progression of accounts is a good model for the patterns of
account ownership and the variations observed. In the next section, the process by which these
patterns develop is explored, using the progression of accounts as a point of reference.
B. Building financial portfolios
To identify the process by which young households acquire their financial accounts (Aim #2), the
same households would ideally be observed at multiple points in time as they add or drop accounts
from their financial portfolios. Unfortunately, panel data with details on account-holding is not
available. However, variations across household heads in a cross-sectional dataset such as the SCF
can be used to proxy for changes over time. The most obvious variation that can be used in this way
is age, which is certainly progressive over time. It is also reasonable to assume that income, wealth,
and education increase over time in early adulthood, on average, so variations along these lines can
proxy for changes over time, too.
Since the findings above suggest that financial portfolios are built by adding accounts according to
the progression outlined, there should be evidence of it across sub-groups defined by these four
variables whereby, for example, households with younger heads hold accounts that appear earlier in
the progression and older ones hold those plus more advanced accounts. Variations in marital status
and parenthood can also be exploited since these, too, represent progressions in status (since
individuals begin life unmarried and without children). Finally, young households can be compared
to those headed by older adults who, on average, have higher income, wealth, education, and rates of
marriage and parenthood. This will confirm whether or not the progression model fits when
multiple transitions proxy for time, which is in fact a more realistic representation of the
simultaneity of changes over the life cycle.
A combination of analytic techniques was used to determine how households build their financial
portfolios. First, sub-groups were created, defined by the characteristics of the household heads.
Second, the prevalence rate of account ownership was calculated for each of the sub-groups. Then, a
visual representation of each of the sub-group-by-accounts matrices was created using NetDraw. The
resulting spring embedding graphs connect account nodes and sub-group nodes. In order to reveal
the underlying patterns, a minimum tie strength (i.e., prevalence rate) requirement was imposed to
dichotomize the data. Only sub-groups with account ownership rates greater than the minimum are
connected to the appropriate accounts.
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The tie strength cutoff was determined separately for each sub-group analysis. For each set of subgroups the median number of accounts was calculated.34 If the progression by which households
acquire accounts and build their financial portfolios holds, then the following two patterns in
prevalence rates should be evident. Ownership of basic accounts (e.g., checking, savings) should be
more common than advanced accounts, and ownership of nearly all account types should be greater
among sub-groups in later stages of the life cycle relative to other groups.
One caveat to note is that this approach emphasizes the differences across sub-groups. The
prevalence rate could differ by just 1 percentage point between sub-groups and the asset or debt
node would be connected to one sub-group but not the other if the rates happen to fall on either
side of the cutoff. The visual analytics are used here solely as exploratory techniques because they are
good at identifying (sometimes exaggerated) patterns in the data. In particular, they provide
indications of which differences are worthwhile to investigate further to determine whether or not
the differences observed are statistically significant.
Age
The pattern of account-holding by age of household head is illustrated in Figure 4.11. In the graph
age sub-group nodes are blue, financial assets are green and debts are red. Node size indicates the
relative frequency of each item (i.e., account or sub-group) in the sample as a whole. For example, it
is clear from the difference in node size that checking accounts are more common among all young
households than 401(k) plans. The thickness of the tie represents the relative prevalence of account
ownership within the sub-group, where thicker lines indicate higher prevalence rates.
All accounts connected to sub-group nodes have a prevalence rate of more than 38 percent (the
cutoff required to connect the youngest group to its first 3 accounts) among the sub-groups to which
they are connected. In the graph there is clear evidence of the progression of accounts across age
groups, with households adding more advanced accounts to their portfolios as the heads age. First,
the accounts to which each age group are connected become more advanced as the age of the head
increases. The most common accounts among the youngest group are checking, savings, and credit
card. The middle group has those three accounts plus car loans. The oldest group has equal or
greater ownership rates of the four preceding accounts, plus ownership rates of mortgages and 401(k)
plans that exceed 38 percent. Money market accounts, savings bonds, stocks, IRAs and student
loans are owned by less the 38 percent of individuals in all three age groups. These results suggest
that as household heads age they do in fact build their financial portfolios by adding accounts
according to the progression identified earlier, when age proxies for the passage of time.

34

The tie strength cutoff was set at the prevalence rate of the Nth account among the sub-group with the lowest median
number of accounts (N) allowing that sub-group to connect to its first N accounts. For example, the median number
of accounts owned by individuals ages 18-23 was 3, compared to 4 among 24-29 and 30-35 year olds. The third most
common account owned by 18-23 year olds was a savings account (at 38.1%), so tie strengths were required to exceed
38% to connect to sub-groups on the graph. Accounts whose ownership rate fell below 38% among all sub-groups
appeared as isolates in the upper left corner of the graph. See the series of graphs in Figure B.2in the Appendix for an
illustration of how changing the tie strength affects the resulting graphs.
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Figure 4..16 - Accoun
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Eighty-foour percent of householdss headed by individuals agges 36-55 haad at least onee Stage 4 or Stage
5 accountt, compared to 63 percen
nt of househoolds with 18--35 year old hheads generaally, and 75
percent of
o householdss with 30-35 year old heaads.38
Secondly, the MDS and principal componentss analysis graaphs and hierrarchical clustering analyssis
had very similar patterns as those of
o younger households,
h
eespecially wheen student debt was remooved,
39
which waas held by maany fewer priime-age housseholds. Fuurthermore, aall the statistical tests run
n to
verify thee progression of account-h
holding, pressented earlierr for young aadults, were statistically
significan
nt when repeaated for prim
me-aged adultts.

38
39

The full breakdown of prime-age
p
adultts by stage is in Figure B.3 in tthe Appendix.
See Figurre B.4 through Figure B.6 in the
t Appendix foor details.
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As expectted, there were some notaable differencces in accounnt ownership patterns among prime-agge
household
ds, which higghlights theirr greater advaancement aloong the proggression. As F
Figure 4.17
illustratess, checking an
nd savings acccounts were still the mosst commonlyy owned accoounts amongg the
younger of
o the prime--aged.40 Onee critical diffeerence is thatt rather than credit card d
debt and car
loans, thee most comm
mon debt amoong prime-agge householdds was mortggages. Also, tthe cutoff
necessaryy to reveal thee difference between
b
age sub-groups
s
iss higher amoong prime-agge householdss, as
expected,, but the sam
me types of acccounts differrentiate the ggroups. Speccifically, own
nership rates
exceed 50
0 percent for 401(k)s amoong households headed bby individualss over 45 butt are lower am
mong
household
ds with 36-4
45 year old heead. Similarlly, more thann half of houuseholds with
h heads over 50
own IRA
As, but they arre less comm
mon among households
h
heeaded by 36--50 year olds. Thus, the ssame
accounts appear to deefine the morre advanced stages
s
of the ffinancial proogression amoong prime-agge
adults as with younger adults.
Figure 4..17 - Accoun
nt ownership patterns by
b age in priime-age aduults

Tie strengtth cutoff: 50%

Finally, analysis
a
of thee prime-age cohort
c
suggessts that consuumer debt acccumulated iin Stage 2 is
eventuallyy phased outt, to some exttent. Acquirring short terrm debt appeears to be parrt of the
cumulativve progressioon of accountts, but does not
n become a permanent element of m
most househoolds’
financial portfolios on
nce they havee advanced in
n their financcial progressiion. Togetheer the results of
t earlier finndings. Thatt is, the progression appeaars to
the analyssis of prime-aage househollds confirm the
be a good
d representatiion of the ord
der in which
h households acquire finan
ncial accountts and build their
financial portfolios.
der
C. Differrences by race and gend
The resullts in sectionss A and B suggest that hoouseholds tennd to build thheir financiall portfolios bby
accumulaating accountts in a particu
ular order. Most
M of the vvariation obseerved, then, sstems from h
how
40

The cutooff for Figure 4..17 is 50%, whiich was selected
d because it besst illustrated thee differences acrross age groups
among prime-age
p
houseeholds, rather th
han the value reequired to connnect the sub-grooup with the feewest account tyypes to
its mediaan number of acccounts, which was 5.
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far along the progressiion a househ
hold has advaanced, rather than a differrence in the p
pattern of
account acquisition.
a
To
T address th
he second paart of Aim #22, this final seection explorres whether tthis
finding allso holds truee for static ch
haracteristics, namely racee and genderr. The resultss have imporrtant
implicatioons for policiies aimed at encouraging young adultts to prepare for their futu
ure.
Race
The samp
ple was divid
ded into white and non-w
white sub-grouups. The meedian numbeer of accountts
owned byy non-white households
h
is 3 compared
d to 4 amongg white housseholds. Witth 38 percentt as
the cutoff
ff, white housseholds and non-white
n
hoouseholds shaare ties to creedit cards, saavings and
checking accounts. However,
H
in addition,
a
own
nership of m
mortgages, 401(k) plans an
nd car loans aalso
exceed 38
8 percent am
mong white hoouseholds bu
ut not non-w
white househoolds, as Figurre 4.18 illustrrates.
In fact, 401(k) and mortgage
m
own
nership are, reespectively, 111 and 21 percentage poin
nts higher am
mong
white hou
useholds than
n non-white households. Both disparrities are statiistically signiificant. However,
differencees in the valu
ue of 401(k) plans
p
and moortgages betw
ween white aand non-whitte household
ds that
owned th
hem are not statistically
s
significant. Th
his may be duue, in part, to the fact thaat mean incoome
and wealtth does not differ
d
significantly betweeen white and non-white oowners of 401(k) plans an
nd
mortgagees, echoing th
he findings in
n Chapter 3.
Figure 4..18 - Accoun
nt ownership patterns by
b race

Tie strengtth cutoff: 38%

The dispaarities betweeen white hou
useholds and non-white hhouseholds caan be traced further backk
along thee progression,, too. Whitee households are 50 perceent more likeely to own a ssavings accou
unt
than non-white ones (with
(
rates off 56 percent and 38 perceent, respectivvely). Howevver, as with
mortgagees and 401(k)) plans, theree is no statistiically significcant differencce between th
he mean balaance
of savingss accounts am
mong the wh
hite and non--white househholds who ow
wn them. R
Regarding cred
dit
card debtt, there is no statistically significant
s
diifference by rrace in eitherr the prevalen
nce or amoun
nt.
Despite the disparitiess, white and non-white households
h
apppear to buildd their financial portfolioos in
he same progrression. Diff
fferences stem
m from the noon-white
a similar fashion, i.e., following th
household
ds’ relatively slower moveement along the progressiion, which iss undoubtedlly related to rracial
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disparities in income and
a wealth, as
a discussed in
i Chapter 33, but may reeflect other faactors, too, w
which
are beyon
nd the scope of the curren
nt research.
Gender
To isolatee the effect of
o gender, thee analysis wass restricted too unmarried male and fem
male househoold
heads (N=302), for th
he reasons deescribed abovve. The mediian number oof accounts iis the same (33) for
both grou
ups, as is theiir three mostt commonly-owned accouunts. The cuutoff was set tto 28 percen
nt to
allow the fourth mostt common acccount in each group to bbe connected so that a diffference in
account-h
holding woulld be evidentt. Figure 4.19 shows thatt the prevalen
nce of car loaans and studeent
debt distiinguishes hou
useholds headed by unmaarried men annd women. This is not surprising given
higher rattes of collegee attendance among wom
men. The resuults suggest tthat single men and women
build finaancial portfollios by addin
ng accounts in
n similar ordder, but differrences do exiist in their
movemen
nt along the progression.
p
Householdss headed by ssingle women
n appear to m
move along th
he
progressioon more slow
wly than their male headeed counterparrts. In the saample, 43 peercent of
household
ds headed byy single men had reached Stage 5, wheereas only 211 percent of h
households
41
headed byy single wom
men had. As
A with race, this
t can be trraced, at leastt in part, to d
disparities in
income, which
w
is, on average, 16 percent
p
higheer among sinngle househollds headed byy men.
Figure 4..19 - Accoun
nt ownership patterns by
b gender (siingles only)

Tie sstrength cutoff: 28%
%

V. Concllusions and policy implications
The key findings
f
of th
his study are that househoolds headed bby young aduults accumullate financial
accounts according too a distinct (aand shared) progression,
p
aand that mucch of the variiation in finaancial
portfolioss can be attributed to a hoousehold’s movement
m
aloong the progrression of acccount acquisition.
As househ
hold heads agge and movee through varrious stages oof life, their hhouseholds accquire assets and
debts that address theeir needs at th
he time. Cheecking accouunts appear too be the startting point. N
Next,
young hoouseholds acq
quire either sh
hort term deebt (in the forrm of credit cards, studen
nt loans or caar
41

The diffeerence is statistiically significant at the 99% level.
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loans) or a savings account (or both). In the fourth stage they make long-term investments in either
a home or a 401(k) plan (or both), and finally they may acquire individually-held investment assets
(e.g., IRA, stocks, money market accounts or savings bonds). The progression – both its contents
and their ordering – has implications for the young households that advance through it (or do not)
and the outcomes that result.
As the first account on the progression, checking accounts are vitally important. In addition to their
primary function as a transaction account, for many young adults, checking accounts also serve as an
introduction to banking and financial management. The experience individuals have with these
accounts can have ramifications for their progression to the next stages.
Acquiring some form of installment debt often follows. For many young households the primary
aim of short-term borrowing may be to smooth consumption during periods of relatively low
income. As a secondary function, using a credit card establishes a credit history, which is necessary
for obtaining loans later on (e.g., car loans, mortgages). While acquiring some debt may be
unavoidable for many young households, it can be a perilous path with respect to saving for the
future.
Savings accounts, which are often acquired after checking accounts (and sometimes after consumer
debt) serve as a gateway to more advanced accounts and, in turn, to building wealth. They are
virtual pre-requisites to saving a down payment to buy a home or vehicle, accumulating the initial
deposit to open an IRA, and saving the funds to purchase stocks in an investment account. Savings
accounts serve a role beyond the obvious logistical functions they serve (i.e., storing liquid assets).
They also provide the opportunity for individuals to learn how to save money and develop their
strategy for doing so using a formal savings vehicle and its various features. As the results of Chapter
5 will show, this is vital to individuals’ ability to make progress towards their savings goals.
The co-occurrence of balances in savings accounts and credit cards deserves additional attention.
Among young households in the SCF, those that have credit card debt are more likely to have
money in a savings account than those without credit card debt (although on average they have less
saved). Economic models would predict that individuals who have the means to pay for their
purchases outright would do so in order to avoid the finance charges incurred through credit card
usage. Those who instead purchase on credit may do so either for economically rational or irrational
reasons. Individuals might rationally maintain a balance both on their credit card and in their
savings account if, among other reasons, the two accounts are not perfect substitutes for one another.
That is, despite the fact that the funds between credit cards and savings accounts are literally
fungible, they may not practically be so. For example, individuals may need savings in case a need
arises that cannot be paid for with credit (e.g., rent after a job loss or childcare). Therefore, they may
choose to allocate surplus funds to build a precautionary savings fund before paying off all their
credit card debt.
However, there are numerous economically “irrational” reasons that individuals may simultaneously
maintain balances on credit cards and savings accounts. Enticements such as cash back or “points”
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for purchases may lure consumers to spend more than they can afford to pay off each month.
Alternatively, consumers may simply lack self-control, not pay attention to the costs incurred, or use
a type of mental accounting that prevents them from recognizing the fungibility of their assets. This
can be detrimental to their progression and eventual financial stability.
In the fourth stage of the progression, 401(k) accounts are also pivotal. In addition to providing a
tax-preferred opportunity to save for retirement, they also appear to be a gateway to more advanced
financial assets. For example, they lead directly to rollover IRAs. More importantly, 401(k)
accounts give individuals the opportunity to gain knowledge and experience with managing
investment decisions in a relatively sheltered environment (in terms of investment choice, though
not investment risk). Later, some individuals appear to parlay what they have learned into the
broader field of investing in IRAs or individual stocks. A subtle, but critical component of this
learning is the experience that individuals gain from monitoring their investment performance and
their tolerance for risk.
Movement along the progression of accounts largely corresponds to the progression individuals
undergo over time, i.e., with age, greater education, higher income and wealth, as well as marriage
and parenthood. This study has not attempted to prove causality, nor can policy alone drive
individuals’ passage through these phases of life. To some extent, progress will simply come with
time. However, policy should attempt to: 1) move individuals and their households through the
progression more quickly so that savings is accumulated earlier, and 2) address disparities that will
not change with time alone. Specific policy options for targeting these outcomes, among others, are
discussed in Chapter 7.
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5. The process of saving money
I. Introduction
Large datasets on personal finance such as the Survey of Consumer Finance provide a wealth of
information about the cumulative outcome of individuals’ financial decisions, which are analyzed
over time and across sub-groups in Chapters 3 and 4. This is vital for assessing financial
circumstances. However, the data represent only a snapshot at a particular time, taken after the
decisions have been made. They provide very little insight about the decision-making process by
which individuals arrive at the outcomes observed. They reveal nothing, for example, about how
individuals think about saving money, and how and why they decide whether to save, how much to
save and where to put their savings. Understanding these elements of the decision-making process is
vital for developing effective policies designed to increase savings among young adults.
To that end, this chapter has two main aims. The first (Aim #1) is to understand how young adults
are preparing for the future. This is accomplished by identifying individuals’ savings needs,
challenges, and assessment of their progress. The second (Aim #2) is to understand the process by
which young adults accumulate their existing financial assets. This is achieved by identifying the
steps individuals took to acquire their existing savings accounts and the factors that influenced them
throughout the process.
To achieve these aims, this chapter utilizes data collected expressly for this study. It builds upon the
findings in the previous chapters to explore how young adults make the financial decisions that result
in some of the key trends and patterns identified in the Chapters 3 and 4. The findings confirm that
the process by which young adults make financial decisions resembles the conceptual framework
developed in Chapter 2. The study also identifies the range of savings needs and challenges young
adults face, and describes how their savings decisions are influenced by various motivational and
resource-related factors. In addition, the study identifies several types of strategies young adults
employ to save for the future. The results highlight some of the heterogeneity that underlies the
patterns identified in the previous studies and shed light on the various options policymakers could
utilize to stimulate savings among young Americans.
II. Background
Much of the research on savings in the United States focuses on broad trends in the savings rate
(e.g., Browning and Lusardi, 1996; Deaton, 1992) and large-scale determinants of savings (e.g.,
Ando and Modigliani, 1963, on the life cycle effects; Bernheim, 2002, on the effects of taxation;
Hubbard et al., 1995, on the crowding-out effects of social insurance among the poor; Sherraden
and Barr, 2005, on institutional factors; Johnson and Sherraden, 2007, on access to financial
services; and Sherraden et al., 2010, on the effect of financial incentives among the poor). There is
also a substantial amount of literature on the process by which individuals or households accumulate
wealth, although most of it focuses on a specific step in the decision-making process, rather than the
process as a whole, which this research does. The remainder of this brief review of the literature on
financial decision-making is organized according to the phases outlined in Chapter 2.
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The classic reference on the recognition of the need to save (Phase 1) is Keynes’ (1936)
comprehensive list of eight savings motivations. Browning and Lusardi (1996) later added a ninth
motive and brief descriptions of each. Quoting from Browning and Lusardi (1996)42 they are:
1. "To build up a reserve against unforeseen contingencies" (the precautionary motive);
2. "To provide for an anticipated future relationship between the income and the needs of
the individual . . ." (the life-cycle motive);
3. "To enjoy interest and appreciation . . ." (the intertemporal substitution motive);
4. "To enjoy a gradually increasing expenditure . . ." (the improvement motive);
5. "To enjoy a sense of independence and the power to do things, though without a clear
idea or definite intention of specific action" (the independence motive);
6. "To secure a masse de manoeuvre to carry out speculative or business projects" (the
enterprise motive);
7. "To bequeath a fortune" (the bequest motive);
8. "To satisfy pure miserliness, i.e., unreasonable but insistent inhibitions against acts of
expenditure as such" (the avarice motive);
9. To accumulate deposits to buy houses, cars, and other durables (the down payment
motive).
Although appealing, the list does not precisely reflect how young adults today actually talk (and
think) about savings, as the results of this study will show.
Quite a lot of theoretical and empirical work has been conducted on asset selection (Phase 2). The
classical references on portfolio choice include Samuelson (1969) and Merton (1971). More recent
research includes empirical work on household finances and portfolio composition (e.g., Campbell,
2006). Much of the contemporary research in this area focuses specifically on stock market
investments. For example, Curcuru et al. (2004) tries to explain heterogeneity in stock market
participation.
A handful of studies on asset selection explore how individuals think about asset selection, which is
closer to the aim of the current study. Much of this research comes from the financial services
industry. For example, McKechnie (1992) and Ennew and McKechnie (1998) researched how
consumers select financial services, building on the findings of Zeithaml (1981) on consumers’
cognitive and behavioral processes in selecting (non-financial) goods and services. They found that
selecting financial services is especially problematic because of the complexity of information and risk
inherent in financial products, and the fiduciary responsibility and reciprocal flow of information
between the consumer and service provider (as described in Howcroft et al., 2003). Further
complicating asset selection is consumers’ tendency to use different channels for acquiring
information about, and subsequently obtaining, various financial products according to their level of
sophistication (Howcroft et al., 2003).

42

The language inside quotations is Keynes’, as quoted by Browning and Lusardi (1996), who added the ninth item and
the italicized text.
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Of course, individuals can only select assets from among the options available to them. Many lowincome households have limited access to formal banking channels in their neighborhoods and
proportionately fewer work for employers that offer retirement plans (Sherraden and Barr, 2005;
Johnson and Sherraden, 2007), thus restricting their savings vehicle options.
The field of behavioral economics has produced a lot of research on the implementation of asset
selection (Phase 3). As noted in Chapter 2, there are many studies on individuals’ failure to open an
account as intended due to lack of self-control, procrastination or naïveté (see Venti, 2006;
O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2001 in DellaVigna, 2009), or time-inconsistent preferences (see
Loewenstein and Thaler, 1989; Venti, 2006). Some factors that counteract the tendency to take no
action include peer effects (see Duflo and Saez, 2002; Clark and d'Ambrosio, 2009; Duflo and Saez,
2003) and policies that automatically open an account on behalf of individuals (see Venti, 2006 on
automatic 401(k) enrollment).
Financial incentives can also influence account acquisition. Certainly the yield on savings is a
powerful motivator for many. Several prominent experiments have used this principle to try to
induce asset accumulation and wealth building among the poor, but their effects have been mixed
(see Mason et al., 2010; Mills et al., 2007; Sherraden et al., 2010).
There is a range of studies on decision-making regarding the management of the flow of funds
(Phase 4). Some focus on the flow of funds to particular accounts. For example, Hilgart et al.
(2003) explored a range of financial management activities at the household level, including cash and
debt management, saving and investing, as well as budgeting, gathering information, and opening
accounts. Other studies focus on the flow of funds between accounts. Much of this work explores
how consumer behavior deviates from economists’ assumptions about the fungibility of assets. One
such study, Winnett and Lewis (1995), evaluated interview subjects’ descriptions of the household
assets and found evidence of non-fungibility due to “mental accounting.”
Individuals’ assessment of their assets (Phase 5) may be inferred from the behaviors observed (i.e.,
account activity) or elicited directly. Some of the research that does the latter suggests that asset
ownership provides psychological and emotional benefits (Page-Adams and Sherraden, 1996;
Sherraden, 1991), but that holds true only when the assessment is positive. Furthermore, how asset
evaluation (whether positive or negative) drives subsequent savings decisions is not clearly defined.
There appear to be very few studies that analyze the complete decision-making process (Phases 1-5).
Beverly et al. (2003) explored savings strategies among low-income adults. It is more comprehensive
than most, addressing multiple phases of the decision-making process, but it does not address the
process in its entirety. Nor is there much work on how individuals think about each of the steps in
the decision-making process as it relates to saving money for the future. One exception is Jefferson
(2007) which analyzed data from interviews with 30 Australian women who reported on the process
by which they make retirement savings decisions. The analysis identifies key themes that emerged
from respondents’ descriptions about saving, some of which parallel findings from the current study,
but the study does not address all of the phases of the decision-making process itself. To my
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knowledge, the current study is the first to comprehensively analyze the savings process, across stages
and accounts, among young adults. As such, it fills an important gap in the literature and provides a
foundation from which to identify appropriate policy options.
III. Methods
Data collection and sample selection
The data was gathered from semi-structured interviews conducted over the telephone. Following a
protocol approved by RAND’s Human Subjects Protection Committee (HSPC), respondents were
recruited from the American Life Panel (ALP). A notice for the study was included in the ALP’s web
correspondence with panelists that asked for members ages 18-35 who were interested in
participating to give consent to be contacted. Participants were offered a $20 financial incentive to
participate. Those that agreed were contacted by telephone to schedule an interview, either
immediately or at a future time. Thirty-seven respondents were recruited in this manner. An
additional person in the same age range was recruited from the personal network of the author to
pilot test the interview protocol. Those responses are included in the results.
For the most part the interview sample is quite similar to the overall age-eligible population of the
ALP. As Table 5.1 illustrates, interview respondents are slightly older and less likely to be married.
Proportionately more African-Americans and fewer Latinos participated in the interview. The study
also drew proportionately more respondents from the middle of the income distribution. Compared
to the SCF sample, used in previous chapters, the interview sample has a similar average age and
fraction of non-whites, but is more heavily female, single, and educated; but earned less and was less
likely to be working.
Table 5.1 - Demographics of the sample
ALP sample
(age 18-35)
1104

SCF sample
(age 18-35, 2007)
767

29.3 years
8%
(3 / 38)
37%
(14 / 38)
55%
(21 / 38)
63%
(24 / 38)
45%
(17 / 38)

28.3 years
16%

28.5 years
27%

40%

33%

43%

40%

66%

23%

52%

61%

61%
(23 / 38)
21%
(8 / 38)
18%

55%

61%

Interview sample
38

Sample size (N)
Age (18-35 y.o.)
Mean
18-23 y.o.
24-29 y.o.
30-35 y.o.
Female (%)
Married (%)
Race/ethnicity
White
African-American
Latino

12%
39%
28%
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(7 / 38)
Income
Median
$0-15k
$15k-30k
$30k-40k
$40k-50k
$50+

$30-35k
19%
(7 / 38)
19%
(7 / 38)
24%
(9 / 38)
16%
(6 / 38)
22%
(8 / 38)

$35-40k
23%

$40k
15%

20%

20%

15%

15%

13%

11%

30%

39%

5%
(2 / 38)
21%
(8 / 38)
34%
(13 / 38)
39%
(15 / 38)

6%

12%

17%

32%

41%

23%

35%

33%

77%

87%

Education
Less than H.S.
High school (or equivalent)
Some college
College or greater
Employment status
Working

74%
(25 / 38)
Unemployed
21%
(7 / 38)
Other
6% (2 / 38)
Note: The number of respondents is included above in the form (n / N).

20%
13%
4%

Data for this study was collected using a semi-structured interview protocol designed to guide the
questioning. This approach allowed flexibility to tailor the line of inquiry to the individual
respondents, while providing enough structure to ensure complete and comparable interviews across
respondents. To achieve Aims #1 and #2, the pre-determined questions in the protocol covered a
range of topics including respondents’ savings needs and challenges, the motivations and triggers that
stimulated the decisions they made, the steps they took to acquire the accounts and funds they
currently have saved, and their assessment of their progress so far.43 The interviews followed the
informants’ lead and some questions were omitted or added as appropriate, according to the author’s
discretion. The basic protocol on which all interviews were based was pilot tested and approved by
the RAND HSPC. The protocol itself is included in Appendix B.

43

Given the aims of this study and the resources available, respondents were asked only about their financial assets. The
interview protocol did not include any questions on debts. Thus, the scope of the data collection for this chapter is
slightly narrower than the previous ones. However, numerous respondents spontaneously mentioned their debts and
how they affected their ability to save. These responses were analyzed and the results were presented along with the
other challenges cited. Where appropriate, spontaneous reports are noted as such.
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The interviews were conducted by telephone between January 2nd and January 19th, 2012. They
took 15-35 minutes, depending on the responses given. The phone interviews were recorded via
handwritten notes and an audio recording device to aid the note-taking. A database was developed
to input the responses to standard interview questions. A combination of verbatim text and short
answers were entered in the database after consulting the written notes and audio recordings. Also,
as themes emerged from the interviews, additional domains were added to the database to collate
relevant spontaneous responses volunteered during the interviews. The data extraction method was
designed to capture the interviews’ content as thoroughly and efficiently as possible since full
transcripts were not feasible given the time and budgetary constraints.
Analytic Approach
The semi-structured interview protocol was designed to elicit information from respondents to help
guide an understanding of the process by which young adults save money. A handful of direct
questions were asked of all respondents, and additional prompts and follow-up questions were asked
as needed. Respondents were encouraged to talk freely about each topic introduced. The
information that emerged reflected the way respondents think about savings decisions.
Open-ended questions in particular left a lot of room for interpretation on the part of respondents.
For example, when asked “why did you open a savings account?” some respondents’ interpretation of
the question appeared to be “why did you open an account in which to save money?” By contrast, by
their responses others seemed to interpret the question to mean “why did you choose a savings
account (and not another type of account)?” Subsequent analysis revealed that the difference in
interpretation was driven by differing motivations to open the account. In the first case it was the
desire to save money whereas in the second case it was the desire for a particular account in which to
save. The difference in desire, it turned out, reflected the stage of the savings process the respondent
was in when she opened the account. The richness of the data that emerges from such a flexible data
collection instrument, while challenging to analyze, is precisely what allows so much to be learned
about the savings process, as this example illustrates.
In the course of analyzing the data it became clear that although the interview was not precisely
structured according to the conceptual framework developed in Chapter 2, respondents referenced
its phases in their descriptions of their decision-making process. This provided evidence that the
process by which respondents accumulated their financial assets (Aim #2) was well represented by
the framework. Therefore, the model, thus validated, provides an appropriate structure for the
presentation of the interview results. Both directed and spontaneous responses related to Aims #1
and #2 are presented within this structure. Care was taken to limit repetition in the presentation of
results, but some was unavoidable given the range of ways in which respondents interpreted the
questions, as illustrated above.
Several types of data emerged from the interviews and the broad analytic approach addresses that.
List data emerged from closed and open-ended questions. Where appropriate, analysis of the
prompted data consists of listing the full range of responses and summary statistics to indicate the
salience and patterns across demographic and socio-economic groups. Spontaneous reports are
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clearly identified as such and are only counted in a few instances to give a sense of the saliency of the
topic. This is done either when an emergent topic is very common, or when the response is so
divergent from the others that, in the author’s opinion, it necessitates a notation of the frequency to
provide perspective. Counts of spontaneous reports represent the lower bound on the number of
respondents who would have reported such information if asked.
In addition to illuminating the steps of the process itself, interview responses addressed the range of
factors that had influenced respondents at each step in the decision-making process (both addressing
Aim #2). Upon analyzing the data it became apparent that these factors could be grouped in two
broad categories - those related to motivations and those related to resources. As such, the results
related to each phase are organized in these two categories. The role of motivations and resources,
and their component elements, are discussed, and quantified, where appropriate in the sections that
follow.
IV. Results
In this section, the results from the analysis of interview data are presented in seven sections. The
first five correspond to the decision-making phases outlined in Chapter 2. Again, they are: 1.
recognize a need, 2. identify a vehicle and its requirements, 3. implement vehicle selection, 4.
manage flow of funds: a) trade off present and future consumption, and b) move funds, and 5. assess
the vehicle and balance of funds. The sixth section discusses withdrawals from savings (i.e., a return
to Phase 4a). Finally, results are presented on the overarching savings strategies that respondents
employ across multiple phases of the decision-making process.
Phase 1. Recognize a need
As explained in Chapter 2, the first step to acquiring a financial account typically is recognizing the
need for one. With respect to savings, this requires an individual have the cognitive resources to
think ahead and acknowledge that she will have needs in the future.44 It is possible to determine by
their responses whether the respondents possessed such foresight, although tracing the origin and
timing thereof was beyond the scope of the interviews. In a few cases, however, respondents
spontaneously reported when their awareness of the need to save began (i.e., to the death of a family
member). Several could anticipate what would raise their awareness in the future. One reported
that he would need to start saving when his father (and financial guardian) died. Another admitted:
“If I took the time to estimate the potential hazards I'd probably be looking to start a hazard fund.”
With few exceptions, saving money begins with the recognition of the need to save for future needs
or wants. In order to determine what those were (addressing Aim #1), respondents were asked to list
what they considered to be their top three to five saving needs, whether or not they had begun saving
for them. They reported a range of things for which they needed money saved, which are listed in
Table 5.2, using categories that emerged from pile sorting the individual responses.

44

Since this study focuses primarily on financial assets, as per Aims #1 and #2, results related to Phase 1 refer only to the
need for savings or a savings vehicle.
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Table 5.2 - List of savings needs
Large purchase/expense for self
vehicle
house down payment
moving
adoption
retirement
travel/vacation
special occasions, holidays, wedding,
honeymoon
own education
large purchase
home improvements/repair

Unexpected needs
car repair
job loss
emergencies
general uncertainty, cushion, “unexpected”,
security, protection
Current expenses
basic needs
entertainment

Large purchase/expense for others
gifts
child(ren)'s college/education/future
The ten most frequently reported specific savings needs across all respondents were: emergencies (53
percent), retirement (50 percent), children’s education/future (32 percent), down payment for a
home (29 percent), new vehicle (21 percent), travel (21 percent), own education (16 percent),
protection against general uncertainty (13 percent), moving (13 percent) and basic needs (13
percent). Only one respondent said he had no need for savings.
The specific items reported were pile sorted to identify the relevant groupings. Four categories
emerged: a large purchase for one’s self (including retirement), unexpected needs, a large purchase
for another person (usually children), and current expenses. Table 5.3 below presents the proportion
of respondents who reported having a particular savings need at the category level, with retirement as
its own category,45 and the response rates by socio-economic and demographic characteristics.
The most commonly reported category of savings need was for a large purchase for oneself (especially
a down payment for a home or new vehicle), followed by an unexpected need (e.g., emergency fund,
car repair). One-third of respondents reported having savings needs to make a large purchase for
someone else, which was most often college tuition for respondents’ children. Half of all
respondents spontaneously reported needing to save for retirement, but differences across sub-groups
were notable. The need to save for retirement was more often reported by respondents who were
older, male, married, highly educated, white and higher earners, although the differences were
statistically significant only for groups defined by income, education, and race.

45

Retirement was disaggregated from other large expenditures because of its particular importance and policy relevance.
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Table 5.3 - Proportion of respondents who reported savings needs

Total (N=38)

Any
savings
needs
97%
(37 / 38)

Large
purchase for
self
71%
(27 / 38)

Unexpected
needs
68%
(26 / 38)

100%
(3 / 3)
93%
(13 / 14)
100%
(21 / 21)

100%
(3 / 3)
64%
(9 / 14)
71%
(15 / 21)

93%
(13 / 14)
100%
(24 / 24)

Retirement
50%
(19 / 38)

Large
purchase
for other
32%
(12 / 38)

Current
Expenses
21%
(8 / 38)

33%
(1 / 3)
64%
(9 / 14)
76%
(16 / 21)

33%
(1 / 3)
43%
(6 / 14)
57%
(12 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
36%
(5 / 14)
33%
(7 / 21)

100%
(3 / 3)
21%
(3 / 14)
10%
(2 / 21)

79%
(11 / 14)
67%
(16 / 24)

79%
(11 / 14)
63%
(15 / 24)

71%
(10 / 14)
38%
(9 / 24)

36%
(5 / 14)
29%
(7 / 24)

21%
(3 / 14)
21%
(5 / 24)

95%
(20 / 21)
100%
(17 / 17)

81%
(17 / 21)
59%
(10 / 17)

67%
(14 / 21)
71%
(12 / 17)

38%
(8 / 21)
65%
(11 / 17)

14%
(3 / 21)
53%
(9 / 17)

19%
(4 / 21)
24%
(4 / 17)

96%
(22 / 23)
100%
(8 / 8)
100%
(7 / 7)

78%
(18 / 23)
63%
(5 / 8)
57%
(4 / 7)

65%
(15 / 23)
63%
(5 / 8)
86%
(6 / 7)

65%
(15 / 23)
25%
(2 / 8)
29%
(2 / 7)

30%
(7 / 23)
25%
(2 / 8)
43%
(3 / 7)

17%
(4 / 23)
38%
(3 / 8)
14%
(1 / 7)

100%
(2 / 2)
88%
(7 / 8)
100%
(13 / 13)
100%
(15 / 15)

50%
(1 / 2)
38%
(3 / 8)
77%
(10 / 13)
87%
(13 / 15)

50%
(1 / 2)
63%
(5 / 8)
62%
(8 / 13)
80%
(12 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
25%
(2 / 8)
46%
(6 / 13)
73%
(11 / 15)

50%
(1 / 2)
13%
(1 / 8)
23%
(3 / 13)
47%
(7 / 15)

100%
(2 / 2)
25%
(2 / 8)
15%
(2 / 13)
13%
(2 / 15)

Age
18-23 y.o.
24-29 y.o.
30-35 y.o.
Gender
Men
Women
Marital status
Unmarried
Married
Race/ethnicity
White
African-American
Latino
Education
Less than H.S.
High school
Some college
College or greater
Income
95%
65%
60%
25%
25%
30%
(19 / 20)
(13 / 20)
(12 / 20)
(5 / 20)
(5 / 20)
(6 / 20)
100%
76%
82%
76%
41%
12%
$35,000 or more
(17 / 17)
(13 / 17)
(14 / 17)
(13 / 17)
(7 / 17)
(2 / 17)
Note: The actual number of respondents is included above in the form (n / N), where N is the sub-group count.
Less than $35,000

For each account (or savings vehicle) respondents had, they were asked why they had opened it.
Respondents gave a wide range of explanations for opening accounts, depending on their
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interpretation of the question. Some said general things such as “to start saving money,” “to be
responsible,” or “to have a place to keep my money.” Others mentioned a specific event in their life
which had played a role in starting to save. These included: graduation (from high school or
college), a new job, marriage, moving, having a baby, paying off debt, death of a family member,
earning more income, and filing taxes. Several accounts were opened because the respondent
acquired information about it (e.g., from a college course, family member, spouse or friend).
Another group of accounts had been opened because someone else opened it for the respondent
(e.g., a parent, employer or trust) or made him/her open it (e.g., an employer, wife, or bank).
Finally, another group of accounts was opened for the following reasons: to have a place to keep
money, for convenience, to get bank fees waived, to earn a financial incentive offered by the bank,
because of dissatisfaction with the previous bank, and to diversify accounts across different banking
institutions.
The question “Why did you open it?” was deliberately vague, and the broad range of answers listed
above reveals that it was interpreted in a range of ways, which sheds light on both Aims #1 and #2.
One set of responses implicitly answered the question: “Why did you open that account?” These
answers addressed features of the savings vehicle itself (e.g., convenience, financial incentive), rather
than its purpose. In these cases the vehicles were typically opened as replacements for other savings
vehicles. These motives do not relate to the recognition of the need to save, per se, so discussion of
them is deferred to the section on vehicle selection.
Another set of responses addressed the need to save rather than the need for a particular savings
vehicle. These answers suggest that some respondents interpreted the question as “Why did you
start to save?” or “Why did you need an account in which to save?” In these cases savings vehicles
had been opened for a novel purpose either because the respondent had recognized the need to save
or because the vehicle was required or opened by someone else. Motives related to the former are
discussed here, while discussion of the latter is found in the section on implementation (Phase 3).
From the directed and spontaneous responses related to the need to save money, information can be
extrapolated about what triggered respondents to recognize their savings needs (Phase 1). The
factors mentioned can broadly be categorized into two groups: those related to motivations and
those related to resources.
A. Motivation
Respondents had different motivations to recognize each of their savings needs. They can roughly
be classified as either precautionary motives or preparatory motives.
Respondents’ precautionary motives were driven by fear. Some respondents cited fear of something
non-specific. These individuals were motivated to save in order to have money to protect against
uncertainty, or in their words: “for something that might come up,” “for emergencies,” or “for
protection.” Others feared something specific that had either uncertain likelihood (e.g., losing a job
or Social Security running out of money) or certain likelihood but uncertain timing (e.g.,
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retirement). Many of them also spontaneously reported concerns about the economy, implying that
such uncertain events were more likely because of current economic conditions.
By contrast, respondents’ preparatory motives to save were driven by the anticipation (but not fear)
of something. In some cases the recognition of the need to save was motivated by a new savings
purpose that arose. For some, a life event had triggered a new savings need (e.g., having a baby or
getting engaged). Other times the emergence of a new desire created the need to save (e.g., a
vacation, a new car, an adoption, or a down payment for a house).
In other cases, the recognition of the need to save was motivated by a new awareness of a latent
savings need. For some individuals a life event (e.g., graduation, marriage, new job) triggered a
cognitive shift that allowed them to recognize their existing savings needs. For others, new
information had raised their awareness. Respondents cited financial courses, family members,
spouses and friends as the source of such information, particularly as it related to saving for
retirement.
Finally, some respondents mentioned a non-specific preparatory motivation. They cited wanting “to
have a cushion,” “to be responsible,” or “to start saving money.” As one respondent described it:
"You need to save. Money is powerful. It gives you options." Note that although the end result
(i.e., a savings account) may be the same whether driven by a precautionary or preparatory motive,
the emotional driver (generally, the presence or absence of fear) is different. This has implications
for policy interventions, which are addressed in the discussion section below.
Of course not everyone reported strong motivations to save. One respondent did not recognize the
need to save at all. Others recognized the need to save but their motivations for doing so were
undermined by some type of uncertainty, either about the necessity of a particular savings need or
the relative importance of one savings need over another. As a result of the uncertainty, some
respondents had not yet started to save for something they knew they needed savings for, i.e., they
stalled at the recognition phase.
B. Resources
There were also ways that respondents’ resources influenced whether they recognized the need to
save. For some individuals, changes in their financial resources triggered the recognition of the need
to save for the future. Numerous respondents cited getting their first job, or getting a new job with
higher pay, as the reason they started saving. They were motivated to save simply because they
“needed somewhere to put the money,” once they had more of it. For these individuals, earning an
income necessitated saving a portion, regardless of any other considerations. Several respondents
had learned this mentality from their parents or from tithing to their church.
Phase 2. Identify a (savings) vehicle and its requirements
Once an individual has recognized a need for savings, the next step that must be taken is to identify
a vehicle in which to save money and the vehicle’s requirements, both real and perceived.
Respondents were not explicitly asked about this step of the process, but data emerged
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spontaneously, especially when respondents were asked why they had opened a particular account.
As noted above, some interpreted the question as: why that account and not another type, and from
their answers information can be inferred about the savings vehicle identification and selection
process. Numerous factors that drive this decision (or indecision) can be identified from the
responses gathered. They can be organized into three broad domains: motivations, resources and
rules and requirements. Each is discussed in turn.
A. Motivation
Among the motivations to consider one savings vehicle or another, two broad themes emerged from
the interviews: accessibility and security.
One of the most common spontaneously reported motivations behind an individual’s savings vehicle
choice was its accessibility. Although the specific vehicles and strategies respondents employed
varied widely, nearly every respondent spontaneously mentioned how the accessibility of their
savings vehicle(s) affected their ability to save money. Some had selected a vehicle that was easy to
access for the sake of convenience. They reported the benefits of features such as the location, online
banking capability, or linkage to their checking account. For those who were not tempted to spend
their savings, accessibility helped them save money.
An even larger group of respondents had deliberately chosen savings vehicles that made their money
inaccessible in order to reduce or eliminate the temptation to spend it. For some, simply putting
their money in a savings vehicle made it less accessible. The following are a few examples of what
respondents said about the choice they had made. “I tend to do better when I load my money on a
pre-paid card because it's pretty much out of sight, out of mind. And if I see cash, I'm gonna spend
it, but by it being on the card I'm able to …be a little more rational.” Another said: “Money burns
in my hands. I have to spend it real fast.” To address this problem this individual had chosen to
keep her money in a cashbox, where it was mentally off-limits. Another purchased money orders
because with them: "You can't grab a $1 here, $5 there… The money is saved." As these examples
show, much of the “inaccessibility” was simply a matter of perspective.
Others “protected” their savings by making savings vehicle choices that restricted spending
transactions. For example, several people bought CDs or money orders to tie up their cash. Several
others had chosen accounts that limited the frequency of withdrawals or had not authorized features
on their accounts that facilitated spending transactions (e.g., automatic withdrawal, overdraft
protection). The most common strategy of this type was to refuse a debit card that often comes
attached to a savings account. As one respondent put it: “I don't have an ATM card for my savings
account so I cannot go to the bank anytime I want to, and that's what helps me save it.”
Another set of strategies respondents employed involved using some type of barrier. One strategy
put physical distance between the respondent and his/her savings. For example, a few respondents
had given cash to a family member for safe-keeping until its intended purpose arose (e.g., car repair,
Christmas). Several others maintained a savings account at a bank located far away. One woman
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had specifically chosen a bank that was located far from her job and was open only during her work
hours to prevent herself from going to the branch to withdraw money.
Another barrier-based approach involved establishing boundaries between respondents’ savings and
“spending” accounts. Most often individuals did this by having an account “separate” from the one
they used to pay their bills, but occasionally it was achieved by opening a savings account at a
completely different bank from the one where they held their checking account. Respondents
described separate accounts as being “safe.” This was effective because, as one said, a separate
account “doesn't tie into anything I need normally… That way that money is not being ‘played
with’ per se, and the balance doesn't change.” Some even used separate savings accounts to keep
very short-term savings safe. For example, they put the monthly cost of childcare or groceries into a
savings account to prevent it from being spent before it was needed for these purposes.
In other cases, the barrier was only mental. Some respondents had easy access to their savings (e.g.,
they kept cash in their homes or had a link between their savings and checking account) but they
had made their savings mentally off-limits. Some savings accounts were simply “untouchable,” while
for others, the barrier was more flexible, but still effective. One person described it this way: "I like
to have the funds I need to pay bills in my checking but then everything else I put into the savings
account. It helps me limit my spending. If you have to think, I have to move that from my savings
to my checking it really makes you think … do I really want to make this purchase? Sometimes you
need that buffer."
A few respondents had chosen a savings vehicle, or combination of vehicles, that blended
accessibility for depositing and inaccessibility for withdrawals to reap the benefits of both. As one
respondent said: “I need making deposits to be as convenient as possible, and I need the withdrawals
to be fairly challenging or not instantaneous, at the very least.” Some savings vehicles offer this
combination of features. One respondent reported: “We chose an online bank with [overnight
deposits and] a three-day wait period [for withdrawals] because… my husband and I have a hard
time controlling ourselves with money and we knew that if we had to wait three days, by that third
day … we would not want to spend the money. We knew that would be a benefit to us." Other
respondents accomplished this asymmetric linkage between accounts by establishing a convenient
means of depositing money (e.g., direct deposit, phone or online transfer) to an account from which
they could not easily withdraw money. A few reported achieving a similar effect by increasing their
IRS withholdings to save for a large purchase which they later made with their tax return.
The discussion above describes how respondents managed the accessibility of their savings vehicles to
keep their savings safe from themselves. Other times respondents had selected savings vehicles to
protect their money from someone or something else. Some were worried about the risk of loss or
theft if they kept their money in cash or a checking account. These individuals’ savings vehicle
selection had been influenced by what they felt was a safer alternative than what they had been using
prior.
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More than 10 percent of respondents spontaneously reported that they did not like or trust banks.
Some had had a bad experience (e.g., fraud, unexpected fees). Others did not like or use banks on
principle. They said things like: “I don’t believe in banks;” and “The bank tried to screw me.”
These individuals had chosen alternative savings vehicles that did not involve a banking institution
(e.g., money order, stored cash at home or with a relative).
Others were concerned about investment accounts because they were afraid of losses in the stock
market. They said things like: “I’m afraid to put money into retirement when the market could
crash and it’s so hard to come up with the money in the first place;” “I’m a little scared to put
[savings] in the stock market;” and “It’s hard to know what to invest in because things are so shaky.”
B. Resources
Resource considerations also affected respondents’ identification and selection of savings vehicles.
Some chose accounts that offered a financial incentive. Examples included a $100 offer to open a
savings account, the waiver of account fees for opening an account with direct deposit, and a waiver
of account fees and minimum balances. The tax benefits, interest or return on investment associated
with particular accounts was likely a draw, though very few mentioned these explicitly. Likewise the
value of one’s savings also implicitly influenced vehicle selection since minimums, yield, penalties
and liquidity differ across savings vehicles. As one respondent described it: "There's probably a
progression. First a piggy bank, then savings account, then eventually if you have more money you
can put it in different mutual funds.” This notion was supported by the fact that the few
respondents who had investment accounts described them as their “extra” savings they used to play
with the stock market, above and beyond their “safe” savings which they could not afford to lose and
therefore kept in savings accounts.
Non-financial resources also influenced the selection of savings vehicles. In particular, knowledge
and information about savings vehicles was a necessary precondition to selecting a vehicle. One
respondent described his evolution this way: "I didn't know what a 401(k) was. I didn't know why I
would be giving money away every check. But as I've grown in my knowledge of finances and
saving it seems like, why wouldn't I be [contributing to a 401(k)]?” Other respondents mentioned
the time and effort required to gather information on their options. Some had found it easy. One
man had opened an account because his bank had advertised one with features he liked. Another
man talked about how his employer had provided a training session on their 401(k) plan and the
advisors had made it easy to decide on the investment allocation. For these individuals, the
availability of the information they required made vehicle selection simple, reducing the resources
required for them to make a decision.
By contrast, some respondents voluntarily admitted that they did not feel they had adequate
information, skills or time to make an informed decision and so had stalled at the selection phase.
This was especially true with respect to college savings accounts and retirement accounts. One
woman who had planned to but not yet opened a savings account for her son said: “We have to learn
a lot about college savings accounts. We don't want to put it some place unsafe.”
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Finally, the psychic cost of making decisions about the appropriate savings vehicle was considered
onerous by some. Several respondents specifically reported being discouraged by how confusing it
was to figure out what their options were and how to choose among them.
C. Rules and requirements
On a more basic level, there are rules governing eligibility for particular savings vehicles and an
individual must qualify in order for it to be worth consideration. For example, only individuals
whose jobs offer a 401(k) plan can open one. Even some traditional savings accounts have fees,
minimum balances or transaction restrictions that make them undesirable or impossible choices for
some people. Some respondents volunteered these as reasons why they had not chosen alternative
savings vehicles. Still others had had their selection made for them by the requirement to have a
savings account or retirement account. This condition was imposed by the respondents’ employers
(for direct deposit), bank (to accompany a checking account), or (in one case) school. These
individuals effectively bypassed the first two steps of the decision-making process, at least initially.
This has pros and cons, which are outlined in the discussion section below.
In addition to the official requirements of a savings vehicle, respondents’ perception of the vehicles’
requirements influenced their choice. For example, a number of respondents reported having no
account in which they save money because they did not have enough money to save. When probed
further they revealed that they had other means of storing their (usually cash) savings. In a related
point, one respondent reported buying money orders to store her savings but only if she had more
than $15. Purchasing a money order for any amount less, while technically possible, was “not worth
it” to her. Thus, the perception of savings vehicle requirements had influenced some against
selecting certain savings vehicles who felt they had too little to deposit.
Phase 3. Implement vehicle selection
Implementing one’s choice of savings vehicle involves following up by establishing the vehicle. To
address part of Aim #1, respondents were asked what type of account (or savings vehicle) they used
to save money. The answers varied widely. The most commonly held account was a traditional
savings account, which two-thirds of respondents had. Other conventional savings vehicles included
CDs, money market accounts, and investment accounts. Some respondents used their transaction
accounts to save money (e.g., checking account or pre-paid debit card). Nearly half had some type
of retirement account, either an IRA or 401(k). A minority of respondents held savings in vehicles
that were not associated with a bank. These individuals used the following methods: saving cash at
home, giving cash to a relative to hold, increasing IRS withholdings, and purchasing money orders
to “store” cash. Five of the seven respondents who reported using a non-bank savings vehicle also
had a savings vehicle associated with a financial institution. Thus, only two of them were among the
“unbanked,” along with the five respondents that reported having no savings or savings vehicle.
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Table 5.4 - Proportion of respondents who owned savings vehicles, by respondent characteristic
Transaction

Non-bank

Total
Age
18-23 y.o.
24-29 y.o.
30-35 y.o.

Retirement

IRS
3%
(1 / 38)

Money
order
3%
(1 / 38)

Any bank
account
95%
(36 / 38)

Pre-paid
debit
card
11%
(4 / 38)

0%
(0 / 3)
7%
(1 / 14)
5%
(1 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
0%
(0 / 14)
5%
(1 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
7%
(1 / 14)
0%
(0 / 21)

67%
(2 / 3)
100%
(14 / 14)
95%
(20 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
14%
(2 / 14)
10%
(2 / 21)

33%
(1 / 3)
14%
(2 / 14)
14%
(3 / 21)

33%
(1 / 3)
71%
(10 / 14)
71%
(15 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
0%
(0 / 14)
10%
(2 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
0%
(0 / 14)
5%
(1 / 21)

14%
(2 / 14)
13%
(3 / 24)

0%
(0 / 14)
8%
(2 / 24)

0%
(0 / 14)
4%
(1 / 24)

0%
(0 / 14)
4%
(1 / 24)

93%
(13 / 14)
96%
(23 / 24)

0%
(0 / 14)
17%
(4 / 24)

14%
(2 / 14)
17%
(4 / 24)

79%
(11 / 14)
63%
(15 / 24)

7%
(1 / 14)
4%
(1 / 24)

14%
(3 / 21)
12%
(2 / 17)

10%
(2 / 21)
0%
(0 / 17)

5%
(1 / 21)
0%
(0 / 17)

0%
(0 / 21)
6%
(1 / 17)

90%
(19 / 21)
100%
(17 / 17)

10%
(2 / 21)
12%
(2 / 17)

10%
(2 / 21)
24%
(4 / 17)

71%
(15 / 21)
65%
(11 / 17)

4%
(1 / 23)
25%
(2 / 8)
29%
(2 / 7)

0%
(0 / 23)
25%
(2 / 8)
0%
(0 / 7)

0%
(0 / 23)
13%
(1 / 8)
0%
(0 / 7)

0%
(0 / 23)
0%
(0 / 8)
14%
(1 / 7)

100%
(23 / 23)
88%
(7 / 8)
86%
(6 / 7)

4%
(1 / 23)
25%
(2 / 8)
14%
(1 / 7)

13%
(3 / 23)
13%
(1 / 8)
29%
(2 / 7)

100%
(2 / 2)
13%
(1 / 8)
8%
(1 / 13)
7%
(1 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
13%
(1 / 8)
8%
(1 / 13)
0%
(0 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 13)
7%
(1 / 15)

50%
(1 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 13)
0%
(0 / 15)

50%
(1 / 2)
100%
(8 / 8)
100%
(13 / 13)
93%
(14 / 15)

50%
(1 / 2)
13%
(1 / 8)
15%
(2 / 13)
0%
(0 / 15)

20%
(4 / 20)
6%
(1 / 17)

10%
(2 / 20)
0%
(0 / 17)

0%
(0 / 20)
6%
(1 / 17)

5%
(1 / 20)
0%
(0 / 17)

90%
(18 / 20)
100%
(17 / 17)

20%
(4 / 20)
0%
(0 / 17)

Cash
13%
(5 / 38)

Family
member
5%
(2 / 38)

33%
(1 / 3)
7%
(1 / 14)
14%
(3 / 21)

IRA
13%
(5 / 38)

Any
retirement
account
45%
(17 / 38)

Investment
account
8%
(3 / 38)

33%
(1 / 3)
29%
(4 / 14)
43%
(9 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
14%
(2 / 14)
14%
(3 / 21)

33%
(1 / 3)
36%
(5 / 14)
52%
(11 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
0%
(0 / 14)
14%
(3 / 21)

0%
(0 / 14)
4%
(1 / 24)

50%
(7 / 14)
29%
(7 / 24)

14%
(2 / 14)
13%
(3 / 24)

50%
(7 / 14)
42%
(10 / 24)

7%
(1 / 14)
8%
(2 / 24)

0%
(0 / 21)
12%
(2 / 17)

0%
(0 / 21)
6%
(1 / 17)

33%
(7 / 21)
41%
(7 / 17)

10%
(2 / 21)
18%
(3 / 17)

38%
(8 / 21)
53%
(9 / 17)

10%
(2 / 21)
6%
(1 / 17)

83%
(19 / 23)
50%
(4 / 8)
43%
(3 / 7)

9%
(2 / 23)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 7)

4%
(1 / 23)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 7)

43%
(10 / 23)
25%
(2 / 8)
29%
(2 / 7)

22%
(5 / 23)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 7)

57%
(13 / 23)
25%
(2 / 8)
29%
(2 / 7)

9%
(2 / 23)
13%
(1 / 8)
0%
(0 / 7)

0%
(0 / 2)
38%
(3 / 8)
15%
(2 / 13)
7%
(1 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
50%
(4 / 8)
69%
(9 / 13)
87%
(13 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 13)
13%
(2 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 13)
7%
(1 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
25%
(2 / 8)
31%
(4 / 13)
53%
(8 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
15%
(2 / 13)
20%
(3 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
25%
(2 / 8)
38%
(5 / 13)
67%
(10 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 13)
20%
(3 / 15)

20%
(4 / 20)
12%
(2 / 17)

50%
(10 / 20)
88%
(15 / 17)

0%
(0 / 20)
12%
(2 / 17)

0%
(0 / 20)
6%
(1 / 17)

20%
(4 / 20)
59%
(10 / 17)

5%
(1 / 20)
18%
(3 / 17)

25%
(5 / 20)
65%
(11 / 17)

0%
(0 / 20)
12%
(2 / 17)

Checking
account
16%
(6 / 38)

Savings
account
68%
(26 / 38)

Money
market
account
5%
(2 / 38)

CD
3%
(1 / 38)

401(k)
37%
(14 / 38)

Gender
Men
Women
Marital status
Unmarried
Married
Race/ethnicity
White
AfricanAmerican
Latino
Education
Less than
H.S.
High school
Some college
College or
greater
Income
Less than
$35,000
$35,000 or
more

Note: The number of respondents is included above in the form (n / N), where N is the size of the sub-group.
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Table 5.4 (above) presents a detailed overview of the prevalence of each of the savings vehicles by
demographic and socio-economic sub-group. There are noticeable patterns by race, with
proportionately more whites than non-whites holding various savings and retirement accounts, with
differences that were statistically significant. Non-whites, by contrast, were more likely to have nonbank savings vehicles. Not surprisingly, there were also distinct patterns by level of education and
income, with ownership rates for savings and retirement accounts increasing with both indicators of
socio-economic status.46 Differences between men and women or married and unmarried
respondents were small and there were no clear patterns by age.
Numerous respondents provided information on the factors that influenced them in this phase of
decision-making when asked: Why did you open the account? Once again, the factors that
respondents mentioned had affected their implementation of savings vehicle decisions broadly
related to their motivations and their resources.
A. Motivation
The motivational drivers of account implementation, or the “triggers” that sparked respondents to
enact their decisions, were pile sorted and categorized into five main groups. The categorized items
are presented in Table 5.5. The first group of triggers relates to a new savings purpose that had
arisen due to a major life event (e.g., baby, marriage, graduation) or new awareness of an existing
savings need (N=21), see Table 5.2 in the earlier section for the breakdown by specific trigger. In
these cases, the trigger to open an account was the same factor that motivated them to recognize the
need to save (Phase 1).
A second group of triggers (N=18) related to an event that affected respondents’ financial resources
in a way that shifted the tradeoff they were able to make between present and future consumption
(Phase 4) which had in turn invoked the need for a new savings vehicle.
A third group of triggers (N=16) to open a new savings vehicle related to features of the vehicle itself
(e.g., bank or personal relocation; a financial incentive offered by the new vehicle including a cash
payment, fee waiver, and matching contribution; dissatisfaction with one’s previous savings vehicle).
In most cases, accounts opened for these reasons were chosen as replacements for prior selections,
rather than for completely novel savings purposes.
Less commonly reported triggers relate to requirements (N=7) and information (N=3). Savings
vehicles opened as the result of a requirement need not have been preceded by the recognition of the
need to save. However, many respondents had subsequently made contributions to an account they
were required to open, suggesting they had later recognized the need to save and made the necessary
tradeoff to do so.

46

The differences are statistically significant at the 95% level.
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Table 5.5 - Frequency of reported triggers for opening account
Reports
New savings purpose
(e.g., new need, new awareness)
Financial resources
Started a new job
Paid off debt
Began earning more income
Filed taxes
Savings vehicle feature
Location, service, feature
Financial incentive
Dissatisfaction with previous or alternative vehicle
Diversify banking institution
Requirement
By bank, to have checking account
By employer, for direct deposit
By spouse
Information
Employer offered savings vehicle
Saw an advertisement

21
18
13
2
2
1
16
6
6
3
1
7
4
2
1
3
2
1

Note: The figures contained in the table represent the number of times a given
trigger was reported, not the number of individuals that reported a given trigger.

B. Resources
Respondents were asked to report the challenges they faced in opening their accounts and in saving
money (Aim #1). Some mentioned that the time and effort required to implement their earlier
savings decision had affected whether or not they established the savings vehicle they had selected
and when they did so. One person mentioned that the paperwork involved in opening an account
had delayed her. Others still had not gotten around to opening an account despite intentions to do
so. For at least one respondent that was due to the psychic cost of revealing the private details of
“what I make, and what I have and what I owe” in order to open a retirement savings account. For
others this step had not been a hurdle because the process had been convenient. At the extreme,
accounts had been opened for some respondents by someone else (e.g., parent, employer, trust, or
spouse, upon the merging of assets).
Phase 4. Manage flow of funds
Once a savings vehicle has been established, an individual manages the flow of funds into and out of
it. This involves determining how much to contribute to savings (Phase 4a) and how to move the
funds to the savings vehicle (Phase 4b). Results related to each of these parts of Phase 4 are
discussed.
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Phase 4a. Trade off present and future consumption (to contribute to savings)
How much one contributes to savings is determined by the tradeoff one makes between present and
future consumption. To understand how individuals make this decision, respondents were asked
how they determined the amount of their last deposit (or another recent one if the latest was
atypical). They gave the following range of answers:
 the minimum to earn an employer’s 401(k) match,
 an amount determined by their budget,
 whatever was left over after they paid their bills,
 a certain percentage of income,
 a fixed dollar amount,
 any “extra” income,
 the minimum (or maximum) allowed by the savings vehicle,
 some portion of the cost of a savings need,
 an amount recommended by someone else,
 whatever they could afford, and
 anything “extra” that accumulated.
The complete list has been aggregated slightly but this list preserves subtle differences in the way
respondents described their method of determining how much to deposit. Broadly, these responses
can be categorized in two groups, those that are fixed and predetermined and those that vary as the
circumstances dictate. As Table 5.6 shows, more than two-thirds of the 61 recent deposits reported
were based on a predetermined amount, although the method of deciding that amount varied.
Table 5.6 - Method of determining recent deposit amount
Predetermined (fixed) amount
69%
(N=42)
Budgeting
19%
Fixed $ amount
12%
Minimum to earn 401(k) match
10%
Fixed % of income
7%
Recommended amount
7%
Savings vehicle’s minimum/maximum requirements
7%
Fixed % of savings need’s cost
7%
Variable amount
31%
(N=19)
“Affordable” amount
10%
Amount left over after expenses
9%
“Extra” income
9%
“Extra” accumulated
3%
Note: The percentages stated represent the fraction of deposits (N=61), not
the fraction of individuals.
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In addition to the consistency of the amount deposited, an important distinction between these two
methods of determining a deposit amount is that the former is part of a “save first” strategy in which
the contribution to savings is committed to (and many times made) before expenses are incurred.
This has significant implications in each of the phases of saving, which are discussed further below.
The deposits quantify the tradeoff respondents made between present and future consumption, but
respondents also talked about the factors that influenced the amount they saved. Respondents
volunteered a lot of information about this issue when asked to report the biggest challenge they
faced in saving for each of the future needs they had identified. Here again, the factors they
mentioned related to their motivations or their resources, so the discussion of the results that follows
is structured accordingly.
A. Motivation
Respondents faced opposing motivations to save and to spend the money they received. Although
the latter was not the subject of direct questions in the interview, it was clear from many
respondents’ comments that their savings was significantly impacted by their motivations to spend.
It was often cited as the biggest challenge to saving money (Aim #1). Therefore both are discussed
here separately.
A1. Motivation to contribute to savings
Respondents spontaneously mentioned a range of factors that influenced their motivation to
contribute to savings. Broadly, they relate to desire, urgency, concreteness, and uncertainty. The
most obvious factor was the desire for savings and/or its intended purpose, although only a few
respondents explicitly mentioned this. One person spontaneously reported directing her thoughts to
her savings need when she wanted to bolster her motivation to set money aside. She said: “Every
morning I look out the window at the snow and think about where we're moving. It's warm.” This
motivated her to keep saving for her upcoming move to a warmer locale.
Another type of factor that affected the motivation to save money related to the urgency or salience
of the intended purpose. This included the timing and importance of the savings goal. Many
respondents spontaneously reported having weaker motivation to save for less immediate needs or
wants. Retirement was particularly challenging for some respondents because it was the most distant
of all savings needs mentioned. One respondent said: “On the list of important items [to save for,
retirement] falls lastly because that’s not an immediate realization. I know it’s most important to
have a large sum of money in your retirement now just because of the compounding effects.
However, it’s hard to prioritize that when you need other stuff.” Another said: “Looking that far
down the road is hard.” To explain why he had not yet saved much for retirement one respondent
said: “I’m only 26.” Immediacy was a matter of perspective, however. A different respondent
explained that saving for a vacation “hasn't been a large priority, [because] it's still six months away.”
The level of importance respondents ascribed to a particular savings purpose also impacted their
motivation to tradeoff between spending and saving. Many respondents spontaneously reported
considering their priorities when trying to find the motivation to contribute to savings. One
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respondent expressed the importance of her deposits to her savings account this way: "[It’s] like my
number one bill."
The concreteness of a savings need also appeared to affect some respondents’ motivation to divert
funds to savings. Some individuals found it relatively easy to save for things like large purchases
(e.g., car, boat, vacation), in part, because they were concrete. Many respondents struggled with the
motivation to save for more abstract future needs like retirement and sending children to college.
To combat this, some respondents had taken measures to make abstract saving needs more concrete.
For example, several had used an online calculator to determine their retirement savings needs.
Respondents faced a lot of uncertainty in saving for the future. Some were unsure of how much
they needed, especially for emergencies, retirement and college tuition. A few even volunteered that
as a result of their uncertainty they had not saved as much as they felt they could have. Many also
were unclear about how much they could afford to save. In some cases this stemmed from not
knowing how much they needed to cover their expenses generally (i.e., not having a budget) and in
others it was related to the unpredictability of specific bills (e.g., medical bills, utilities). As a result
of this type of uncertainty some respondents reported holding back on deposits to savings to ensure
they would have enough for immediate needs.
A2. Motivation to spend
Although the interview protocol did not contain questions about spending money, respondents
talked a lot about it and its effect on their ability to save. As with saving money, the motivation to
spend money was influenced by several key factors: desirability, urgency or salience, and uncertainty.
Most respondents spent the majority of their income. Although many of them acknowledged the
importance of the things for which they needed to save, they explained that their current needs took
precedent over any future needs. Reflecting the sentiments of many, one respondent confirmed that
saving was important but said, “I’ve got bills now.” This highlights the fact that no matter how
important a future need may be, today’s needs most often trump future needs.
In addition to spending on necessities, respondents reported that spending money on things they
wanted (but did not need) also made saving money difficult. In fact, two-thirds of respondents
spontaneously reported that the temptation to spend money posed a challenge to saving money.
Here are a few quotes from respondents to illustrate: “Something comes up, like my laptop goes on
the fritz… [and I think,] I could have [a new one] now. But what do I want more? Do I want to
have that money to put toward that big future purchase or the immediate gratification of making
that purchase today?” Another said: "It is hard to take those checks and put them away and not
spend them on something fun right then and there.” Another man said: “It’s just hard to save,
because you want to use it now but you need to put some away for later.” A young woman said
simply: “I’m a girl. I like to shop.”
It appeared that the concreteness of the items respondents desired in the short-term made spending
on them especially tempting. Many respondents volunteered very specific examples of the things
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they had a hard time resisting, which restricted their potential to save money (e.g., shoes, makeup,
clothes, video games, pet supplies). By contrast, some of the most common savings needs were very
abstract relative to these tangible items, making them relatively less desirable, all else equal.
Respondents voluntarily reported a range of strategies they employed to help them resist the
temptation to spend money, in order to tradeoff more present consumption for consumption in the
future. Some described distancing themselves from the source of temptation. “Sometimes I may
take a day or two and walk away and think about it.” Others developed ways to restrict their ability
to spend money so they would not have to rely on willpower. “If [the money is] there I have been
known to find an occasion to spend it. So trying to limit what's there from the beginning [is
helpful].” Another respondent did not utilize the option of automatic withdrawals to pay bills. “If I
want a service I have to be willing to write out a check for it.” Respondents also curbed their
spending by choosing a savings vehicle and/or method of deposit that limited spending or
temptation, as discussed earlier.
A minority of respondents (N=6) spontaneously reported that their spending habits did not pose a
challenge to saving money. As one respondent put it, he was good at “not being sidetracked by
unnecessary things.”
B. Resources
An equally important set of drivers of the tradeoff respondents made between saving and spending
their income related to how they managed the resources they had available given their motivations to
save and spend money. Some of these resources were financial, while others related to time, effort
and knowledge.
In talking about how much they saved for the future, every respondent that had recognized the need
to save made some voluntary reference to their financial resources. The specifics they cited revealed
information about the strategies they employed in managing their financial resources.
When asked about the challenges in saving money (Aim #1) some responses focused on the inflow of
funds. Sixty-one percent of respondents spontaneously reported that they could save more if they
“made more money,” “had a higher income,” “had a better paying job,” or even “had a job.” But
income is only one side of the equation and, as one respondent acknowledged, while it would be
easier to save more with a higher income: “I'm sure anytime you make more money you always
think, well, if I just made more, then I would save.”
A second group of responses cited the outflow (i.e., spending) as the biggest challenge to saving
money. Some respondents talked specifically about the tradeoff they make between spending and
saving money. One person said the biggest challenge to saving for retirement is “just putting money
away, because [of] expenses. I have to live now. I know I have to live when I’m retired, but I have
to live now. I have to eat now.” Another respondent said that saving was difficult because of
obligations “like the twins' preschool expenses or things that come up as they grow, things that we
didn't have to pay for before. There's just that reality, sometimes we have to look at whether we can
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afford to contribute as much.” Some respondents were torn between saving and making debt
payments. One such individual said: “It feels really good to pay off debt, but at the same time I
realize I have to have some money saved up. I can’t just put everything towards paying off debt.”
These individuals referred to the balance they struck between saving and spending. Four individuals
reported that they currently were unable to save at all due, at least in part, to their expenses. They
said they could save if they “had fewer bills” or could pay off specific debts (e.g., medical bills, car
loan, credit card balance).
When asked about the challenges in saving money, a different group of respondents talked about
how they managed their outflow of funds in order to have money to contribute to savings. A variety
of strategies were spontaneously reported. Nearly half of all respondents spontaneously mentioned
that clarifying “wants versus needs” was key to curbing spending. One respondent reported asking
herself “Do I really need this or is it just something that I want?” Respondents spontaneously
reported having given up or cut back on things such as going to the nail salon, going out, and utility,
cable or internet service in order to save money after clarifying them as “wants” instead of “needs.”
These strategies constitute a “buy less” approach.
Others’ strategy to manage their outflow of financial resources in order to make contributions to
savings emphasized getting value for money. They economized by spending less for the same thing
(e.g., using coupons, finding sales, buying generic, cooking at home) or by buying items with lasting
value (e.g., things that “hold up well,” “aren’t disposable,” “don’t need to be replaced all the time”).
These strategies constitute a “pay less” approach.
A notable few (N=4) restricted spending by adopting a more extreme approach. They considered
their entire income savings except what had to be spent. These individuals put their whole income
into a savings vehicle and then transferred out only what they needed to cover expenses, reversing the
typical flow of funds.
Another way financial resources affected the tradeoff between saving and spending was through
financial incentives. On the savings side, many respondents with 401(k) plans had set their
contribution amount to earn their company’s matching contribution. Other respondents talked
about the influence of longer-term financial incentives to save, e.g., the tax benefit for contributing
to an IRA or reducing taxable income through 401(k) contributions, or the benefits of compound
interest. Several financial incentives to spend were also cited, including cash back on debit and
credit card purchases, good deals, and customer rewards programs.
Respondents also spontaneously mentioned the time, effort and knowledge required to balance the
flow of funds for saving and spending, especially when asked about the challenges they faced in
saving money. They said things such as, you have to “take the time to make a budget and then stick
to it;” “keep track of what you’re spending;” and “know where your money is going.” In fact, 63
percent of respondents voluntarily mentioned that budgeting or monitoring spending in some way
was important for saving money. However, adherence to that advice varied widely. Some were
"insanely regimented" or “anal” about budgeting and tracking their accounts. Of his system one
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said: “I allocate my funds … down to the penny ...so I know what I'm gonna need for the next two
weeks.” Several mentioned the benefits of budgeting. “It helps me to be able to focus on other
things, like school, and I don’t have to worry about the money.” Another said: “if I actively manage
it frequently… it makes me a little more accountable for the money I’m spending.”
By contrast, some respondents did not appear to monitor their spending at all. But even some of
them acknowledged how budgeting could help them save more money, as the following quotes
illustrate: “In my head I should have all this money left over at the end of the month which [I] plan
to save for vacation or these large purchases, but I don't have an accurate budget so I'm destined to
fail every month;” and “I haven't spent the time to figure out how much to put in … I would save
more if I had.”
Although some had spent the time and effort to determine what they could afford to save, others felt
they needed more information about how much they ought to be saving. This was especially true of
savings intended for retirement, college and emergencies. One respondent said: “We have no idea
how much we'll need. If we took the time to educat[e] ourselves more fully on what the needs will
be… if we knew what we'd need to retire [it would be easier].”
Uncertainty about one’s financial resources also affected the amount that individuals saved. In some
cases uncertainty affecting saving was due to fluctuations in income or expenses. One respondent
described it this way: “Normal life turmoil comes into play and you have to make those hard
decisions on whether to contribute as much to those [savings] accounts or pull back and get paid
more per month…one of the struggles is to know, do we need that money now or later?" In other
cases the uncertainty was the result of a failure to budget. Several respondents spontaneously
reported limiting contributions to savings because they were afraid of running out of money or not
having access to it if they unexpectedly needed it.
Phase 4b. Move funds (to a savings vehicle)
Managing the flow of funds in order to save also involves moving money into a savings vehicle. To
understand this process, respondents who were currently making contributions to savings were asked
a series of questions about a recent deposit they made to each of their active savings vehicles.
Twenty-nine respondents provided information on a total of 55 recent deposits.47 The range and
frequency of deposit methods reported are as follows: direct deposit (N=26), in person at a branch
(N=7) or ATM (N=2), through automated transfer (N=1), via manual transfer online (N=13) or the
phone (N=1), by mail (N=2), or by stashing cash in a safe place at home (N=3). Three-quarters of
respondents reported at least one recent deposit made by direct deposit and just over half reported a
recent manual deposit. In the case of 401(k) accounts, direct deposit was by necessity, but for other
savings vehicles it was by choice. Again, the choice of transfer method was influenced by factors
related to motivations and resources.

47

The remaining 9 respondents either did not have a savings vehicle or had not made a recent deposit.
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A. Motivation
As with the savings vehicle selection, respondents spontaneously commented on the convenience and
accessibility of the method they used to move money to their savings vehicles when asked how their
last deposit was made. Some who used direct deposit spontaneously reported the advantages of not
having to see the money before putting it into a savings vehicle, thus reducing temptation. As one
respondent put it, direct deposit is a “better way to save… [it’s a] for-sure deduction out of my pay.”
Another man said he liked making deposits using online banking because it “makes it easier to save.
With an ATM or teller, you're just right there [close to the money].” For him, and others like him,
depositing money in person presents a temptation to withdraw cash, which online banking avoids.
B. Resources
Various resource-related factors also influenced the choice of method to move money into savings
vehicles. Some respondents spontaneously reported that they appreciated that direct deposit saved
them time and effort, which made saving money easier because otherwise “you have to go through a
process to get out of contributing every month.” Direct deposit afforded other benefits, too. As one
respondent said: “When you have things set automatically you safeguard yourself against having to
make hard decisions over money. It’s a form of discipline.”
By contrast, each manual deposit requires effort. Some respondents had established a regular deposit
amount and only exerted additional effort to make the deposit itself. Typically they made their
deposit at the beginning of every pay period. In effect, they simulated direct deposit, but
occasionally exercised the option to adjust the amount deposited to accommodate an unexpected
expense such as a car repair. In essence, these individuals returned to the implementation phase for
every deposit but rarely reassessed the tradeoff between present and future consumption.
Other respondents had not established a consistent deposit amount and for them, how they made
contributions to savings was related to how much they contributed. These individuals returned to
the tradeoff phase (Phase 4a) each and every time they made a deposit. Respondents who had
chosen this method tended to deposit what remained at the end of the pay period. Some did this
because they felt they could only afford to save what turned out to be “extra,” while others said they
liked the additional control it afforded them to make adjustments each month to accommodate
fluctuations in income or expenses. One respondent explained: “I like to [deposit] in person because
I like to set the dollar amount of what I’ll choose. If I do direct deposit I don’t actually see my
checks so I can’t really do my figures.” A few spontaneously mentioned that they did not use direct
deposit because withdrawal fees or restrictions would be imposed if they later had to withdraw
money from their savings account after having deposited “too much.”
Phase 5. Assess savings vehicle and balance
Once savings have accumulated, individuals have the opportunity to monitor and assess their
balance, progress toward a goal, and the vehicle in which their money it is held. Respondents who
had savings vehicles were asked to report the specific purposes for which the funds were intended.
The list is presented in Table 5.7, using categories that emerged from pile sorting the individual
responses.
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Table 5.7 - List of purposes for existing savings
Large purchase/expense for self
Unexpected needs
vehicle
car repair
house purchase
job loss
retirement
emergencies
moving
general uncertainty, cushion
adoption
travel/vacation
General
marriage, wedding, honeymoon
“good to have” money
own education
other large purchase
Fun
fun money
Large purchase/expense for others
play with stock market
gifts
charity
child(ren)'s college/education/future
The most common category of reported savings purpose was unexpected needs (e.g., an emergency,
car repair, general uncertainty), followed by a large purchase for one’s self (e.g., car, house, travel),
excluding retirement.48 Nearly half of respondents had some retirement savings, which was the third
most commonly reported savings purpose. As Table 5.8 (below) shows, the patterns across subgroups are most pronounced among retirement savings, with statistically significant differences by
income, education49 and race.50 These patterns closely match those among the savings needs
respondents reported.
Respondents who had savings earmarked for a specific purpose (N=30) were asked if they were
satisfied with the amount they had saved so far for each purpose (Aim #1). Twenty-seven percent
were satisfied with their savings for all purposes they had reported, 46 percent were satisfied with
their savings for at least one purpose (but not all), and 27 percent were not satisfied with the amount
they had saved for any of their savings needs. On average, respondents were satisfied with their
savings for half of their specified needs and dissatisfied with the other half.
As a follow up, respondents were asked to talk about the biggest challenge they faced in saving for a
specific need (Aim #1). This prompted spontaneous comments on the following topics which
correspond to the assessment phase: how they felt about what they had saved so far, whether or not
they monitored their balance, the ease (or difficulty) with which they had been able to save, and
concerns they had about the adequacy or security of their savings. Again, for the purpose of analysis,
these topics were organized into two categories: emotional assessments that related to their
motivation to save and “objective” assessments of their resources.
48

Retirement was disaggregated because of its particular policy relevance, relative to other savings needs.
The differences between those with and without a college degree are statistically significant at the 95% level.
50
The differences between whites and non-whites are statistically significant at the 95% level.
49
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Table 5.8 - Proportion of respondents that have savings, by intended purposes

Total

Any
savings
87%
(33 / 38)

Unexpected
needs
58%
(22 / 38)

Large
purchase
for self
53%
(20 / 38)

100%
(3 / 3)
71%
(10 / 14)
95%
(20 / 21)

67%
(2 / 3)
43%
(6 / 14)
67%
(14 / 21)

93%
(13 / 14)
83%
(20 / 24)

Retirement
47%
(18 / 38)

Large
purchase
for other
32%
(12 / 38)

Fun
13%
(5 / 38)

Good to
have
8%
(3 / 38)

100%
(3 / 3)
50%
(7 / 14)
48%
(10 / 21)

33%
(1 / 3)
36%
(5 / 14)
57%
(12 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
29%
(4 / 14)
38%
(8 / 21)

33%
(1 / 3)
0%
(0 / 14)
19%
(4 / 21)

0%
(0 / 3)
7%
(1 / 14)
10%
(2 / 21)

64%
(9 / 14)
54%
(13 / 24)

64%
(9 / 14)
46%
(11 / 24)

57%
(8 / 14)
42%
(10 / 24)

21%
(3 / 14)
38%
(9 / 24)

14%
(2 / 14)
13%
(3 / 24)

7%
(1 / 14)
8%
(2 / 24)

90%
(19 / 21)
82%
(14 / 17)

62%
(13 / 21)
53%
(9 / 17)

71%
(15 / 21)
29%
(5 / 17)

38%
(8 / 21)
59%
(10 / 17)

14%
(3 / 21)
53%
(9 / 17)

14%
(3 / 21)
12%
(2 / 17)

5%
(1 / 21)
12%
(2 / 17)

96%
(22 / 23)
75%
(6 / 8)
71%
(5 / 7)

61%
(14 / 23)
50%
(4 / 8)
57%
(4 / 7)

52%
(12 / 23)
75%
(6 / 8)
29%
(2 / 7)

61%
(14 / 23)
25%
(2 / 8)
29%
(2 / 7)

39%
(9 / 23)
13%
(1 / 8)
29%
(2 / 7)

17%
(4 / 23)
13%
(1 / 8)
0%
(0 / 7)

13%
(3 / 23)
0%
(0 / 8)
0%
(0 / 7)

50%
(1 / 2)
50%
(4 / 8)
100%
(13 / 13)
100%
(15 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
38%
(3 / 8)
77%
(10 / 13)
60%
(9 / 15)

50%
(1 / 2)
38%
(3 / 8)
62%
(8 / 13)
53%
(8 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
25%
(2 / 8)
38%
(5 / 13)
73%
(11 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
38%
(5 / 13)
47%
(7 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
23%
(3 / 13)
13%
(2 / 15)

0%
(0 / 2)
0%
(0 / 8)
15%
(2 / 13)
7%
(1 / 15)

75%
(15 / 20)
100%
(17 / 17)

50%
(10 / 20)
71%
(12 / 17)

50%
(10 / 20)
59%
(10 / 17)

25%
(5 / 20)
71%
(12 / 17)

15%
(3 / 20)
53%
(9 / 17)

10%
(2 / 20)
18%
(3 / 17)

0%
(0 / 20)
18%
(3 / 17)

Age
18-23 y.o.
24-29 y.o.
30-35 y.o.
Gender
Men
Women
Marital status
Unmarried
Married
Race/ethnicity
White
African-American
Latino
Education
Less than H.S.
High school
Some college
College or greater
Income
Less than
$35,000
$35,000 or more
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A. Motivation
As this quote illustrates, money elicited a lot of emotions.
I like the feeling of having money available when I need it. I actually get anxiety when I don't
have money in my bank account. So for me it's just a peace, and [I] just relax a little knowing I
have money in case something were to happen, if I needed it right away. I always have a hard
time whenever my account gets [low]...it was always hard to realize that if something was to
happen and I really needed to make an important purchase I wouldn't be able to do that. So to
me, [having money saved is] a way of having a sense of calm and peace in my life.
In most cases in which respondents voluntarily reported their emotional response to their account
assessment they mentioned how it had either boosted their motivation to save or undermined it.
Knowing this, some monitored their account balance and others did not, depending on what would
most motivate them.
For some respondents, checking their balance was a source of satisfaction, pride, or encouragement.
People said things like: “[Looking at my balance is] motivating… I see how saving little by little, it
adds up;” “I like to watch my money grow…[I like] knowing that I have money. And seeing it
grow;” and “[I like] playing a little game with myself to see how much I could save… I count it like
every night… [which makes me want to save more] because I see what I accomplished.” Another
respondent counts her savings every three months to “praise [herself] for doing something good.” In
other cases, a low balance motivated respondents to try harder.
By contrast, some respondents said that assessing their balance undermined their motivation to save.
These individuals reported either that they found a low balance to be demoralizing or a high balance
to be tempting, or both. In either case, monitoring their balance was counterproductive to their
savings goals. Many respondents avoided this problem, and maintained their motivation to save, by
purposefully not monitoring their account. One respondent said of her savings account: “It's an
account I try to forget about.” Another said: “Out of sight, out of mind is more effective when
you're trying to save.” Similarly, others urged: “Put it away and forget about it,” or “don't even look
at [your 401(k)] so you're not tempted to borrow from it.”
When asked about the challenges they faced in saving money, some respondents reported their
assessment of how easy or hard it had been to do without the money they had saved and how it
impacted their motivation to make contributions. Some mentioned being encouraged by how easy
they found it to be to live without the money they had put into their savings account. “I don’t even
notice it coming out. I just put that money away and don’t even think about it. I never miss it.”
One respondent explained that she uses direct deposit for precisely that reason. “If you don't see it,
it's a lot easier not to miss.” Sometimes saving money took an adjustment period, but eventually
became easier. One respondent said: “At first, tightening our belt to save up was hard.” Another
reported: “At first, I was in school and working part-time and didn't earn that much. It was hard
but I still tried a little. Now it's not. I've been doing it for so long I'm already used to it.” By
contrast, other respondents said they still found it difficult to live without the money they put away
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for the future. Not surprisingly, how easy or hard respondents found it to be to live without the
money they set aside for the future impacted their motivation to continue saving.
In some cases respondents’ balance assessment had raised doubts about their savings or savings
vehicles. Some had wondered if they were saving enough or even what their target should be.
Others had questioned the savings vehicle they had chosen, especially when they had concerns about
the security of their money. Sometimes these doubts had led respondents to return to an earlier
phase and make a different decision (e.g., select a new savings vehicle). Other times the assessment
was discouraging, but did not result in the respondent taking action to change anything.
B. Resources
Respondents were asked to report their level of satisfaction with the amount they had been able to
save for each savings need so far. In response, some offered evaluations of their progress in
accumulating resources. “It's surprising how much it accumulates when you don't know what's
happening…'cause it's automatic.” Others had less positive reactions. For example, one individual
said she became dissatisfied with her retirement savings after looking at an online retirement
calculator.
Individuals who spontaneously reported having monitored their investment accounts (e.g., IRAs,
401(k) or brokerage accounts) had assessed both their contributions and the performance of the
investments they had chosen. Due to recent market conditions, most mentioned that they had lost
money. One respondent said: “I just have my pockets open, and they are just bleeding me. Every
time I look at my quarterly statement I just shake my head.” Another said: “My retirement account
lost a lot of money between 2008 and now. I probably put in more than the balance I have now.”
Despite the poor returns, however, none voluntarily reported having made changes to their
portfolios as a result.
Response to savings assessment
As the framework in Chapter 2 explains, after assessing one’s savings, individuals may respond in a
range of ways. In particular, they do one of the following:
1. Take no action;
2. Return to Phase 2 to select a new savings vehicle if they are dissatisfied with their current one
or determine that their needs have changed;
3. Return to Phase 4b to make another deposit if the deposit amount is consistent but their
deposits are not automated;
4. Return to Phases 4a and 4b to make another deposit if their deposits are not automated and
their deposit amount varies;
5. Return to Phases 4a and 4b to change automated deposits if they are dissatisfied with the
established current amount; or
6. Return to Phase 4a if a need or want arises that makes an individual consider withdrawing
money.
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Respondents’ experience with returning to prior steps in the decision-making process was addressed
above, with the exception of item #6. Returning to Phase 4a for the purpose of withdrawing funds
is discussed separately below.
Return to Phase 4a. Manage flow of funds (to withdraw from savings)
If a need or want prompts an individual to consider withdrawing money, she must consider the
tradeoff between present and future consumption once again. Direct questions about this precise
issue were not included in the interview protocol, but respondents volunteered information on this
topic when asked to name the biggest challenging in saving for a given purpose. For some, the
answer was as simple as not spending the money they had saved. In this section respondents’
spontaneous comments about maintaining or drawing down their account balance are analyzed. As
before, the themes that emerged related to the motivations and resources that had influenced the
respondents’ decisions either to take money out of their savings or leave it alone.
A. Motivation
As in the first phase of trading off present and future consumption (Phase 4a), there are opposing
motivations to maintain one’s savings, which typically stemmed from respondents’ initial reason for
contributing to savings, and to draw it down. Withdrawals (both actual and considered) were
motivated by the temptation and the need to spend one’s savings. The latter is discussed in the next
section on resources.
Some respondents reported no temptation to withdraw from their savings at all. As one respondent
put it, “once I put that money aside for that specific thing I will NOT touch it.” But many
respondents voluntarily reported the temptation to spend their savings. Most often, these were the
same temptations that made it difficult to save money in the first place. But in a few cases, just
knowing the money was there created temptation. As one respondent said, sometimes just seeing a
high balance is tempting. Another respondent who faced the same temptation advised: “Don't even
look at [your balance]. If you look at it, it will make you want to get something that you don't really
need or that’s not in your plan to get.” Respondents voluntarily reported a range of strategies like
this one which they utilized to avoid spending their savings, from choosing savings vehicles that were
inaccessible to not looking at their balance (i.e, skipping part of the assessment phase), as discussed
earlier. When those barriers were not in place or were ineffective, respondents utilized other
methods.
Some created rules or conditions to govern withdrawals from their savings. The following
quotations illustrate this. “Savings is off limits unless it really is a dire straits situation.” “We don't
ever touch it... It's really just for our future or if there is some sort of emergency.” One man said he
only withdraws for “absolute necessities.” Another rationalized it this way: “If I need something at
that time…(and) I don't have the money for it, then I really don't need it.”
Others distanced themselves from the vehicles they had chosen to avoid spending their savings, just
as many had done initially to build up their savings. “If you don't have access to your savings except
while the bank is open, you're less tempted to spend that money.” Five respondents spontaneously
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reported leaving their cash or card at home when they went out so they could not spend what they
had saved. Regarding that strategy one said: “If I don't have cash on me it's more likely I could
control my spending." Others hid money, from themselves or their spouses, to protect their savings.
One respondent spontaneously reported hiding money from herself by subtracting an amount from
her checkbook register so she could not see that it was there.
A few respondents spontaneously reported that their strategy to protect their savings from
withdrawals was simply to talk themselves out of spending their savings whenever possible, the same
way many had done to limit spending in order to have the funds to contribute to savings. Here are
several examples: “When I want to go get something, [I think] no, you better leave that alone. If
something happens you'll be in dire straits and wish you never bought that. You don't really need
it;” “I rationalize with myself and try not to just take money out for no reason at all. …I tend to
really think … Ok, Tiffani, do you really need it? Think about it. And then I’ll come to the point
where I’ll be like, you know what? I [am not] gonna spend it;” and “I’m good at not touching the
money…because I think about [taking my son on vacation] and I try my best not to touch it.”
From the voluntary remarks it was clear that uncertainty about the savings purpose undermined the
motivation to abstain from making withdrawals. When considering withdrawing money, some
respondents found themselves questioning their need for the savings. As one respondent said: “In
the back of your head you're thinking… Can I still use this money and be okay?” Respondents with
a firm commitment to their savings goal did not appear to struggle with this as much.
B. Resources
Respondents were not explicitly asked about withdrawals from their savings, but many
spontaneously mentioned doing it or thinking about it for reasons other than the temptation to
spend money. In some cases the purpose for which they had been saving had arisen. Examples
respondents gave included a vacation, a special occasion, Christmas, an emergency, medical bills and
childcare. In others, needs had arisen that necessitated withdrawing from savings. Twenty-four
percent of respondents spontaneously reported having recently lost a job or experienced a reduction
in income that had affected their savings. For others, unexpected expenses had arisen (e.g.,
childcare, medical bills) that necessitated spending some of their savings.
Among those who talked about having considered a withdrawal, a few admitted that they had not
done it solely due to the fact that the vehicle they had chosen did not allow it. For example, a few
respondents cited the delay in receiving funds from an online bank or the tax penalty on 401(k)
withdrawals as having dissuaded them from taking money out. A few others were unable to access
their money after having given it to family members who strictly forbid “withdrawals” except for the
intended purpose, as defined by the saver. In these cases, the inaccessibility of the savings vehicle
aided respondents in maintaining progress towards their savings goals.
Saving strategies
Taken together, the decisions respondents made at each phase in the process comprise their savings
strategy. For many, the strategy was explicit. Others simply took a series of actions which
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constituted a de facto strategy. Either way, their savings strategies involved actions aimed at
managing the flow of funds each month and maintaining the stock of funds that had accumulated
(i.e., savings) to balance their “needs versus wants” for “now” and “later.”
Figure 5.1 illustrates how respondents appear to think about managing their resources. From their
descriptions of how they save, it appeared evident that individuals allocated their income along two
dimensions: importance and timing. Respondents employed a range of strategies to make tradeoffs
across these lines in order to save money for items that fell into the “need later” or “want later”
categories. Some focused on shrinking the “need now” category in order to make larger deposits to
savings. They did so by finding ways to economize (i.e., “pay less”) for the things they needed or
adopting a “buy less” approach whereby the importance of wants and needs were challenged and
spending on some items was cut back or cut out. This often involved a preliminary step of
reclassifying “needs” as “wants” before eliminating them. As discussed above, respondents also
reported adopting strategies to boost their motivation to save money and lower the costs of doing so.
These strategies reinforced efforts to “pay less” or “buy less” in order to save more. Finally, many
mentioned earning more income would help them save more. This strategy would increase the size
of the pie (and therefore the portion devoted to savings) but not necessarily change the allocation.
Figure 5.1 - Managing flow and stock of savings

Savings

$

Allocation of income
Need later

$

$

Need now
Want later
Want now

Once money has been set aside for the future, growing savings requires limiting withdrawals. As
discussed above, many respondents reported strategies they used to reduce or restrict their
withdrawals either by limiting access to their savings or curbing their desire to spend it.
Although the strategies reported varied on numerous dimensions, the most important distinction
appeared to be whether individuals “save first” or “spend first.” Saving first involves committing to
savings contributions prior to accommodating expenses. By contrast, those who “spend first”
deposit what remains after paying for expenses, if anything. Figure 5.2 illustrates the various ways
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individuals on both of these divergent paths may accumulate savings depending on the particular
decisions they make, consciously or not. Outcomes resulting in savings are highlighted in green, and
those that do not are in red. Decisions that need to be made only once are represented by solid lines,
while those that must be made repeatedly are in dashed lines.
Figure 5.2 - Savings decision tree
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Those who accumulate savings do so by: 1) making their money off limits, mentally or logistically,
2) abstaining from withdrawals, or 3) withdrawing less than deposited. Saving first has numerous
advantages in these areas. Many individuals who “save first” pre-commit to decisions about where,
how and how much money to deposit, sparing them the effort and willpower of making these
decisions repeatedly. This consistency also reduces uncertainty, a feature of utility bills and other
expenses that numerous respondents cited as inhibiting their savings. Finally, if the “save first”
method is achieved through direct deposit (which is most often the case), even the deposit itself
requires no additional effort. For each of the reasons outline above, the first two boxes in the upper
left of the chart represent the approaches that, at least theoretically, pose the least risk of noncontribution or withdrawal.
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Numerous respondents who “spend first” were also able to save money, but as the diagram makes
clear, there are more opportunities to fail to save when taking this approach. Failure can occur
because individuals spend all of (or more than) their income before saving anything. Alternatively,
they may save but subsequently spend what they have saved because they did not “protect” it by
setting it aside in a savings vehicle (as many respondents reported), since spending first does not
necessitate acquiring a savings vehicle the way saving first typically does. In addition, individuals
who “spend first” must repeatedly make decisions about how much money to save and then take
steps to deposit the funds. The willpower and effort required to save money after spending first
make saving more difficult and therefore less likely for some individuals who may utilize this
approach.
The risk of dissaving (i.e., withdrawing) is present both for some who “save first” and some who
“spend first,” depending on the accessibility of the savings vehicle chosen. However, even here the
“save first” strategy may be advantageous. From the interviews with respondents it appeared that
saving first is meaningful beyond its effectiveness in achieving the desired outcome. This approach
seems to signal the importance of and commitment to saving. Contributions to savings made after
accommodating expenses did not seem to carry the same weight. This subtle, but powerful
difference represents and reinforces the motivation to save and abstain from withdrawing from
savings. As many respondents mentioned, the way they think about saving money is a powerful
determinant of their savings outcomes, because of its effect on choices such as saving or spending
first.
Of the 33 individuals interviewed who had savings, 64 percent used some type of “save first” strategy
to accumulate savings outside a 401(k) account. When 401(k) accounts were included, nearly 70
percent had at least one account in which they “save first.” The remainder followed a spend-first
approach.
V. Discussion and policy implications
This section presents a discussion of a number of key topics that emerged from the results. They are:
motivation, transparency and accessibility, and (perception of) ease. A case study of 401(k) policy is
presented to illustrate these principles. The policy implications of the results of this study are also
discussed, laying the foundation for the discussion of policy options presented in Chapter 7.
Motivation
The motivational factors that drove respondents’ savings decisions broke down roughly into three
groups: what they felt, what they knew and what they believed. The motivation to save was greater
when respondents felt strongly (e.g., desired or feared), knew more (e.g., had more information or
experience), and believed that a savings purpose was very salient (e.g., important, imminent, relevant
or concrete).
Most individuals reported more than one savings need and each had a particular level of emotion,
knowledge and salience associated with it. Thus, for respondents with multiple savings needs these
factors were pitted against each other, even if only implicitly. Across individuals, no one factor
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consistently dominated the other. In some cases the importance of saving for retirement outweighed
the immediacy of saving for an emergency fund. In other cases, the importance of saving for
retirement, while fully acknowledged, was trumped by the desirability, immediacy and concreteness
of an upcoming family vacation.
Understanding the variations in motivation behind savings outcomes is important for a variety of
reasons. To illustrate, precautionary and preparatory savers are compared. Although one individual
may want to save for retirement out of fear for her well-being in old age, another may do so to
prepare for the future but have no fear, per se, about being poor in her old age. Trying to motivate
the latter individual with scare tactics is unlikely to be effective because fear is not her motivator,
while providing information (e.g., projections of savings needs) is unlikely to spark action from the
individual motivated by fear. Understanding the underlying variation that exists behind the
decisions people make is important for creating policies that can effectively encourage better choices.
Finally, motivation influences decisions throughout the saving process, that is, across all the stages
discussed. For example, a strong motivation fuels follow-through in implementing one’s vehicle
selection, a more aggressive tradeoff between present and future consumption, and a greater
commitment to let the savings grow, undisturbed by unnecessary withdrawals. Respondents who
had purpose-driven motivations to save (e.g., to save for college, a vacation, a specific emergency or a
precise amount for an unspecified emergency) often had designated accounts and a careful system to
track progress. Both of these features encourage saving because progress toward one’s goal is
measureable. By contrast, individuals who had a less precise target (either purpose or amount)
tended to have weaker motivations to save and experienced more trouble contributing to and not
withdrawing from their savings. Thus, effective policies that address the motivations behind
decisions about savings, not just the actions themselves, may improve outcomes by affecting change
at every step in the process.
Transparency/accessibility
As the discussion of results highlights, visibility and accessibility of one’s savings are critical factors
affecting motivation and accumulation. However, neither is universally good or bad for saving.
Some respondents did better when they could not see their savings. Others were motivated by
watching the money accumulate. Typically the downside risk of visibility was accessibility, and with
it, the temptation to spend one’s savings. But transparency and access need not go together. For
example, retirement savings plans are transparent, but not accessible, to their owners.
For individuals that are motivated by watching their money grow, but tempted to spend it all the
same, the ideal account would be transparent, but inaccessible. Like the grandmother who kept one
respondent’s car repair fund safe, an effective savings vehicle for many individuals would provide
information on the balance, but only allow withdrawals under certain pre-determined circumstances.
Currently, some financial institutions offer something that approximates this by imposing a lag on
withdrawals. But one can imagine more sophisticated features could be designed to suit the specific
needs of individual consumers who, for example, would establish unique withdrawal criteria or rules
(e.g., low withdrawal limits, time delays, and administrative hurdles). Similar features could also be
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offered by transaction accounts to help consumers limit their spending (and in turn have more to
save). These might include spending limits, vendor restrictions, or time of purchase restrictions,
depending on an individual’s particular proclivity.
Many individuals interviewed had self-awareness about their strengths and weaknesses as savers.
They knew whether monitoring their accounts encouraged or undermined their efforts and, in
general, chose a strategy that worked for them rather than against them. Thus, policy interventions
should allow individuals to self-select into the savings vehicles and features that facilitate their
progress, rather than impose a one-size fits all approach.
Ease/feasibility
At every step in the savings process respondents’ level of motivation was affected by the degree of
difficulty they encountered. The ease with which one could obtain information or fulfill the
requirements necessary to proceed to the next phase increased the likelihood that savings would
accumulate. Many respondents remarked on instances where someone or something had nudged
them along by making things easier. The convenience of online banking and direct deposit were
also noted as facilitating saving for some.
The size of the savings goal also appeared to be a relevant factor. Respondents reported that smaller
items (like a vacation) were easier to save for than large items (like a car or house), in part because
they could be obtained more quickly. Large items require an incremental approach. Through direct
deposit even a small amount can be contributed to an account each pay period without any
additional effort beyond the initial set up. This encouraged people to save who might otherwise feel
that depositing only $10 to a savings account or one percent to a 401(k) plan each pay period was
not worth the effort. By facilitating an incremental approach, direct deposit (or its equivalent)
makes saving up for large needs feasible, both logistically and psychologically.
The least effort was required of those respondents who had accounts selected and/or opened for
them. The advantage of this approach is that it is effective in getting new accounts opened by
allowing the account holder to bypass earlier phases of the decision-making process. As the
respondents in the study showed, many later went on to recognize the need to save and tradeoff
present consumption in order to make contributions to their savings account(s). However, it is
important to acknowledge the limitations to the benefits of acting on another’s behalf. One
downside is that the spillover benefits (e.g., knowledge, experience) of actively saving for a given
purpose are lost.
401(k) case study
In this final section of the discussion the importance of the three principles discussed above are
illustrated in a very brief case study of 401(k) policies. The policy implications of the results of this
study are also highlighted.
Of all the savings needs reported, retirement is among the most challenging to address because it is
the least concrete, most distant, and most expensive of the savings needs. For some individuals it
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also elicits the weakest emotional motivation and is the least understood. In addition, retirement
savings accounts may be the most complicated and time-consuming to open given the eligibility
restrictions. To be effective, policies aimed at encouraging retirement savings must address multiple
aspects of the motivational hurdle and make it easier to open and contribute to an account.
Well-designed 401(k) plan policies address all of these issues effectively. Training sessions for
enrollees increase knowledge, make retirement saving needs more concrete and salient, and address
fears about investing and preparing for the future. Opt-in default policies minimize the effort
required to open an account, while direct deposit makes contributing easy. Combining these private
sector policies with the tax incentives for contributions and penalties for withdrawals results in a
winning strategy that enables many to overcome the hurdles they face in saving for retirement. As
such, these public and private sector policies are useful models in the development of policy
recommendations to encourage other types of saving.
As is clear from the results and discussion, there are many factors that influence savings decisions
among young adults. As a result, policy interventions aimed at increasing savings must target
multiple areas, as the 401(k) example shows. First, they must encourage individuals to open
appropriate savings vehicles in which to save by reducing the hurdle or creating incentives to do so.
Next, policies must encourage young adults to deposit more into their savings vehicles. This can be
achieved by supporting the strategies individuals already employ (i.e., earn more, “pay less,” “buy
less”) and targeting the factors that influence decision-making by: 1) boosting motivation (e.g.,
increase desire, fear and pride, and/or decrease fear and uncertainty) and 2) reducing the monetary,
psychic and labor costs of saving. Thirdly, policies must encourage individuals to take less out of
their savings vehicles. Again, this can be achieved by mirroring the strategies individuals already
employ, namely: 1) restricting access, 2) increasing the penalty/cost of withdrawing, 3) boosting
motivations to maintain savings, 4) reducing the need to withdraw, and 5) reducing the
desire/temptation to withdraw. These principles, derived from the results of this study, inform the
policy options presented in Chapter 7.
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6. Synthesis of key results
This chapter synthesizes the key results of the research. Nine key findings are highlighted here.
1. Financial security
Assessing young adults’ savings for the future requires considering the composition of assets and
debts, not merely the balance. In recent years the financial portfolios of young adults have become
more risky. A greater share of their assets carries investment risk, and they hold more debt in real
terms and relative to income. In a related point, many young adults report that their spending
habits pose the largest challenge to saving money. More precisely, it is the price of “needs” and
desire for “wants” that inhibit savings among young households. How young adults manage the
opportunities and incentives to save, invest, borrow, and spend all impact their financial security.
2. Decision-making process
The process by which individuals make decisions related to their financial needs can be represented
by the five phases in Figure 6.1. The first phase involves recognizing one’s financial need (e.g.,
retirement savings, short term liquidity). In the second phase, an individual identifies the vehicle (or
account) options, considers their requirements and makes a selection. The third phase involves
implementing the vehicle choice, i.e., opening an account (or equivalent). In phase four, an
individual makes decisions about how much money to transfer to the new vehicle and across vehicles
if multiple vehicles are owned, and the method for doing so. In the fifth phase an individual makes
an assessment of her balance and the financial vehicle itself.
Progression from one phase to the next requires a particular decision or action be taken. An
individual’s flow through the phases is interrupted if a terminal decision is made or if no decision is
taken. If no such interruption occurs, the individual proceeds through all five phases. At the end of
the progression the individual cycles between Phases 4 and 5 as she adjusts her allocation of resources
periodically. If her assessment concludes that the vehicle is unsatisfactory, she may return to Phase 2
to identify an alternative vehicle. I If a new financial need has arisen she begins the process again.
Figure 6.1 - Phases of financial decision-making
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3. Account acquisition progression
Young adults tend to acquire accounts in a particular order. As they proceed through the life cycle
their financial needs evolve and additional accounts are needed to satisfy those needs. New account
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types are added to the existing portfolio of accounts in a progression resembling a Guttman scale.
Figure 6.2 depicts the accounts and the order in which they are typically added to a portfolio.
Figure 6.2 - Progression of financial accounts
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The accounts correspond to specific stages of financial needs which accumulate over the life course.
Initially (i.e., in Stage 1), the primary financial need is cash management. In Stage 2 individuals
address liquidity constraints by acquiring short-term debt. In Stage 3 they begin to accumulate
(liquid) savings. In Stages 4 and 5 individuals make long-term investments and build wealth
through financial investments.
For the most part, young adults add (rather than replace) accounts to existing financial portfolios as
they progress through the stages of financial needs. As their portfolios grow, they reallocate resources
across account types, eventually increasing the balance of “advanced” assets and decreasing the
balance of short-term debts.
4. Savings needs
Young adults have a range of financial needs, including a variety of savings needs. These include
precautionary savings, general purpose savings, savings to make a large purchase, savings for higher
education (for oneself or one’s children) and savings for retirement. Savings needs evolve over the
life course. For example, over time some individuals get married, have children and earn more
income. These events give rise to new short and long-term needs and changing tastes and
preferences.
Awareness of savings needs also varies across individuals. Some young adults are aware of the range
of their saving needs and have developed a system to address them, given their propensity to save or
spend money. Others have not yet recognized their future needs or the importance of saving for
them. A third group of individuals recognizes their future needs but has not yet begun to save for
them. Young adults may fall into different groups with respect to each of their savings needs.
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5. Other financial needs
Young adults have a range of financial needs besides those related to savings. Most commonly these
relate to cash management, short-term credit, and financing for higher education and
homeownership. How young adults address these needs can have profound impacts on their ability
to save for the future. As the first financial need that typically arises, utilizing a formal vehicle (e.g.,
checking account) to address one’s cash management needs can represent the first stage of account
acquisition and wealth building. As such, it is an important first step to prepare for saving for the
future. Borrowing, either for short-term needs or long-term investments in education or housing,
can facilitate or hinder future savings depending on how particular vehicles are utilized.
6. Portfolio-building process
The phases of financial decision-making (represented in Figure 6.1) and stages of account acquisition
(represented in Figure 6.2) intersect to form the process by which young adults build their financial
portfolios. As Figure 6.3 illustrates, individuals proceed through the phases of decision-making with
respect to their first financial need (usually cash management), and then cycle through the process
again for each successive need that arises, corresponding to movements on the diagram from left to
right, row-by-row.
Figure 6.3 - Portfolio-building process
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As additional accounts are added to the portfolio, Phase 4 of the decision-making process becomes
more complicated. Individuals with multiple accounts must manage the flow of funds across time
(i.e., between present and future consumption) and between various accounts (and financial needs).
Thus, as financial needs and portfolios evolve over the life course, making decisions about how to
allocate resources becomes increasingly complex.
7. Difference in progress, not path
There are significant disparities in wealth and account ownership. Typically the gaps represent
differences in the stage of account progression reached. That is, the path to building wealth is largely
the same across individuals, although the level of progress varies. Some characteristics (e.g., having
lower income, being younger) are associated with being at an earlier stage of the progression, and
more advanced account acquisition simply comes with development in these traits over time.
However, there are notable disparities between whites and non-whites that are not fully explained by
differences in employment status or education and do not disappear as age and income rise.
Although the median account value among owners differs little between whites and non-whites,
there are pronounced disparities in account ownership. This is due to differences in the pace of
progress through the account acquisition stages, rather than differential portfolio-building processes
across racial groups.
8. Influential factors
There are many factors that affect each step of the decision-making process and account progression.
Very broadly, these factors can be categorized as those that relate to practical (e.g., financial, time,
effort), cognitive, or psychological resources. For example, the amount of money, time or effort
required to complete a particular financial decision or action, relative to an individual’s available
resources, can influence an individual’s behavior. Financial decisions are also influenced by what an
individual knows and believes. For example, the motivation to save is greater among young adults
who know more (e.g., have more information or experience) and believe strongly that a savings
purpose is salient (e.g., important, imminent, relevant or concrete). Psychological factors that shape
financial decisions include one’s feelings about a financial need (e.g., desire, fear), level of selfcontrol, and present bias, among others. At each phase of the decision-making process an individual
may be influenced by multiple practical, cognitive and psychological factors simultaneously.
9. Saving strategies
Young adults employ a range of strategies to save money for the future, either implicitly or explicitly.
The challenge they face is to balance their present and future needs and wants using their available
resources. There are several elements to the strategies they employ to do this in a way that allows
them to save for the future. Strategies that target the flow of funds aim to boost savings directly, by
increasing savings contributions, or indirectly, by earning more or spending less. To maintain the
stock of savings, individuals use various strategies to prevent withdrawals by limiting access,
temptation or need. These strategies may be embedded in the decisions made at a variety of phases
(e.g., in the savings vehicle or method of deposit chosen). Across the range of options young adults
employ, the most significant distinction between strategies appears to be whether individuals save
first or spend first upon receipt of income.
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As the above makes clear, there are many similarities in the ways in which individuals’ financial
needs develop and are addressed over time. However, there is also a degree of heterogeneity in the
practical, cognitive and psychological resources individuals possess. Some of these personal
characteristics: 1) are not readily observable from the outside, 2) vary widely from person to person,
and 3) have substantial effects on savings behaviors (e.g., the propensity to save or spend given
certain conditions). As Chapter 5 revealed, individuals themselves often use this type of information
to guide their selection of savings vehicles and/or strategies to ensure progress towards their goals.
Thus, policy should capitalize on the commonalities to be efficient and be appropriately broad in
order to be effective. The latter would involve providing information on and access to a wide range
of savings mechanisms to suit various needs. Informed by these lessons, the final chapter proposes a
means of identifying the policy options to encourage savings among young adults.
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7. Policy implications
In this final chapter, the policy implications of the research findings are discussed. This chapter has
seven parts. Section I identifies the specific policy aims related to increasing savings among young
adults. Section II identifies the policy stakeholders and their roles, and presents examples of policies
and activities in which they currently engage that promote savings. Section III discusses the need for
stakeholder coordination. Section IV presents a framework for identifying policy options to
encourage young adults to address their savings needs. Section V does the same with respect to other
financial needs. Section VI proposes a means for monitoring progress towards the goal of greater
savings among young adults. Section VII illustrates the potential impact of policies that are
successful in inducing young adults to start saving earlier or contributing more.
I. Policy aims to promote savings
To increase savings among young adults, policy interventions need to induce: 1) more individuals to
want to save money, 2) those who want to save money to initiate saving, 3) those who are already
saving money to save more, and 4) those with savings to withdraw less. This is a broad and
ambitious set of objectives, but it can be addressed by focusing on the specific hurdles young adults
face in each phase of the decision-making process which inhibit progress towards meeting their
particular savings needs, as identified in Chapters 2 and 5. Table 7.1 presents the specific objective
(or set of objectives) that policy interventions should target in each phase.
Table 7.1 - Policy aims
Decision-making phase
Phase 1: Recognize
savings need
Phase 2: Identify savings
vehicle
Phase 3: Implement
selection
Phase 4: Manage flow of
funds

Phase 5: Assess vehicle
and balance

Policy aims
1. Raise awareness of savings need and salience
2. Ensure range of appropriate savings vehicle choices that have
rules, requirements and features that promote saving
3. Raise awareness about savings vehicle options
4. Address (practical, cognitive or psychological) barriers to
implementation of savings vehicle selection
5. Promote greater contributions to savings by lowering practical,
cognitive and psychological costs
6. Discourage withdrawals that do not adhere to the intended
saving purpose
7. Make contributing easier
8. Ensure fair banking practices among savings vehicle providers
9. Promote realistic savings needs assessments

These policy aims are applicable to all savings needs, since the decision-making process is basically
the same. The next section describes the stakeholders that create policy affecting the decisionmaking process and outlines how some of their current activities address the policy aims listed above.
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II. Stakeholders
Inducing young adults to save more for the future will require that policy levers be pulled by
numerous stakeholders. There are relevant policy actors in three broad areas: government, the
financial industry and employers. The specific activities each type of entity undertakes that affect
young adults’ decisions about saving money are discussed briefly. In addition, a handful of examples
are given of some stakeholders’ existing policies and activities that address the policy aims outlined
above.
Government
Stakeholders in government include Federal, State and local-level entities. In their capacities as
regulators, legislators, and funders, government entities shape the environment in which individuals
make decisions about saving for the future by creating opportunities and incentives to save (or
spend) money. The primary means through which government policy affects individuals’ savings
decisions are:
 minimum wage laws, which affect household income;


the tax code, which affects disposable income and establishes the legal foundation for and
rules governing tax-preferred savings vehicles;



regulation of the financial industry, which affects the rules and requirements for savings
vehicles and, in turn, the risks and costs of utilizing them;



regulation of employers’ policies regarding retirement savings plans;



legislation regarding Social Security benefits, which affects the need for private retirement
savings; and



provision of funding for public information campaigns.

Government stakeholders need to pull levers in each of the above areas to create environmental
conditions that promote savings among young adults. Government entities currently implement
many policies that promote savings. The following examples illustrate the range.
 Through the Internal Revenue Code, the legal foundation for tax advantaged savings
accounts is created. Such accounts include 401(k)s, IRAs, Health and Dependent Care
Flexible Spending Accounts, Coverdell Education Savings Accounts, and 529 plans.
 State governments create 529 plans, which are permitted under Section 529 of the Internal
Revenue Code. Nearly every state offers one or more 529 plans and the features and benefits
vary from state to state.
 By issuing bonds, Federal, State and Local governments create savings vehicles, adding to the
range of options from which individuals may choose.
 The Consumer Finance Protection Bureau (CFPB) receives, investigates and aims to resolve
consumer complaints regarding financial service providers. It also proposes new regulations
to protect consumers. It is currently seeking input from the public on pre-paid debit cards,
which it will consult before proposing a new set of rules governing these fast-growing
financial vehicles which many young adults use as savings vehicles (CFPB website).
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The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) offers a financial education curriculum
(called Money Smart) to build financial literacy and skills among low- and moderate-income
individuals who have little experience with the banking industry. The training module on
saving guides participants in identifying their savings needs and goals and instructs them on
the available options to save toward their goals. The program is designed to be implemented
by financial institutions and other organizations (FDIC website).
The California Department of Education (CDE) maintains an electronic resource library
containing links to materials appropriate for teaching financial literacy for grades K-12 (CDE
website).
Through Title V of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act of 2003, the Office of
Financial Education (in the US Treasury Department) and the National Financial Literacy
and Education Commission were established to develop “a national strategy to promote
financial literacy and education” (Johnson and Sherraden, 2007).

Financial industry
The financial industry, specifically personal financial service providers, comprise another set of policy
stakeholders affecting how young adults save for the future. Banks and other financial institutions
shape the environment in which young adults make financial decisions by doing the following:
 offering savings vehicles;


creating policies governing the rules, requirements, and costs of savings vehicle usage;



determining the features of the savings vehicles they offer, which affects the degree of
difficulty involved in depositing or withdrawing funds; and



providing information on savings vehicles and savings needs.

To increase savings among young adults, personal financial service providers would need to enact
policies in each of these areas to create opportunities and incentives to save. Entities in the financial
industry currently implement many such policies that promote savings. The following examples
illustrate the range.
 Fidelity Investments currently holds the contract to manage assets held in Massachusetts’
529 plan, called the U.Fund College Investing Plan. The firm’s policies governing
investment decisions have a direct impact on families’ college savings (Fidelity Investments’
website).
 Bank of America’s website includes tips for financial decisions related to important life events
(e.g., moving, marriage, birth) and provides saving advice tailored to each stage (Bank of
America website).
 Allianz Global Investors’ Center for Behavioral Finance is currently developing the
Behavioral Time Machine, a tool which will allow consumers to view an age-progressed
image of themselves, which is expected to increase savings rates, according to recent research
(Allianz website).
 Chase Bank offers an Automatic Savings Program that transfers $25 or more from a
customer’s checking account to her savings account at regular intervals. As an incentive to
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enroll, savings account fees are waived for customers who participate. The bank also waives
savings account fees for individuals under 18, encouraging youth to save (JPMorgan Chase
Bank website).
Charles Schwab & Co. maintains on its website a resource center that provides free
information about saving and investing. One tool available is a compounding calculator
which illustrates how starting to save earlier can yield greater wealth in retirement (Schwab
website).
Putnam Investments offers a college savings calculator on its website which allows parents to
determine their monthly savings needs based on customized criteria that determine the
future cost of education (Putnam Investments website).

Employers
Employers from the public and private sectors also affect the decisions young adults make about
saving for the future. Specifically, employers determine how employees are paid (i.e., the frequency
and form of payment) and they may offer:
 access to certain savings vehicles (e.g., 401(k), flexible savings accounts for health or
dependent care expenses);
 incentives to save for retirement (e.g., matching contributions, vesting options); and
 opportunities to divert income to other savings vehicles.
Employers currently implement many policies that affect savings. The following examples illustrate
the range.
 The private sector as a whole provides access to retirement savings plans to 61 percent of its
employees (Simpson, 2010).
 One-quarter of employees eligible for a 401(k) plan in 2007 worked for companies which
automatically enrolled employees (Carroll et al., 2005).
 As of 2007, 39 percent of large employers and numerous retirement plan administrators
(e.g., Vanguard, T. Rowe Price, TIAA-CREF) had implemented some type of automatic
contribution escalation scheme (Sunstein and Thaler, 2008).
 According to the National Compensation Survey, 22 percent of employees have full vesting
upon enrollment, while the remaining 78 percent are subject to a graduated or steep wait
period (Simpson, 2010).
 Forty-one percent of workers are eligible for an employer matching contribution on the first
six percent of their earnings contributed to the employer’s retirement savings plan and 39
percent of workers are in plans with a 50-percent employer match (Simpson, 2010).
The activities undertaken by each of the stakeholders mentioned above affect young adults’
thoughts, knowledge, beliefs and behaviors regarding saving for the future. However, such policies
targeting financial decisions influence, but do not mandate, savings. Given that young adults are not
obliged to save for the future, getting more individuals to do so, and getting them to save greater
quantities, requires creating an environment that virtually compels saving by providing
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opportunities, incentives and strong encouragement. This is only possible if all relevant stakeholders
pull multiple policy levers.
III. Coordinating policies and stakeholders
Inducing more young adults to save for the future, and deposit more, requires a large-scale effort.
All of the relevant stakeholders need to pull as many policy levers as possible, simultaneously and in
coordination with one another in order to have maximum impact. In some cases coordination
would be necessary. Examples include multi-layered policies created and implemented by multiple
entities (e.g., government oversight of financial institutions providing tax-deferred accounts). In
other cases, stakeholder coordination would enhance the effectiveness of activities undertaken by
multiple entities, but would not, strictly speaking, be required. For example, employers that make
401(k) participation the default option increase the number of individuals who benefit from the tax
advantages offered by the Federal Tax Code, thereby boosting the impact of the latter.
Coordination of efforts across stakeholders would ideally be carried out by a central body. Such an
organization would lobby government entities, financial institutions and employers to pull savingspromoting policy levers, work to align stand-alone policies across stakeholders, and promote
collaboration among stakeholders to create multi-faceted policies. The relatively new Consumer
Finance Protection Bureau, or an offshoot thereof, might be a suitable candidate for the role of
policy coordinator. Whoever assumes ultimate responsibility would have to be empowered to ensure
that policy levers are being pulled, that policies are appropriate for the prevailing economic and
socio-cultural conditions, and, through careful monitoring (discussed later), that the policy efforts
are ultimately effective.
Coordination is especially vital for policies that target groups who appear to lag behind
systematically. There are, for example, distinct differences in the account-holding patterns by age,
wealth, income and education, as previous chapters have shown. These trends exacerbate disparities
between socio-economic and demographic groups that have reached different stages of the financial
continuum. Closing the gaps in portfolio progression and wealth building requires pulling policy
levers at each phase in the decision-making process for each of the financial needs. This could
include policies that promote awareness of and ensure access to accounts that allow individuals to
start saving on a scale appropriate to their means and build the skills and experience necessary to use
more advanced financial accounts. Encouraging movement along the progression of accounts may
not make individuals wealthier, per se, but it will provide them with some of the tools that others
have, thereby preparing them to address their financial needs as they develop over time.
Addressing racial differences in account ownership, financial stage and wealth requires a different
approach, since race is not a trait linked to the life course like income or age. As noted above, fewer
non-whites have reached the advanced stages of the financial progression. However, those who have
do not differ from their white counterparts in terms of account balances (i.e., 401(k), mortgage,
savings accounts). Thus, policies designed to close the racial gap in financial “progress” in the short
term should emphasize access and account ownership. However, long term solutions will require
addressing the income and wealth gaps between whites and non-whites, which appear to be the
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largest contributor to racial disparities in financial stage. Both the short- and long-term policies to
close the financial gap would require significant coordination across multiple stakeholders to address
the various practical, cognitive, psychological and institutional hurdles that non-whites face.
IV. Framing policy options for promoting savings
The fact that there is a common ordering of the steps by which most young adults make decisions,
acquire accounts and build financial portfolios has significant policy implications. The universality
of the process suggests that policies can be coordinated to move individuals through the progression,
and even that the ordering of accounts in the progression itself could be targeted, for example, to
delay or avoid short-term debt accumulation. Furthermore, the overview of the portfolio-building
process, which illustrates the intersection of the decision-making and account acquisition pathways,
can be used to identify the specific opportunities for policy intervention.
With Figure 6.3 as a guide, a framework was developed for identifying, across stakeholders, the: 1)
current efforts, 2) policy gaps, and 3) opportunities for coordination. Figure 7.1 presents a model
that could be used as a tool by a central coordinating body, individual stakeholders, or other
interested parties.
The framework outlines the various steps of the decision-making process with respect to four types
of saving needs: precautionary savings, short-term (general purpose) savings, education savings and
retirement savings. Of the savings needs identified by young adults in this study, these four appear
to be the most common and policy-relevant. For example, less than half of the ALP interview
respondents and SCF households headed by 18 to 35 year olds had any retirement savings in a
defined contribution plan.
The framework includes the policy aims to encourage advancement through each phase of the
decision-making process to address the four savings needs identified. While each cell of the
framework represents a high-level area to target, there is in fact a wide range of policy options within
each cell. Any of the relevant stakeholders may implement a policy to target the practical (e.g., time,
effort, financial), cognitive, and/or psychological factors that influence financial decision-making at
each particular juncture. The nine combinations of stakeholders and motivational factors are
illustrated in the breakout table within Figure 7.1, which is used later in this section to guide a set of
policy examples. These nine channels for policy intervention may be applied to one or more of the
policy aims within a given phase and one or more savings vehicles to address a given savings need.
As the box at the bottom of the diagram illustrates, countless policy options can be identified by
making different combinations of each of these elements (i.e., savings need, policy aim, stakeholder,
motivational factor, and savings vehicle).
The policy options may also vary in their scope. Some may target a single aim with respect to a
single savings need (or savings vehicle). Those would have a cell or sub-cell level target. Broader
policies may target a single aim across multiple savings needs (a row-level policy) or a single need
across multiple phases (a column-level policy).
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Figure 7.1 - Framing policy options to encourage savings
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Framing the policy options in terms of the particular savings need, policy aim, stakeholder, motivational
factor and savings vehicle (if relevant), highlights the enormous number of opportunities to encourage
savings among young adults and presents a straightforward way of identifying them. To illustrate the
variety of options and range in specificity, a set of illustrative examples are presented next.
The following set of examples contains neither policy recommendations, per se, nor novel ideas.
Instead, they are intended to demonstrate how the framework could be used to identify the existing and
potential policies options to promote savings. In the examples, a policy option targeting each
motivational factor (either individually or together) is given for each stakeholder type. References to the
corresponding sub-cell of the framework are provided as a guide. The first example presents a
“complete” set of options, i.e., one for each stakeholder to target each motivational channel represented
by sub-cells i-ix of cell 1D (Recognize the need for retirement savings). Subsequent examples illustrate
policies that target particular savings needs, individual phases of decision-making, and the opportunities
for coordination.
Example 1: Using the framework to identify the range of cell-level options
To induce young adults to recognize the need for retirement savings the federal government (in its role
as funder) could sponsor a campaign to raise awareness about consumption needs in retirement and the
limitations of future Social Security benefits to cover them. Such a policy would address all three
motivational factors. By grabbing viewers’ attention it would induce young adults to spend a moment
to think about the issue, addressing a practical hurdle many face regarding saving for distant needs (cell
1D.i). It would also address cognitive hurdles for people who previously lacked information on future
consumption needs (cell 1D.ii). Finally, the policy would aim to elicit an emotional motivation (i.e.,
fear) by illustrating the shortfall between future needs and Social Security benefits (cell 1D.iii).
Employers could encourage young employees to recognize the need to save for retirement by
augmenting policies surrounding their 401(k) plans (or equivalent). For example, employers could
provide training sessions during new employee orientation in which the plan and the need for retirement
savings are reviewed. Holding a mandatory session makes employees devote some time to thinking
about retirement (cell 1D.vii), something many have avoided. Doing so at the outset of employment
capitalizes on the motivation that many experience during a major life event (like a new job), making
them more receptive to the message (cell 1D.ix). In addition, the seminar could include training on the
use of a retirement savings growth chart to illustrate how small contributions early in one’s career can
grow substantially over time. This would provide encouragement to individuals who feel overwhelmed
by the magnitude of retirement savings needs, thus addressing a common psychological barrier to
acknowledging future needs (cell 1D.ix). Finally, such a session could instruct employees about
retirement income needs, addressing any cognitive barriers they may have had to recognizing the need to
save (cell 1D.xiii).
By comparison, each motivational factor may be targeted individually, as this set of examples for the
financial services industry illustrates. To address the practical hurdle of young adults not spending time
and attention to think about their future needs, financial service providers could offer young adults
appointments for consultations with advisors to discuss retirement needs, thus providing a designated
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time to think about retirement (cell 1D.iv), as well as relevant information. To address cognitive
motivations to recognize the need to save (cell 1D.v), online banking institutions could offer web-based
tools to enable young adults to calculate retirement income requirements (as many currently do). To
elicit an emotional response to motivate the recognition of the need to save (cell 1D.vi), online banking
institutions could provide access to web-based tools to enable young adults to view an age-progressed
image of themselves to make their future self (and her needs) more concrete.
As this set of examples illustrates, there is a multitude of policy options for each stakeholder to encourage
savings among young adults. Even within a single phase of the decision-making process related to a
particular savings need, there is a variety of factors that policy can address to encourage advancement to
the next phase, and eventually the accumulation of savings.
Example 2: Row-level policy options
Row-level policies target multiple phases of a single savings need. One example of such a policy would
be for banks to require that a savings account be opened with each new checking account, as some do.
This policy would reduce the practical, cognitive and psychological barriers to account ownership by
making the vehicle selection and implementation automatic, and urging the recognition of the need to
save by sending a strong signal to consumers (cells 1A-3A or 1B-3B).
Another example of a row-level policy option targets retirement savings needs. More employers could
make opting-in the default enrollment option on their 401(k) plan (cell 3D) and set the default
contribution rate at 10 percent (cell 4aD and 4bD), for instance. Together with an information session
on retirement savings during orientation (cell 1D), this policy would move the companies’ new
employees through Phases 1 to 4 (cells 1D-4D) in a very short span of time, limiting the opportunities
for stalled progress.
Example 3: Column-level policy options
Column-level policies affect individuals at a particular phase of the decision-making process with respect
to all savings needs. One such policy option for employers would be to adjust payroll forms to include
the option for employees to allocate a portion of their pay to a variety of savings accounts (e.g., savings
account, college fund) in addition to their retirement account. This would lower the cost (in terms of
time and effort) of making contributions to multiple types of savings accounts (cells 4aA-4aD and 4bA4bD) which would encourage more employees to save for a variety of savings needs.
Example 4: Multi-phase, multi-stakeholder policy coordination
Policy options enacted by different stakeholders to target various phases of decision-making can be
coordinated to move individuals along the process. For example, policies by government entities,
financial institutions, and employers could be coordinated to encourage young adults with limited
resources to begin to save for general, short-term needs. To ensure that appropriate savings vehicles are
available (cell 2B), the federal government could provide incentives to banks to offer “starter” savings
accounts. Financial institutions could respond to these incentives by offering savings accounts that allow
very small deposits and withdrawals (e.g., $5), require no minimum balance, and charge small (if any)
account fees. Employers could raise awareness about savings needs (cell 1B) by adding some
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information about non-retirement savings needs to their retirement savings seminars and facilitate
contributions to other savings accounts (cells 4aB and 4bB) by adding to payroll forms a place to request
direct deposit to savings accounts, including “starter” accounts.
The above are just a handful of examples of policy options. As the framework and list of policy variants
illustrates, there are hundreds of opportunities to target specific aspects of the decision-making process in
order to encourage young adults to save for the future. Framing the policy options in this manner
makes them easily identifiable for the policymakers tasked with developing and coordinating them.
V. Framing policy options for other financial needs
Individuals’ financial needs extend beyond savings vehicles. For young adults, non-savings financial
needs typically include cash management, short-term liquidity, and financing for higher education and
homeownership. Encouraging young adults to save for the future requires addressing the full range of
their financial needs, since their ability to save is affected by their spending and borrowing. Here again,
there are many opportunities for policy to encourage saving by targeting the various factors that affect
how young adults fulfill their non-savings financial needs. Figure 7.2 illustrates the range of areas
policies can (and do) target to encourage young adults to make decisions about their cash management
and credit needs in such a way that helps (or, at a minimum, does not hinder) saving for the future.
There are two key policy aims related to non-savings financial needs: a) to encourage use of the formal
banking system for cash management purposes (Policy aim #10), and b) to mitigate the potentially
negative impact of borrowing on savings (Policy aim #11). These are need-specific rather than phasespecific, and the latter relates to all types of credit needs.
As before, there are multiple policy channels. Policies may target practical, cognitive and/or
psychological factors that influence financial decisions. They may come from government entities, the
financial industry, employers or educational institutions. These variants are listed at the bottom of
Figure 7.2.
In this section, for each financial need a brief explanation of how it relates to savings is given, as well as
the related policy aim and one or two examples of policy options to address the financial need. The
intention, again, is to illustrate how the framework can be used to identify the range of opportunities,
rather than list all of the options (or activities) themselves.
Cash management
As the results of Chapter 4 reveal, the first financial need most young adults have relates to cash
management. Most young adults satisfy this need with a checking account. Relative to the informal
alternatives, this type of vehicle provides a safe, convenient and inexpensive means of managing cash
flow. In addition, checking accounts appear to be the first rung on the ladder to accumulating assets and
building wealth. As such, policy should aim to encourage the “unbanked” to use formal cash
management vehicles, such as checking accounts. One example of a policy option to target that aim is
for the federal government to require that banks offer “starter” checking accounts to young adults who
have basic needs and limited resources (cell 2E). Like “starter” savings accounts, introductory checking
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accounts could feature low fees, protection from overdrafting, initially low penalties for poor account
management as individual learn to use the account, and many training tools.
Short-term liquidity
Many young adults face liquidity constraints as they try to fulfill their current consumption needs
with limited income. Consumer debt (e.g., credit cards, car loans) can address this need, but young
adults should to be urged (and assisted) to handle it carefully so their ability to accumulate savings
later on is not unduly compromised. Policy should aim to mitigate the impact of short-term
borrowing on savings, in the short and long term. Federal policy options to address this aim could
include: continuing to enact and enforce regulations that require fair and reasonable interest rates
and truth-in-lending (e.g., presenting the total cost of purchases made on credit, the cash value of
“rewards points,” the cost of “cash back” and other hidden costs of enticements to spend money)
(i.e., cells 2F – 5F); mandating a financial health report be issued with each credit request so that
individuals can evaluate the implications of their debt on future borrowing (cell 4aF); and creating
an alternative method of building credit so that young adults need not go into debt in order to later
qualify for a mortgage (cell 2F).
Educational financing
Student loans allow many young adults to obtain higher education who would not otherwise have
the means to pay for it. While the return on investment is difficult to quantify upon starting school
(and may even be beside the point), students nonetheless should be made aware of the financial
implications of taking out educational loans. Policies should aim to encourage use of student loans
that increase savings potential in the long run. One option the federal government has to target that
aim is to require that student loan applications include illustrations of loan repayment schedules to
educate young adults about the cost of borrowing (cell 2G) or require colleges and universities to
provide financial counseling as part of career services. This could influence individuals to limit
borrowing to only what they need and consider how their academic career will allow them to repay
their student loans after graduation.
Home financing
Until the recent financial crisis, homeownership was considered a relatively safe means of building
wealth. The landscape has changed. For many young adults, homeownership has spelled financial
ruin. Additional protections are now in place, but more could be done to facilitate financial security
and homeownership among young adults. Policies should aim to mitigate the potentially negative
impact of mortgage debt on long-term savings. Again, there are many policy options to target this
aim. The federal government, for example, could extend and/or increase the first-time home buyers’
credit for young households (cell 4aH) or create pre-tax savings vehicles to accumulate funds for a
down payment and closing costs (cell 2H). Financial institutions could create mortgages designed to
ramp up the payment amount over time to mirror young adults’ increasing earning potential (cell
2H). Federal policymakers could also send a powerful message by requiring that mortgage
qualification calculations take into account a certain percentage of income that young adults should
be saving for retirement, thereby reducing the amount they have available to spend on housing (cell
2H).
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VI. Monitoring progress
Creating effective policy requires developing a means to measure efficacy. For policies aiming to
increase savings among young adults the first step is to develop a way to measure the number of
young adults who are saving for the future, the amount they have saved, and the amount they
routinely contribute. Comparing the results of Chapters 3 and 4 to those of Chapter 5, it is evident
that many details are missing from existing datasets on household finances. While the type of
savings vehicles young adults own and their values are readily observable in existing datasets, even
detailed surveys like the SCF do not gather information on the intended purpose of the money held
in a given savings vehicle51, unmet savings needs, or barriers individuals face in addressing them, for
example. As a result, there is no large-scale source of information on Phases 1 through 3 of the
financial decision-making process, and only partial information on Phase 4. Effectively moving
individuals through the decision-making pipeline requires knowing where the bottlenecks are (i.e.,
among Phases 1-4) so that policies to target them can be developed.
The unobserved information about savings-related decision-making could be addressed by
developing a new data collection effort. New survey questions, asked as part of a novel survey or a
new module added to an existing survey such as the SCF, would inquire about what young adults
think they need to save for, what they are actually saving for, what they have and have not yet started
to save for (and why), how much they have saved for each purpose, how much they regularly
contribute, and where they keep their savings. From this information policymakers (and a central
coordinating body in particular) could measure the number of people who save and how much they
are saving, and track these outcomes over time. This data is necessary to monitor progress towards
the goal of increasing savings among young adults.
In addition, information about the currently unobserved phases of the financial decision-making
process would be a vitally important input to policymaking. First, it would allow policymakers to
quantify the number of individuals in each step of the portfolio building process (i.e., stage in the
account progression and phase in the decision-making process regarding accounts not yet added to
the portfolio). This would provide an indication of which hurdles, if targeted by policy, might yield
the most results and thus provide an objective means of prioritizing funds. Subsequent waves of the
survey would then provide a way of measuring how effective policies had been in addressing those
barriers, and suggest the areas new policies ought to target. Having objective measures of progress
towards the desired outcomes and the efficacy of policies targeting those aims is a necessary
component of effective policymaking.
VII. Potential impact of policy interventions
Encouraging more young adults to save, and save more, for the future will require substantial efforts,
as the above outlined. Government entities, financial institutions and employers will need to create
policies promoting saving. These policies will need to be coordinated and monitored. Progress will
51

The SCF asks respondents about their reasons for saving generally, but the questions are not linked to the accounts
individuals report. In addition, the coded list of reasons for saving is missing several key items that interview
respondents from this study mentioned.
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need to be measured and adjustments made. If these efforts are successful at inducing even small
changes in the short-term, the long-term impact could be enormously positive for the young adults
affected. This is illustrated clearly in the examples below.
Increasing savings among young adults means inducing: 1) more individuals to want to save money,
2) those who want to save money to initiate saving, 3) those who are already saving money to save
more, and 4) those with savings to withdraw less. Assuming that most adults will eventually
recognize the need to save and start saving, items #1 and #2 above actually mean inducing earlier
action on the part of individuals. As Figure 7.3 illustrates, policies that result in the acceleration of
recognition and implementation, such that savings begin to accumulate 5 years earlier, can have very
large impacts on individuals’ final retirement savings balance, given the long investment horizon. By
starting a $100/month retirement savings scheme at age 25 instead of age 30, total retirement
savings could be 50 percent greater upon retirement at age 67.
Figure 7.3 - Effect of saving 5 years earlier
Retirement savings projections at age 67
$350,000.00
$300,000.00
$250,000.00
$200,000.00
$150,000.00
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
$Started saving at 30

Started saving at 25

Note: Assumes $100 monthly deposits with 7 percent annual return,
exclusive of tax benefits.

This simple example assumes a constant deposit amount over a 40-year period. In reality, the value
of deposits would likely rise as an individual earns more. If starting to save earlier also leads
individuals to increase their deposit amounts earlier, then beginning to save sooner could have an
even greater impact on the final value of retirement assets.
Alternatively, saving earlier would enable young adults to deposit less each month to achieve the
same final balance. By starting at age 25, only $67.50 would need to be deposited each month to
reach the same retirement savings balance as saving $100 each month when starting at age 30
(amounting to 25 percent less in total deposits over the investment horizon). This example clearly
illustrates the potential impact of policies that get young adults to start saving earlier.
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Policies that aim to increase deposits (or decrease withdrawals) can also have a substantial effect, even
if the value of the resulting change is small in the short term. Figure 7.4 illustrates how an
additional $50 per month deposited to (or not withdrawn from) a college savings account would
yield $22,000 (or 50 percent) more when a child turns 18. In fact, each percentage point increase in
the monthly deposit amount yields the same percentage point increase in the total value of college
savings 18 years later. With a long investment horizon this can amount to substantial differences in
dollar terms. It translates to paying for an additional eight percent of the cost of attending a 4-year
public university,52 or extra semester at a community college. 53
Figure 7.4 - Effect of saving additional $50/month
College savings projections
$70,000
$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
Saving $100/mo
Saving $150/mo

$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
$0
0

3
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12
Child's age
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Note: Assumes $100 and $150 monthly deposits with 7 percent annual return,
exclusive of tax benefits.

As these examples make clear, policies that can induce young adults to start saving earlier, increase
deposits (or decrease withdraws) by even modest amounts, or both, could have very significant
effects on individuals’ financial preparation for the future.
As shown in Chapter 3, fewer than half of young adults have started to save for retirement. Even
those that have often report dissatisfaction with the amount they are able to contribute, as many of
the interview respondents noted in Chapter 5. Furthermore, retirement savings is only one of many
savings needs young adults have, and as Chapter 4 revealed, opening a retirement savings account is
likely to be done only after many other financial needs are addressed. Encouraging young adults to
start saving earlier (and more) for long-term needs such as retirement and their children’s college
52

The estimated total is $268,000, which is based on applying a 6 percent inflation rate over 18 years to the average
annual cost of tuition, room, board and other expenses which totaled $21,447 at 4-year public universities in the U.S.
in 2010-11 (The College Board).
53
The cost estimate in 18 years is $90,000, which was calculated by applying a 6 percent inflation rate to the current
average cost of $15,000 per year (The College Board).
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tuition will ensure a more financial secure future for themselves, their families, and society at large.
Urging them to save for shorter-term needs, such as an emergency fund or down payment for a
home, will reduce some of the economic insecurity revealed (or created) by the current economic
recession. As policymakers affecting savings, employers, Government, and the financial industry all
need to pull what levers they can to help young adults progress towards financial stability by saving
to the future. The findings of this dissertation illustrate the need for additional policy interventions
in this area, and suggest how policymakers might identify opportunities to expand on their existing
efforts.
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Appendix A. Technical Appendix for Chapter 3
I. Data cleaning
To construct the dataset used in this analysis data from 9 waves of the SCF were extracted. Data
from 1986 was excluded because it was a limited follow-up on households in the 1983 survey. Thus,
the years included in this study are: 1962, 1983, 1989, 1992, 1995, 1998, 2001, 2004, and 2007.
Not surprisingly, the earlier waves of data are not directly comparable to later years without extensive
data cleaning. The main challenge in using the older data, especially the 1962 and 1983 waves,
arises because the survey was much simpler in the early waves relative to its design from 1989 on.
For example, in 1962 respondents were asked to report the total value of all the bonds the household
owned. In 1989, the survey instrument was changed to first ask respondents how many bonds they
hold, and then ask the value of each separately. The sum of the value is then provided to
respondents to determine whether the total is correct and they are given the opportunity to report a
single corrected total. This is a meaningful difference in the way the survey questions are asked, so
comparisons between early and later waves should be made with some caution. However, the
difference in survey methodology is not so significant that attempts to do longer-term analysis
should not be made after the appropriate steps have been taken to reconcile the data.
Meticulous efforts were made to clean and recode the data to ensure that variables were comparable
across waves, to the greatest extent possible. The SCF provides on its website SAS code for cleaning
and merging the public data files from 1989 to 2007. Most notably, it creates summary variables for
various financial indicators (e.g, liquid assets, which is the sum of checking, savings, money market,
and call accounts). Using the codebooks from 1962, 1983 and later years, a crosswalk was developed
to match the raw data. The aggregation rules in the SAS code were then replicated with the 1962
and 1983 data files to generate variables for the early waves that are equivalent to those in the 1989
to 2007 data files. The result is a 9-wave dataset with comparable variables across all years. To my
knowledge, this is the first study that analyzes the entire 45-year time period for which data has been
collected. While the twenty-one year gap between the 1962 and 1983 surveys and the change in
survey methodology is unfortunate, it is not prohibitive of analysis once the proper steps have been
taken to ensure comparability.
For waves of the SCF data since 1989 the survey has used multiple imputation techniques to address
missing and to protect the privacy of respondents with extreme values. As suggested by the
codebooks, the summary statistics are derived from the entire dataset, that is, using all five
imputations and reducing the probability weights to one-fifth their original value. For the regression
analysis only the first value out of five (provided in 1989-2007) for each household is used so as not
to overstate the precision of the results. Since multiple values are provided for only a small fraction
of the sample, and each of the five sets yield very similar values of net worth (the outcome variable in
the regression model), the results are expected to be robust to the choice of imputations.54
54

Future research will verify this assumption.
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In addition, for the regression analysis the extreme values of net worth were Winsorized.
Specifically, the values in top 5 percent of the distribution of net worth were replaced with the value
of the 95th percentile. The same was not done with the left side because the distribution was already
cut off at zero.
II. Variable definitions
The SCF provides SAS code which creates summary variables, such as total debt or assets in IRA
accounts, for the data files from 1989 to 2007. The summary variables analyzed in this chapter were
based upon the categories provided, and modified as appropriate to the analysis or as required by the
limitations of the 1962 and 1983 waves of data. Below are tables that explain what selected
summary variables encompass.
Financial assets:
Asset name
Liquid
CDs
Bonds
Saving bonds
Stocks
Mutual Funds
Retirement
Life Insurance
Managed assets
Other financial assets

Mutual funds, excluding MMMF, and including bond funds
IRA, Keogh, 401k, DC plan, Thrift, excluding DB plans
Cash value of life insurance
annuities, trusts, investment accts, life insurance
land contracts, leases, royalties, loans

Physical assets:
Asset name
Vehicle
Residence
Other property
Business assets
Other non-fin

Variable definition
autos, motor homes, RVs, airplanes, boats, etc.
Household-owned primary residence
Other (non)/residential real estate
business assets
metals, collections, etc…

Debts:
Debt name
Property debt
other lines of credit
credit card
Education debt
Installment debt
Installment & educ

Variable definition
property/real estate debt
other line of credit (not real estate-related)
credit card balance
Installment debt for education
Other installment debt (e.g., auto loan, etc), excluding education
Installment debt (e.g., auto loan, etc), including education

Variable definition
checking, saving, mma, call
CDs
corporate, municipal, and government bonds
savings bonds
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Other debt

Other misc. debt

III. Notes on computations by quartile
The specific cutoff for each income quartile was computed separately for each wave, and within each
wave for household heads who are single and for those who are married or in a marriage-like
relationship, since the financial characteristics of singles and couples differ.
IV. Notes on inferences about debt
While data on educational loans is not available for 1962 we can infer the changes that occurred
between 1962 and 1983 by comparing the trends in educational loans and installment debt
including educational loans. The prevalence rates of educational debt jumped 13 percentage points
from 1983 to 1989. A similar jump is apparent in the fraction of households reporting installment
debt (including educational loans). This suggests that much of the change in installment debt was
due to changes in educational debt. If true, this would imply that the fraction of households
reporting educational loans was approximately the same, or slightly lower, in 1962 compared to
1983.
The data is unavailable for 1962 but a trend is evident even in the last twenty-four years.
Comparing the median values of education debt with that of installment debt with and without
education (columns 4, 5 and 6 in the table above), as well as the data on prevalence rates, suggests
that many young households who do not have educational debt have relatively large amounts of
installment debt.
V. Additional summary statistics
Key financial indicators
Median income has remained relatively flat over time, although the variations by income quartile
have been noted. In contrast, the median value of assets and debts held by young households has
risen substantially, nearly two-fold in the case of assets and between two- and three-fold in the case
of debts. At the median, young households now hold more debt than they did assets in 1962.
Notwithstanding the variability from year to year, it appears that wealth has become more unevenly
distributed among young households since the mid-1990s. Further analysis would be required to
test the hypothesis that the growing gap is attributable to variations in stock market participation
(either in general investment accounts or through retirement accounts) especially beginning with the
technology boom.

Table A.1 - Income, assets, debts, and net worth
Income
Median
Mean

1962

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

$37,856
$40,330

$38,678
$46,461

$36,474
$50,521

$37,403
$47,487

$38,696
$45,446

$36,745
$47,489

$42,036
$56,351

$38,201
$52,129

$40,191
$54,441
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Std. error
Mean:Median
Assets
Median
Mean
Std. error
Mean:Median
Debt
Median
Mean
Std. error
Mean:Median
Net worth
Median
Mean
Std. error
Mean:Median

($1,226)
1.07

($1,018)
1.20

($948)
1.39

($748)
1.27

($531)
1.17

($1,291)
1.29

($1,418)
1.34

($1,629)
1.36

($1,382)
1.35

$19,429
$83,265
($42,524)
4.29

$32,327
$101,896
($5,368)
3.15

$30,056
$130,963
($7,262)
4.36

$30,986
$115,708
($6,379)
3.73

$41,303
$109,326
($4,593)
2.65

$34,409
$137,005
($8,994)
3.98

$39,769
$168,106
($10,338)
4.23

$37,987
$160,771
($9,116)
4.23

$37,850
$198,921
($10,558)
5.26

$8,079
$28,781
($1,899)
3.56

$7,195
$34,060
($1,653)
4.73

$11,675
$44,674
($1,293)
3.83

$9,443
$42,549
($1,171)
4.51

$14,017
$44,487
($904)
3.17

$15,038
$49,414
($1,240)
3.29

$17,540
$56,998
($1,396)
3.25

$17,566
$72,727
($1,750)
4.14

$22,500
$86,241
($2,295)
3.83

$6,255
$54,484
($42,383)
8.71

$18,783
$67,836
($4,559)
3.61

$14,111
$86,289
($6,810)
6.12

$15,345
$73,159
($5,955)
4.77

$19,025
$64,839
($4,306)
3.41

$12,489
$87,591
($8,599)
7.01

$14,862
$111,107
($9,814)
7.48

$15,590
$88,044
($8,386)
5.65

$13,310
$112,680
($9,844)
8.47

N
490
1,238
3,075
4,490
4,824
4,549
4,360
4,114
3,835
Note: Median net worth does not equal median asset value less median debts because net worth was calculated on a household level
and then the median value was determined.

The value of financial assets has been a relatively small portion of total assets over the years, although
it reached 20 percent during the stock market bubble in 2000 (see Table A.2). Real estate, typically
a household’s primary residence, on the other hand, has accounted for more than half of a
household’s total net worth in most years.
Table A.2 - Selected financial indicators

year
1962
1983
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007

Financial assets as a
fraction of total
assets
11%
14%
15%
15%
16%
18%
20%
13%
13%

Real estate equity
as a fraction of net
worth
73%
65%
63%
61%
52%
51%
45%
60%
62%

N

490
1,238
3,075
4,490
4,824
4,549
4,360
4,114
3,835

Note: The data contained in this table was generated by calculating the ratios for each household and then taking the median value of
across all households.

The volatility in total asset value noted above can indeed be traced to physical assets such as one’s
home. Table A.4 shows that the value of physical assets, including homes, changed more in absolute
terms than did financial assets from wave to wave. The median value of both asset classes, however,
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has clearly increased over time, despite year to year fluctuates. In the next sections the composition
of financial and physical assets is explored in more detail.
Financial assets
As the fraction of households who have each type of financial asset is less than half, it is not
surprising that the median value of each is zero across all waves, with the exception of liquid assets.
To explore what has changed, Table A.3 presents the median value of selected financial assets among
households who have them, as well as the proportion of households who have them. It is interesting
to note how the share of households who had particular investment assets (i.e., retirement accounts,
stocks, mutual funds) rose and fell along with the median value of those assets.
Table A.3 - Median value of selected financial assets, among owners
Liquid assets
Median, >0
% Households
Retirement
Median, >0
% Households
Stocks
Median, >0
% Households
Mutual funds
Median, >0
% Households
Cash-value life insurance
Median, >0
% Households
All other financial assets
Median, >0
% Households
N

1962

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

$1,413
74%

$1,760
85%

$1,668
81%

$2,051
81%

$1,633
82%

$1,913
84%

$2,245
87%

$2,141
87%

$2,500
87%

$3,429
14%

$4,141
27%

$6,672
28%

$6,935
33%

$8,710
42%

$9,176
40%

$8,185
46%

$12,406
41%

$10,000
42%

$2,798
11%

$2,692
13%

$5,004
11%

$2,951
11%

$4,083
11%

$6,372
13%

$6,665
18%

$5,489
13%

$3,500
14%

$3,429
3%

$3,251
2%

$1,668
2%

$4,427
5%

$9,526
8%

$10,195
12%

$10,524
12%

$8,893
8%

$18,000
5%

$3,086
39%

$6,959
26%

$3,336
25%

$2,951
26%

$5,171
24%

$3,823
19%

$11,693
16%

$3,294
12%

$2,500
11%

$1,886
30%
490

$1,449
31%
1,238

$1,835
41%
3,075

$1,476
38%
4,490

$1,565
37%
4,824

$1,274
32%
4,549

$2,339
29%
4,360

$1,317
30%
4,114

$2,000
26%
3,835

Note:“All other financial assets” includes CDs, bonds, savings bonds, managed assets and other financial assets.

Table A.4 - Financial and physical assets
Financial assets
Median
Mean
Std. error
Mean:Median
% Households
Physical assets
Median
Mean
Std. error
Mean:Median

1962

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

$2,057
$28,270
($40,736)
13.74
81%

$3,555
$20,423
($2,195)
5.75
87%

$3,353
$29,135
($3,467)
8.69
85%

$3,541
$24,720
($2,544)
6.98
86%

$5,512
$30,072
($1,763)
5.46
88%

$4,460
$41,557
($3,760)
9.32
88%

$5,613
$55,210
($6,374)
9.84
90%

$4,721
$29,733
($2,159)
6.30
90%

$5,000
$31,027
($1,806)
6.21
89%

$11,659
$54,995
($8,542)
4.72

$15,114
$81,473
($4,462)
5.39

$18,347
$101,828
($6,088)
5.55

$16,231
$90,987
($4,951)
5.61

$20,414
$79,254
($3,487)
3.88

$16,567
$95,448
($6,433)
5.76

$19,878
$112,895
($6,394)
5.68

$23,056
$131,039
($8,004)
5.68

$21,700
$167,895
($9,926)
7.74
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% Households

86%

88%

84%

86%

88%

83%

84%

89%

89%

N
490
1,238
3,075
4,490
4,824
4,549
4,360
4,114
3,835
Note: The sum of median financial assets and physical assets does not equal median asset value in the previous table for mathematical
reasons.

Table A.5 - Median value of select debt among debt holders
Property/Real estate ($100s)
Median, >0
%N
Credit card
Median, >0
%N
Educational loans
Median, >0
%N
Installment debt (inc. educ)
Median, >0
%N
Installment debt (exc. educ)
Median, >0
%N
Households with any debt
Sample size (N)

1962

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

$64,467
33%

$58,526
39%

$73,388
37%

$76,727
34%

$82,552
36%

$91,756
35%

$93,546
38%

$121,866
39%

$139,000
39%

$1,372
47%

$1,035
40%

$1,668
45%

$1,476
52%

$1,769
55%

$1,975
50%

$2,339
50%

$1,647
49%

$2,000
49%

n/a
n/a

$2,816
4%

$5,504
17%

$4,722
24%

$5,444
24%

$10,577
22%

$9,472
25%

$10,979
28%

$14,000
33%

$5,164
53%

$4,277
52%

$8,340
61%

$6,787
62%

$9,526
63%

$11,215
60%

$11,109
64%

$13,175
59%

$15,000
65%

n/a
n/a
84%
490

$4,267
50%
80%
1,238

$6,672
55%
81%
3,075

$5,755
53%
82%
4,490

$7,254
53%
84%
4,824

$8,921
49%
81%
4,549

$8,419
56%
83%
4,360

$9,552
48%
80%
4,114

$10,000
51%
84%
3,835

Table A.6 - Retirement account-holding by educational level
1962
1983
1989
Fraction with DC retirement account
Less than H.S.
8.3
12.4
9.4
High School
14.1
25.0
23.9
Some college
9.6
24.7
33.2
College
33.8
40.5
39.8
Fraction of financial assets held in DC retirement account*
Less than H.S.
55.2
51.5
33.6
High School
50.0
39.7
45.5
Some college
36.1
42.5
43.4
College
42.6
28.7
35.3

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

14.1
26.5
28.3
49.9

15.1
36.4
37.7
59.0

15.8
34.4
38.2
57.6

15.1
40.2
43.8
67.9

18.1
32.5
36.3
58.6

13.0
33.5
39.0
64.2

51.8
47.0
43.2
47.6

40.1
56.3
54.8
50.1

64.2
62.2
42.7
45.9

59.9
49.5
46.1
47.3

62.5
63.9
55.4
52.2

63.2
60.3
53.5
51.3

*Among DC retirement account holders only.

Not surprisingly, median income and net worth increase with age, as Figure A.1 and Figure A.2
illustrate. The results suggest that even by their early 30s, many young household heads have been
able to accumulate wealth worth roughly 80 percent of the median annual income.
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Figure A.1 - Median income and net worth by age
b

a
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Figure A.2 - Median income of 18-35 vs. 36-55 year old household heads
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Unsurprisingly, married households – which, by definition, have at least two working-age adults –
had consistently higher median household income and net worth than unmarried households.
Median income among married households was more than twice that of unmarried households,
while median net worth was 6 times higher (at least since 1983).55

55

As with the sub-group analysis for race, the sample size is small in 1962, married (N=394) and unmarried households
(N=96), suggesting cautious interpretation the difference between sub-groups.
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Figure A.3 - Median income and net worth by marital status
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VI. Regression results
Table A.7 - Regression results, single year
Linear regression

Number of obs
F( 62, 6007)
Prob > F
R-squared
Root MSE

lognw

Coef.

workingX1962
workingX1983
workingX1989
workingX1992
workingX1995
workingX1998
workingX2001
workingX2004
workingX2007
nonwhit~1962
nonwhit~1983
nonwhit~1989
nonwhit~1992
nonwhit~1995
nonwhit~1998
nonwhit~2001
nonwhit~2004
nonwhit~2007
marriedX1962
marriedX1983
marriedX1989
marriedX1992
marriedX1995
marriedX1998
marriedX2001
marriedX2004
marriedX2007
ageX1962
ageX1983
ageX1989
ageX1992
ageX1995
ageX1998
ageX2001
ageX2004
ageX2007
educX1962
educX1983
educX1989
educX1992
educX1995
educX1998
educX2001
educX2004
educX2007
logincX1962
logincX1983
logincX1989
logincX1992
logincX1995
logincX1998
logincX2001
logincX2004
logincX2007
yr1983
yr1989
yr1992
yr1995
yr1998
yr2001
yr2004
yr2007
_cons

.9382159
.5232505
-.019699
.2065776
.5174431
.2434099
.2657152
-.0648997
.0701377
-.6685926
-.418655
-.2703982
-.3961615
-.2210724
-.4179252
-.3709779
-.3719276
-.4233132
.1912055
.2613677
.5259473
.3449425
.2375001
.563413
.2582252
.2950488
.3476999
.112206
.0688204
.0733617
.0436773
.0588814
.0386935
.0710443
.0362089
.0642299
.1221899
.0776421
.1001998
.114181
.1182552
.1796022
.1123939
.1425996
.0943848
.8924604
.9442658
.842374
.8069438
.6576283
.6408006
.8206581
.9316145
1.062426
2.196191
3.096416
4.112017
5.110427
5.084696
3.381284
3.001258
1.318542
-5.689555

Robust
Std. Err.
.7042805
.1875813
.3365128
.2525945
.2467234
.3054892
.2458381
.3026189
.2768431
.4251578
.1349389
.2473578
.1696822
.1258551
.1498434
.1515116
.1529837
.146068
.3813275
.1134594
.2187593
.1532566
.1217564
.1612879
.161294
.1514529
.1667258
.0287216
.0122285
.0247638
.0175249
.0134283
.0178494
.0159452
.0172416
.0171815
.0375378
.0227689
.0373647
.0284735
.0210413
.029293
.0300855
.028978
.0336019
.2462392
.0923636
.1477153
.1145023
.0807857
.1269647
.1280629
.1019045
.1182785
2.326061
2.608951
2.411049
2.293277
2.402895
2.433524
2.380304
2.398599
2.177247

t
1.33
2.79
-0.06
0.82
2.10
0.80
1.08
-0.21
0.25
-1.57
-3.10
-1.09
-2.33
-1.76
-2.79
-2.45
-2.43
-2.90
0.50
2.30
2.40
2.25
1.95
3.49
1.60
1.95
2.09
3.91
5.63
2.96
2.49
4.38
2.17
4.46
2.10
3.74
3.26
3.41
2.68
4.01
5.62
6.13
3.74
4.92
2.81
3.62
10.22
5.70
7.05
8.14
5.05
6.41
9.14
8.98
0.94
1.19
1.71
2.23
2.12
1.39
1.26
0.55
-2.61

P>|t|
0.183
0.005
0.953
0.413
0.036
0.426
0.280
0.830
0.800
0.116
0.002
0.274
0.020
0.079
0.005
0.014
0.015
0.004
0.616
0.021
0.016
0.024
0.051
0.000
0.109
0.051
0.037
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.013
0.000
0.030
0.000
0.036
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.345
0.235
0.088
0.026
0.034
0.165
0.207
0.583
0.009

=
=
=
=
=

6070
40.42
0.0000
0.3461
1.5559

[95% Conf. Interval]
-.4424267
.1555239
-.679385
-.2885983
.0337766
-.3554586
-.2162158
-.6581413
-.4725741
-1.502054
-.6831837
-.7553084
-.7287996
-.4677936
-.711672
-.667995
-.6718306
-.7096589
-.5563333
.0389466
.0971007
.0445045
-.0011862
.2472307
-.057969
-.0018533
.0208576
.0559013
.0448481
.0248158
.0093221
.0325571
.0037023
.0397859
.0024092
.0305479
.0486023
.0330069
.0269516
.0583628
.0770066
.1221774
.0534155
.0857923
.0285131
.4097432
.7631999
.552799
.5824782
.4992593
.3919043
.5696089
.7318451
.8305578
-2.363724
-2.018065
-.6145048
.614781
.3741581
-1.389297
-1.664991
-3.383572
-9.957741

2.318859
.8909771
.6399869
.7017536
1.00111
.8422784
.7476463
.5283419
.6128495
.1648693
-.1541264
.2145119
-.0635234
.0256488
-.1241784
-.0739608
-.0720246
-.1369674
.9387442
.4837888
.954794
.6453805
.4761864
.8795953
.5744194
.5919509
.6745423
.1685107
.0927927
.1219076
.0780324
.0852056
.0736847
.1023027
.0700087
.0979118
.1957775
.1222774
.173448
.1699992
.1595037
.2370271
.1713722
.1994069
.1602565
1.375178
1.125332
1.131949
1.031409
.8159974
.8896969
1.071707
1.131384
1.294294
6.756107
8.210897
8.838539
9.606074
9.795233
8.151865
7.667508
6.020657
-1.421369

Note: Regression coefficients in this table are stated in log dollars.
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Table A.8 - Regression results, decade
Linear regression

Number of obs
F( 27, 6042)
Prob > F
R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=

6070
81.82
0.0000
0.3422
1.5561

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Robust
lognw |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------workingXd~60 |
.9382159
.7022377
1.34
0.182
-.4384204
2.314852
workingXd~80 |
.3049601
.1815207
1.68
0.093
-.0508853
.6608054
workingXd~90 |
.3238159
.1545579
2.10
0.036
.0208274
.6268045
workingXd~00 |
.0889703
.1630507
0.55
0.585
-.2306673
.4086079
nonwhiteX~60 | -.6685926
.4239246
-1.58
0.115
-1.499636
.1624508
nonwhiteX~80 | -.3435402
.1454393
-2.36
0.018
-.6286531
-.0584273
nonwhiteX~90 |
-.335252
.0857008
-3.91
0.000
-.5032562
-.1672479
nonwhiteX~00 | -.4002307
.0866653
-4.62
0.000
-.5701256
-.2303358
marriedXd~60 |
.1912055
.3802214
0.50
0.615
-.5541641
.9365751
marriedXd~80 |
.3840713
.1208624
3.18
0.001
.1471378
.6210047
marriedXd~90 |
.3734724
.085138
4.39
0.000
.2065715
.5403734
marriedXd~00 |
.3003165
.0919092
3.27
0.001
.1201418
.4804913
ageXdec60 |
.112206
.0286383
3.92
0.000
.0560647
.1683473
ageXdec80 |
.0727527
.0131182
5.55
0.000
.0470363
.0984692
ageXdec90 |
.0481944
.009446
5.10
0.000
.0296769
.0667119
ageXdec00 |
.0583696
.0097247
6.00
0.000
.0393057
.0774336
educXdec60 |
.1221899
.037429
3.26
0.001
.0488158
.195564
educXdec80 |
.0892933
.0225313
3.96
0.000
.0451238
.1334628
educXdec90 |
.1368367
.0153111
8.94
0.000
.1068214
.166852
educXdec00 |
.1175611
.0179221
6.56
0.000
.0824274
.1526949
logincXdec60 |
.8924604
.245525
3.63
0.000
.4111439
1.373777
logincXdec80 |
.8758618
.0926114
9.46
0.000
.6943104
1.057413
logincXdec90 |
.6971777
.063699
10.94
0.000
.5723049
.8220505
logincXdec00 |
.9304404
.0673498
13.82
0.000
.7984108
1.06247
dec80 |
2.737365
2.335032
1.17
0.241
-1.84013
7.314861
dec90 |
4.794577
2.237708
2.14
0.032
.4078719
9.181283
dec00 |
2.604578
2.249596
1.16
0.247
-1.805433
7.014588
_cons | -5.689555
2.170932
-2.62
0.009
-9.945355
-1.433755

Note: Regression coefficients in this table are stated in log dollars.

Table A.9 - Regression results (including homeownership and retirement account), single year
Linear regression

Number of obs
F( 80, 5989)
Prob > F
R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=

6070
57.04
0.0000
0.4613
1.4144

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
Robust
lognw |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------workingX1962 |
.4904416
.7958566
0.62
0.538
-1.069724
2.050607
workingX1983 |
.4259871
.1657627
2.57
0.010
.1010325
.7509418
workingX1989 | -.0516454
.3033534
-0.17
0.865
-.6463273
.5430365
workingX1992 |
.0646805
.2223517
0.29
0.771
-.3712089
.5005699
workingX1995 |
.4948732
.2337738
2.12
0.034
.0365925
.953154
workingX1998 |
.0601603
.2647382
0.23
0.820
-.4588218
.5791425
workingX2001 |
.0815229
.2139845
0.38
0.703
-.3379638
.5010096
workingX2004 | -.1631627
.289898
-0.56
0.574
-.7314672
.4051418
workingX2007 | -.0873742
.274704
-0.32
0.750
-.6258929
.4511445
nonwhit~1962 | -.5515142
.4269151
-1.29
0.196
-1.388422
.2853932
nonwhit~1983 | -.2770959
.1221877
-2.27
0.023
-.5166277
-.0375641
nonwhit~1989 | -.3494274
.223292
-1.56
0.118
-.7871602
.0883054
nonwhit~1992 | -.1710203
.1520265
-1.12
0.261
-.4690471
.1270064
nonwhit~1995 | -.0386421
.11745
-0.33
0.742
-.2688864
.1916022
nonwhit~1998 | -.1162881
.1353624
-0.86
0.390
-.3816471
.149071
nonwhit~2001 | -.2643693
.1376742
-1.92
0.055
-.5342603
.0055216
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nonwhit~2004 |
-.132215
.1386288
-0.95
0.340
-.4039773
.1395474
nonwhit~2007 | -.2594126
.1358981
-1.91
0.056
-.5258219
.0069966
marriedX1962 |
.0075276
.3599016
0.02
0.983
-.6980093
.7130644
marriedX1983 | -.0488853
.1029945
-0.47
0.635
-.2507916
.1530209
marriedX1989 |
.1639904
.2031668
0.81
0.420
-.2342897
.5622704
marriedX1992 | -.0149948
.1374683
-0.11
0.913
-.2844822
.2544926
marriedX1995 |
.0873865
.1205404
0.72
0.469
-.1489161
.3236891
marriedX1998 |
.2656504
.1365333
1.95
0.052
-.0020041
.5333048
marriedX2001 | -.0033574
.1462941
-0.02
0.982
-.2901465
.2834318
marriedX2004 |
.1940408
.1340963
1.45
0.148
-.0688363
.4569179
marriedX2007 |
.1754055
.1596109
1.10
0.272
-.1374892
.4883003
hhousesX1962 |
1.286761
.2247455
5.73
0.000
.8461789
1.727343
hhousesX1983 |
1.49235
.0927094
16.10
0.000
1.310607
1.674094
hhousesX1989 |
1.673417
.1897329
8.82
0.000
1.301473
2.045362
hhousesX1992 |
1.4068
.1273462
11.05
0.000
1.157156
1.656445
hhousesX1995 |
.9640283
.1075799
8.96
0.000
.7531329
1.174924
hhousesX1998 |
1.346139
.1260281
10.68
0.000
1.099078
1.593199
hhousesX2001 |
1.30749
.1239344
10.55
0.000
1.064534
1.550446
hhousesX2004 |
1.302154
.128003
10.17
0.000
1.051222
1.553086
hhousesX2007 |
1.415286
.1422785
9.95
0.000
1.136369
1.694203
hretireX1962 |
.0314949
.2377644
0.13
0.895
-.434609
.4975988
hretireX1983 |
.3692347
.0868348
4.25
0.000
.1990073
.5394622
hretireX1989 |
.3871952
.1634992
2.37
0.018
.0666778
.7077126
hretireX1992 |
.5648633
.1163154
4.86
0.000
.3368431
.7928834
hretireX1995 |
.3821818
.1104922
3.46
0.001
.1655773
.5987863
hretireX1998 |
.5492208
.1302643
4.22
0.000
.2938558
.8045858
hretireX2001 |
.5879285
.120207
4.89
0.000
.3522795
.8235775
hretireX2004 |
.6618615
.130502
5.07
0.000
.4060307
.9176923
hretireX2007 |
.2865813
.1366995
2.10
0.036
.018601
.5545617
ageX1962 |
.0874434
.0277769
3.15
0.002
.0329906
.1418962
ageX1983 |
.0335664
.0111664
3.01
0.003
.0116762
.0554565
ageX1989 |
.0266965
.0222193
1.20
0.230
-.0168614
.0702543
ageX1992 |
.0101815
.0153474
0.66
0.507
-.0199049
.0402679
ageX1995 |
.0360824
.0123922
2.91
0.004
.0117892
.0603756
ageX1998 |
.0072314
.0154008
0.47
0.639
-.0229597
.0374225
ageX2001 |
.0285534
.0152159
1.88
0.061
-.0012753
.0583822
ageX2004 |
.0063957
.0162039
0.39
0.693
-.0253698
.0381613
ageX2007 |
.0190555
.016182
1.18
0.239
-.012667
.050778
educX1962 |
.1372524
.0353154
3.89
0.000
.0680215
.2064832
educX1983 |
.0825586
.0213034
3.88
0.000
.0407962
.124321
educX1989 |
.0969853
.0359985
2.69
0.007
.0264153
.1675553
educX1992 |
.1012406
.0251952
4.02
0.000
.0518489
.1506322
educX1995 |
.1056944
.0199729
5.29
0.000
.0665403
.1448486
educX1998 |
.1528281
.0260114
5.88
0.000
.1018365
.2038197
educX2001 |
.0891513
.0263961
3.38
0.001
.0374055
.1408971
educX2004 |
.1196255
.0255226
4.69
0.000
.0695921
.169659
educX2007 |
.085447
.0309257
2.76
0.006
.0248215
.1460725
logincX1962 |
.6641474
.241164
2.75
0.006
.1913791
1.136916
logincX1983 |
.6439388
.0845672
7.61
0.000
.4781567
.8097209
logincX1989 |
.5135814
.1345583
3.82
0.000
.2497987
.7773641
logincX1992 |
.5841991
.0950753
6.14
0.000
.3978174
.7705809
logincX1995 |
.4907404
.0799193
6.14
0.000
.3340698
.647411
logincX1998 |
.4756888
.0907935
5.24
0.000
.2977009
.6536767
logincX2001 |
.5430715
.1201679
4.52
0.000
.3074992
.7786439
logincX2004 |
.5512048
.098521
5.59
0.000
.3580681
.7443415
logincX2007 |
.7965936
.1105476
7.21
0.000
.5798805
1.013307
yr1983 |
2.770449
2.469669
1.12
0.262
-2.070992
7.611891
yr1989 |
4.3113
2.753948
1.57
0.118
-1.087431
9.71003
yr1992 |
4.054901
2.521661
1.61
0.108
-.8884637
8.998265
yr1995 |
4.134717
2.44566
1.69
0.091
-.6596564
8.929091
yr1998 |
4.467104
2.487095
1.80
0.073
-.4084981
9.342705
yr2001 |
4.227705
2.571732
1.64
0.100
-.8138161
9.269226
yr2004 |
4.328058
2.544852
1.70
0.089
-.6607682
9.316884
yr2007 |
1.948995
2.549724
0.76
0.445
-3.049382
6.947372
_cons | -2.713123
2.33923
-1.16
0.246
-7.298856
1.87261
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note: Regression coefficients in this table are stated in log dollars.
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VI. Marginal effects
To generate the marginal effects on the linear scale, the coefficients were adjusted to represent the
percentage change in net worth, which was then multiplied by the median value of net worth. The
exception was for the coefficient on log income, which could be directly interpreted as the
percentage change in net worth without any adjustment.
Wald tests were performed on each pair of year-specific coefficients to test the hypothesis that the
coefficients were equal across years. Results for all covariates are presented here, but the discussion
focuses on the covariates which were not discussed in the presentation of key findings.
Race
Figure A.4 shows the marginal effects of being non-white in each given year.
Figure A.4 - Marginal effects of race
Marginal effects and 95% confidence interval of being non-white on net
worth at the median, by year
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Note: *** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05. See the Appendix for the results of the Wald tests.

Table A.10 - P-values from Wald tests of coefficients on race across waves
1983
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007

1962
0.575
0.418
0.552
0.313
0.578
0.510
0.511
0.585

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

0.599
0.917
0.284
0.997
0.814
0.819
0.981

0.675
0.859
0.610
0.729
0.727
0.595

0.407
0.923
0.912
0.916
0.903

0.314
0.447
0.446
0.294

0.826
0.830
0.979

0.996
0.804

0.808

Education
Figure A.5 shows the marginal effects of an additional year of education. The coefficients on
education are is statistically significant at the 0.01 level in all waves but one. In fact, these are also
the only two years in which the difference is statistically significant. See the results of the Wald tests
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in Table A.11 below. It appears, however, that after the returns to education rose to their high in
1998, they have subsequently fallen, although changes are not statistically significant.
Figure A.5 - Marginal effects of education
Marginal effects (and 95% confidence interval) of education in years on net
worth at the median, by year
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Note: *** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05.

Table A.11 - P-values from Wald tests of coefficients on education across waves
1983
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007

1962
0.310
0.678
0.870
0.927
0.228
0.839
0.667
0.581

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

0.606
0.316
0.190
0.006***
0.357
0.078
0.680

0.766
0.674
0.095
0.799
0.370
0.908

0.908
0.109
0.966
0.484
0.653

0.089
0.873
0.497
0.547

0.110
0.369
0.056

0.470
0.690

0.277

Note: *** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05.

Work status
Figure A.6 shows the marginal effects of working. The results suggest that after accounting for
income working status does not appear to have a significant effect on wealth.
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Figure A.6 - Marginal effects of working
Marginal effects and 95% confidence interval of working on net worth at the
median, by year
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Note: *** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05. See the Appendix for the results of the Wald tests.

Table A.12 - P-values from Wald tests of coefficients on working across waves
1983
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007

1962
0.569
0.220
0.328
0.573
0.365
0.367
0.191
0.251

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

0.159
0.314
0.985
0.435
0.405
0.099
0.175

0.591
0.198
0.563
0.493
0.920
0.837

0.379
0.926
0.867
0.491
0.716

0.485
0.470
0.136
0.228

0.955
0.473
0.674

0.396
0.597

0.742

Marital status
From Figure A.7 it is apparent that the effect of being married is positive in all years, although
statistically significant in only 1983 and 1998. At the median, the marginal effects range from
$4,000 in 1962 to $22,000 in 1998. The coefficient on the married variable is statistically
significant only in 1983 and 1998, but the difference between years is not statistically significant.
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Figure A.7 - Marginal effects of marriage
Marginal effects and 95% confidence interval of marital status (1=married)
on net worth at the median, by year
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Note: *** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05. See the Appendix for the results of the Wald tests.

Table A.13 - P-values from Wald tests of coefficients on marital status across waves
1983
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007

1962
0.860
0.446
0.708
0.908
0.369
0.871
0.800
0.707

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

0.283
0.661
0.886
0.126
0.987
0.859
0.669

0.498
0.249
0.890
0.325
0.386
0.517

0.583
0.326
0.697
0.817
0.990

0.107
0.918
0.767
0.594

0.181
0.225
0.352

0.868
0.700

0.815

Age
As shown in Figure A.8, age is a statistically significant predictor of wealth in all nine waves with pvalues <0.05 or better. The only statistically significant differences in coefficients occur between
1962 and later waves, namely 1992, 1998, and 2004. See the table of p-values from the Wald tests
in Table A.14 for complete results.
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Figure A.8 - Marginal effects of age
Marginal effects and 95% confidence interval of age (in years) on net worth
at the median, by year
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Note: *** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05.

Table A.14 - P-values from Wald tests of coefficients on age across waves
1962
0.165
0.306
0.042**
0.093
0.030**
0.210
0.023**
0.152

1983
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

0.869
0.239
0.584
0.164
0.912
0.123
0.828

0.328
0.607
0.256
0.937
0.218
0.762

0.491
0.842
0.248
0.761
0.402

0.366
0.560
0.300
0.806

0.177
0.920
0.303

0.138
0.771

0.250

Note: *** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05.

Income
As Figure A.9 shows, the effect of income on net worth is highly statistically significant in all years.
Figure A.9 - Marginal effects of income
Marginal effects (and 95% confidence intervale) of 1% change in income
(~$380) on net worth at the median, by year
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Note: *** p-value < 0.01, **p-value < 0.05.
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The difference in the marginal effects of income is statistically significant between 1983 and 1995,
and between 1995 and 2004. See Table A.15 for complete results. In general it appears that the
association between income and wealth has increased over time.
Table A.15 - P-values from Wald tests of coefficients on income across waves
1983
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007

1962
0.844
0.861
0.750
0.365
0.364
0.796
0.883
0.581

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

0.559
0.351
0.020*
0.053
0.434
0.927
0.680

0.850
0.273
0.301
0.912
0.619
0.908

0.287
0.331
0.936
0.416
0.653

0.911
0.282
0.035*
0.547

0.319
0.074
0.056

0.498
0.690

0.277

VII. Compositional effects on predicted net worth
The regression model for predicting mean net worth was re-run by decade and by year. Here the
tables of mean predicted wealth are presented, which use the regression results presented earlier in
VI. Regression results.
The analysis by decade was done by pooling the data from each year in a given decade, and allowing
the coefficients on wealth to vary by decade. In this case the 1960s (as represented by the 1962 data)
is used as the reference year. Reading down the columns in Table A.16 reveals that the composition
of young household heads in the 1960s was the most advantageous to net worth, followed by that in
the 2000s.

Covariates (X)

Table A.16 - Difference in mean predicted net worth by decade
Coefficients (β)
1960s
1980s
1990s

2000s

1960s

$0

$10,935

$11,896

$12,982

1980s

-$2,003

$8,383

$10,871

$12,124

1990s

-$2,015

$8,075

$10,777

$11,478

2000s

-$1,862

$9,036

$11,398

$12,554

Note: 1960s X’B is the baseline

The slumping effect of the covariates in the 1980s and 1990s, however, was masked in the simple
comparison of 1962 and 2007 above. The analysis by decade corroborates the finding that the 2007
coefficients were more strongly predictive of wealth given either the 1962 or 2007 population
characteristics. In fact, as Table 3.3 illustrates, the positive effect on the mean predicted wealth
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obtained by swapping the 1962 coefficients for the 2007 ones is reflective of a trend observed over
the decades. Reading left to right, the values in each row increase, with the largest changes occurring
between the 1960s and the 1980s. Of course, the results will be somewhat sensitive to how the years
are aggregated and doing so by decade is somewhat arbitrary. To address this, the analysis was
repeated using all waves individually.
Table A.17 presents the difference in mean predicted wealth given various combinations of yearspecific covariates and coefficients, relative to the predicted wealth of the 1962 cohort in 1962.
Thus, as the reference category, the top left hand cell contains a $0. The highest predicted value is
for 2001 coefficients and covariates. The fact that the years match in the highest cell is interesting
and runs counter to what the less detailed analysis revealed. The downside of evaluating all the data
at once is that it is difficult to determine whether there is any discernible pattern. The only things
that stand out are how particular rows or columns appear to be higher (or lower) than their
counterparts in a way that is consistent across each cell. The row-wise or column-wise shifts up and
down, however, appear to vacillate from year to year.

Covariates

Table A.17 - Difference in mean predicted net worth, all waves (1962 to 2007)
Coefficients (β)
1962
1983
1989
1992
1995
1998
2001
2004
2007

1962
$0
-$2,256
-$1,725
-$1,207
-$2,109
-$2,742
-$568
-$2,775
-$2,081

1983
$11,739
$8,453
$9,169
$9,643
$7,998
$7,128
$11,516
$7,659
$9,357

1989
$9,965
$7,652
$8,308
$9,372
$7,434
$6,453
$10,071
$6,982
$8,913

1992
$10,043
$8,770
$8,928
$9,684
$8,077
$7,206
$10,923
$7,626
$9,095

1995
$13,753
$12,199
$13,148
$14,098
$12,735
$11,815
$15,456
$12,127
$13,661

1998
$12,193
$11,279
$11,277
$12,678
$11,081
$9,922
$13,285
$9,965
$11,424

2001
$14,766
$13,026
$13,724
$14,875
$12,770
$11,627
$16,056
$12,076
$13,884

2004
$10,700
$11,464
$11,377
$12,466
$10,257
$9,226
$13,893
$9,942
$11,755

2007
$13,523
$11,370
$11,796
$12,665
$10,209
$9,106
$14,439
$9,942
$12,169

Note: 1962 X’B is the baseline

VIII. Decomposition results
The Neumark decomposition model estimates the contributions of the difference in mean covariates
and the differences in coefficients. It breaks the latter into two components comparing both sets of
coefficients to the coefficient of a pooled model. Then it quantifies the portion of the difference in
outcome that is due to the relative strength of each coefficient in the group with the higher outcome
value and the portion that is due to the relative weakness of the coefficients in the group with the
lesser outcome value. In this case the sub-groups are defined by year (i.e., 1962 and 2007) and the
outcome of interest is wealth gap between the two years.
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Table A.18 - Neumark decomposition results
Contribution of
difference in
covariate means
β*(X07 – X62)

Contribution of difference in
coefficients
07
07
X (β – β*)
X62(β*– β62)

Working

0.006

0.127

-0.999

Non-white

-0.069

-0.071

0.037

Married

-0.041

0.094

0.010

Age

-0.026

-0.260

-1.139

Education

0.131

-0.319

-0.049

Income (log)

0.068

-0.202

1.990

Constant

0.000

0.771

0.548

Subtotal

0.069

0.141

0.398

Differential due to 2007
coefficients’ advantage (C1)

0.141

Differential due to 1962
coefficients’ disadvantage (C2)

0.398

Differential due to coefficients
(C1+C2, “unexplained”)

0.540

Differential due to endowments
(E, “explained”)

0.069

Total differential

0.608

% unexplained (C1+C2/Total)

0.887

% explained

0.113

(E/Total)

The results of the Neumark decomposition are presented in the above table. There are two key
things to note among the results of the Neumark decomposition. First, most of the difference in
wealth between 1962 and 2007 remains unexplained by the covariates in the model. Second, most
of “unexplained” difference in wealth derives from the 1962 covariates be more weakly positively
associated with higher wealth rather than stronger associations the 2007 covariates and wealth (as
shown by the relative size of the sub-totals in columns 3 and 4). In particular, the effect of income
was relatively weak in the 1962 regression compared to the 2007 coefficient on income.
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Appendix B. Technical Appendix for Chapter 4
This section contains more detailed results from Chapter 4.
Table B.1 - Summary statistics of all financial assets and debts
Among owners
Prevalence
Mean
(Std Dev)
Financial assets
Checking
Savings
Money market
Call
CDs
Bonds
Savings bonds
Mutual funds
Stocks
IRA
401(k)
Managed annuities
Whole life insurance
Other financial assets

Median

76.0%
49.7%
14.6%
0.8%
6.9%
0.5%
12.3%
6.7%
14.9%
17.1%
34.6%
0.9%
11.7%
10.7%

$4,291
$7,765
$67,733
$17,517
$28,483
$362,750
$1,976
$213,028
$39,239
$30,243
$30,815
$25,243
$16,949
$44,037

$3,161
$22,761
$371,729
$10,488
$80,044
$438,235
$4,236
$562,502
$138,701
$64,096
$77,658
$27,130
$48,946
$191,515

$1,500
$1,526
$5,000
$19,000
$5,100
$225,000
$700
$30,000
$3,900
$11,500
$10,000
$15,000
$2,400
$2,000

47.1%
42.3%
32.2%
36.9%
4.3%
2.2%
6.4%

$5,130
$14,183
$23,513
$197,226
$177,350
$4,874
$7,742

$8,106
$12,771
$29,103
$224,320
$216,682
$9,394
$9,812

$1,975
$12,000
$14,000
$144,000
$96,500
$1,000
$5,000

Debts
Credit card
Car loan
Student debt
Residential mortgage
Other residential RE debt
Line of credit
Other debt

Table B.2 presents the conditional probability of account ownership among respondents who owned
at least one financial asset or debt (N=720).
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Checking

Savings

Money market

Savings bonds

Stocks

IRA

401(k)

Vehicle

Home

Credit card

Car loan

Student loans

Mortgage

Checking
Savings
Money market
Savings bonds
Stocks
IRA
401(k)
Vehicle
Home
Credit card
Car loan
Student loans
Mortgage

Unconditional
probability

Table B.2 - Conditional probability of account ownership among account owners

81%
53%
16%
13%
16%
18%
37%
87%
43%
50%
45%
34%
39%

1.00
0.57
0.13
0.15
0.18
0.21
0.40
0.89
0.47
0.55
0.48
0.36
0.43

0.86
1.00
0.15
0.18
0.19
0.21
0.46
0.92
0.47
0.57
0.47
0.37
0.44

0.65
0.51
1.00
0.14
0.28
0.38
0.57
0.88
0.63
0.47
0.35
0.31
0.59

0.95
0.71
0.17
1.00
0.29
0.29
0.56
0.92
0.64
0.58
0.58
0.45
0.63

0.90
0.63
0.27
0.25
1.00
0.45
0.59
0.88
0.60
0.49
0.40
0.45
0.58

0.92
0.60
0.32
0.21
0.39
1.00
0.52
0.92
0.66
0.52
0.49
0.41
0.63

0.89
0.66
0.24
0.20
0.25
0.26
1.00
0.93
0.58
0.56
0.53
0.39
0.56

0.83
0.56
0.16
0.14
0.16
0.19
0.40
1.00
0.47
0.52
0.52
0.34
0.43

0.89
0.58
0.23
0.20
0.22
0.28
0.50
0.95
1.00
0.55
0.53
0.31
0.92

0.88
0.60
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.19
0.41
0.91
0.47
1.00
0.52
0.40
0.44

0.87
0.56
0.12
0.17
0.14
0.20
0.44
1.00
0.51
0.59
1.00
0.38
0.48

0.84
0.57
0.14
0.17
0.21
0.22
0.42
0.87
0.38
0.59
0.50
1.00
0.36

0.89
0.59
0.23
0.21
0.23
0.29
0.52
0.95
1.00
0.57
0.55
0.31
1.00

Table B.3 - Results of selected Studentized t-tests for Stages 2 and 3
Has checking account (%)
Credit card
Does not have credit card debt
64.9
Has credit card debt
88.4
Difference
23.5***
Car loan
Does not have car loan
67.9
Has car loan
87.0
Difference
19.1***
Student loan
Does not have student debt
72.1
Has student debt
84.3
Difference
12.2***
Savings account
Does not have savings account
65.7
Has savings account
86.4
Difference
20.7***
Note: *** p-value <0.01,

Table B.4 - Results of selected Studentized t-tests for Stage 4
Has checking and savings
accounts
(%)
Stage 4 (401(k) or mortgage)
Does not have 401(k) or mortgage
30.1
Has 401(k) or mortgage
54.9
Difference
24.8***
Note: *** p-value <0.01,
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Table B.5 - Results of selected Studentized t-tests for Stage 5
Has checking,
Has checking,
savings and 401(k) savings and 401(k)
or mortgage
(%)
(%)
IRA
Does not have IRA
25.7
19.1
Has IRA
43.2
31.8
Difference
17.5***
12.8***
Stocks
Does not have stocks
26.0
18.8
Has stocks
43.9
35.1
Difference
17.8***
16.3***

Has 401(k)
(%)
31.0
52.3
21.2***
30.5
58.8
28.3***

Note: *** p-value <0.01,

In Figure B.1 a series of spring-embedding graphs of the account-by-accounts similarities matrix are
presented, with successively lower tie strength cutoffs.
Figure B.1 - Spring-embedding graphs of accounts-by-accounts similarities matrix
Jaccard coefficient >45%
Jaccard coefficient >51%

Jaccard coefficient >41%

Jaccard coefficient >38%
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Jaccard coefficient >35%

Jaccard coefficient >34%

Jaccard coefficient >33%

Jaccard coefficient >31%

Jaccard coefficient >25%

Jaccard coefficient >21%

Jaccard coefficient >20%

Jaccard coefficient >0%

In Figure B.2 a series of spring-embedding graphs of the Age group-by-accounts matrix (where the
cells contained the mean ownership rates by sub-group) are presented, with successively lower tie
strength cutoffs.
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Figure B.2 - Spring-embedding graphs of Age group-by-accounts matrix

Tie strength >79%

Tie strength >68%

Tie strength >56%

Tie strength >53%

Tie strength >52%

Tie strength >50%
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Tie strength >47%

Tie strength >46%

Tie strength >44%

Tie strength >43%

Tie strength >39%

Tie strength >36%

Tie strength >33%

Tie strength >31%

Tie strength >29%

Tie strength >26%
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Tie strength >21%

Tie strength >20%

Tie strength >14%

Tie strength >12%

Comparing young adults to prime-age adults
Compared to Figure 4.7, it is evident from Figure B.3 that a greater proportion of older adults have
advanced to the later stages of the progression of financial accounts.
Figure B.3 - Prevalence of financial stage (36-55 y.o.)
Stage 0

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

Stage 4
Stage 5

The following is the non-metric MDS of the 1-mode matrix of Jaccard coefficients for prime-age
adults. Student debt was removed because it was very rare among the older individuals of this age
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range. The stress on this
t graph is 0.055, well below
b
accepttable limits. The patternss of account
location on
o the graph are very sim
milar to those among younnger adults, shown in Figure 4.3.
S
of acccount-by-a ccount simiilarities matrrix (36-55 yy.o.)
Figure B.4 - Multidiimensional Scaling

Figure B.5 shows the scatter plot of
o the princip
pal componeents analysis oof the similarrities between
n
accounts among prim
me-age adults.. Here the raatio of factor loadings on the first and
d second factoor
was 3.3, where
w
the first factor (interpreted as th
he progressioon) accounted for 40 perccent of the
variance. The similarr results were found for yooung adults, illustrated in
n Figure 4.4.
plot of princcipal components analyssis (36-55 y .o.)
Figure B.5 - Scatterp
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The hieraarchical clustering analysiis was also rep
peated for 366-55 year oldds. The patteerns in Figurre B.6
somewhaat resemble th
hose in Figurre 4.5, with the exceptionn that the con
nsumer debtss are joined tto the
cluster latter among prrime-age adu
ults, due to th
heir relative innfrequency.
Figure B.6 - Hierarcchical clusterring dendrogram (36-555 y.o.)
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Appendix C. Technical Appendix for Chapter 5
Semi-structured interview protocol
Notes: Italicized text contains instructions for the interviewer.
Read introduction and informed consent form.
Questions
1. Do you have any financial accounts you use to save money?
a. What types of financial accounts do you have? (Fill in matrix.)
b. If not mentioned, ask if they have any of the following accounts:
a. Checking
b.saving
c. 401(k)
d.
IRA
e. Brokerage
f. CD, bonds
2. Tell me as much as you can about opening your [primary] (a/b/c/d/e/f) account. Use the
secondary questions as necessary.
a. When did you open your (a/b/c/d/e/f) account? What was going on in your life at
the time?
b. Why did you open the (a/b/c/d/e/f) account? Why did you open it then? Why do
you choose that type of account?
c. Were there any challenges in opening your (a/b/c/d/e/f) account?
d. Is this the first (a/b/c/d/e/f) account you ever opened? If not first,
i. When did you open your first (a/b/c/d/e/f) account? What was going on in
your life at the time?
ii. Why did you open the first (a/b/c/d/e/f) account? Why did you open it
then? Why do you choose that type of account?
3. Setting aside for a minute what you have been able to save for, what are the top 3-5 things
you think you need to save money for, whether you’re saving for that or not? (Fill in matrix.)
a. Objective 1 ___________
b. Objective 2 ___________
c. Objective 3 ___________
d. Objective 4 ___________
e. Objective 5 ___________
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Go across the columns, repeating Q4 & Q5 for each column.
4. Have you started saving for Objective (1/2/3/4/5)?
5. Which account(s) do you use to save for Objective (1/2/3/4/5)?
Go down the rows.
6. I’d like you to think back to the last time you deposited money into your [primary] (a/b/c/d)
account.
a. When did you make the deposit? Is that typically when you make deposits in that
account? Are there other times?
b. How did you make that deposit (e.g., direct deposit, mail, phone, ATM)?
c. Why did you make that deposit? Was the deposit earmarked for a specific purpose
(i.e., Objective)?
d. If multiple objectives: Do you keep track of what you save for each purpose in that
account? If so, how?
e. How did you decide how much to deposit?
7. Now I’m going to ask you a bit more about your savings objectives.
a. Overall, are you satisfied with the amount you have been saving for Objective
(1/2/3/4/5)?
b. What has been the biggest challenge in saving for Objective (1/2/3/4/5)?
c. What would help you to save more for Objective (1/2/3/4/5)?
8. How would you rate yourself as a saver? What do you do well? What do you do poorly?
9. Finally, if a friend came to you and said his/her New Year’s Resolution was to save money,
what specific things would you tell him/her to do?
Those are all the questions I have for you. Do you have any questions for me?
Thank you very much for your participation in this study.
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Data collection matrix
Account 1
________

Account 2
________

Account 3
________

Account 4
________

Account 5
________

Objective 1
________________
Objective 2
________________
Objective 3
________________
Objective 4
________________
Objective 5
________________
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